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Passage 51 

Diabetes Mellitus is a disorder of carbohydrate metabolism resulting from insufficient 

Production of insulin or reduced sensitivity to insulin. A polypeptide hormone, insulin is 

synthesized in the pancreas and is necessary for normal utilization of glucose by most 

cells in the body. People with diabetes suffer an inhibition in the normal ability of body 

cells to use glucose, which results in increased blood sugar levels. As more glucose 

accumulates in the blood, excess levels of sugar are excreted in the urine. There are two 

varieties of the disease, Type 1 and Type 2. The two types were previously designated by 

Roman numerals, but now Arabic numerals are used; for example, Type Il is now known 

as Type 2. Type 1 was formerly referred to as juvenile onset diabetes, but it can occur at 

any age. In Type 1 diabetes, insulin is not secreted by the pancreas, so it must be injected. 

This type of diabetes is most often seen in people whose parents, siblings, or other close 

relatives are affected by the disease. Type 2, representing 90 percent of all diabetes, used 

to be called adult onset diabetes, but it can also occur at any age. It results from sluggish 

pancreatic insulin secretion and tissue resistance to secreted insulin, which is complicated 

by subtle changes in the secretion of insulin by the beta cells. It is generally controlled by 

dietary restriction. People who are at risk for this type include: women who have delivered 

a baby of 9 pounds or more or have been diagnosed with gestational diabetes; people over 

45 years of age, particularly those of African-American, Asian-American, Hispanic, 

Native American, or Pacific Islander heritage; those who have a history of diabetes in the 

family those who are obese; and those with high blood pressure, a high triglyceride level, 



 

or high blood sugar A person affected with diabetes may have no symptoms at all. Or, he 

or she may experience one or more of the following common symptoms: fatigue; 

increased urination and thirst; hunger; blurred vision; weight loss; repeated infections of 

the skin, genitals, or feet; or itching and dizziness. The diagnosis is reached by testing the 

blood sugar. If the blood sugar is over 126 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dl) after an 8-hour 

overnight fast, or over 200 mg/dl at other times of the day, the patient is diagnosed as 

having the disease. Diabetes is a formidable illness that can result in serious 

complications, including heart attack, blindness, kidney failure, and loss of circulation to 

the lower extremities (feet and legs). This loss of circulation can lead to amputation of the 

affected areas. Prior to the isolation of insulin in the 1920s, rapid death was common 

among diabetes sufferers. Now, the illness can be managed and those affected can lead a 

long, fairly normal life with proper medical attention and proper attention to personal care. 

Patients should follow nutrition plans designed to help them reach and maintain normal 

body weight and to limit their intake of carbohydrates and fats. They should also exercise 

regularly, which enhances the movement of glucose into muscle cells and inhibits the 

increase in glucose in the blood. 

 

1. Insulin is….. 

A. a hormone.                      B. a drug.               C. a disease.                            D. an organ.  

2. The word excreted in the last sentence of means most nearly the same as 

A. eliminated.                B. ingested.              C. utilized.                   D. inserted.  

3. The word previously in the second paragraph paragraph one means most nearly 

the same as……… 

A occur.                              B. formerly.                    C. designated.                       D. used. 

 



 

 4. The word it in the fourth sentence of paragraph two refers to……. 

A. insulin.                      B. Type 1 diabetes.            C. Type 2 diabetes.          D. pancreas.  

5. According to the passage, insulin is produced ………… 

A. in the pancreas.          B. in tissue.                       C. in hormones.              D. in glucose. 

 6. The word sluggish in the third paragraph means most nearly the same as…..  

A. accelerated.                 B. excreted.                       C. normal.                       D. slow.  

7. The word obese in the last sentence of paragraph three means most nearly the same as … 

A. severely overweight.                                                    B. diabetic.  

C. suffering from high blood pressure.                             D. active.  

8. What is a suitable title for this passage?  

A. Treatment of Diabetes                                         B. An Overview of Diabetes  

C. Juvenile Diabetes - a Killer                                 D. How to Diagnose Diabetes 

9. The author distinguishes between Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes to describe how… 

A. one affects only juveniles and the other affects only adults.  

B. the symptoms and treatment are different.  

C. the two types are extremely similar to each other.  

D. the understanding of the disease has improved over time.  

10. All of the following are correct except that…………..  

A. Type 2 diabetes is much more common than Type 1  

B. both types of diabetes are hereditary to come extent.  

C. Type 2 results from a lack of secretion of insulin  

D. diabetes is treatable  



 

11. It can be inferred from the passage that ……… 

A. amputation is the most common treatment for diabetes.  

B. Type 1 sufferers are generally not overweight. 

C. the symptoms of diabetes are always severe.  

D. too much insulin is secreted in Type 1 diabetes. 

 

Passage 52 

Many people suffer from an ailment of the gallbladder, which occurs when stones form 

within the organ. The gallbladder is a small sac in the upper-right section of the abdomen, 

beneath the liver and near the pancreas. Its function is to store bile, which is produced by 

the liver to help digest fat and absorb vitamins and minerals. Bile consists mainly of water, 

cholesterol, lipids (fats), bile salts, which are natural detergents that break up fat, 

and bilirubin, which is a pigment that gives bile its greenish-yellow color. Many people 

suffer from an ailment of the gallbladder, which occurs when stones form within the 

organ. The gallbladder is a small sac in the upper-right section of the abdomen, beneath 

the liver and near the pancreas. Its function is to store bile, which is produced by the liver 

to help digest fat and absorb vitamins and minerals. Bile consists mainly of water, 

cholesterol, lipids (fats), bile salts, which are natural detergents that break up fat, 

and bilirubin, which is a pigment that gives bile its greenish-yellow color. 

Gallstones form when the cholesterol and the bilirubin form crystals, which then fuse in 

the gallbladder to form the stones. They range in size from tiny specks the size of grains of 

sand to stones as large as golf balls, although most are quite small. Sometimes the crystals 

accumulate but do not form stones. But even then, they form a sludge that causes 

indigestion and discomfort, which is not as serious as the symptoms that stones cause. 



 

The great majority of gallstones are made of cholesterol, but some consist of bile pigment. 

The former are produced when the bile is too rich in cholesterol or the gallbladder is not 

functioning properly, and they generally occur in people within the risk factors. 

Gallstones can irritate the lining of the gallbladder, causing chronic inflammation and 

infection, resulting in pain in the abdominal area. An acute gallstone attack occurs when 

the gallbladder contracts while squeezing its bile through the cystic duct, and one or more 

stones lodge in the duct. The muscles in the duct wall then contract in an attempt 

to dislodge the stone, causing severe pain. If they are not dislodged, the bile backs up into 

the liver and eventually the bloodstream. 

Risk groups include people who are overweight; people who fast habitually or are on 

long-term extremely low-calorie diets; pregnant women; people with diabetes; females 

between the ages of 20 and 60; native American men or Pima Indian women of Arizona; 

and Mexican-American men or women. As anybody ages, the chance of gallstones 

increases, with 10 percent of all men and 20 percent of women having gall stones by age 

60. 

Gallstones are diagnosed with an ultrasound, which is a device that transmits sound waves 

into the body and returns a depiction of the organ. Even patients with gallstones generally 

do not need treatment unless the stones are causing chronic symptoms. Large stones can 

be crushed through a procedure called shock wave lithotripsy, but the fragments then must 

exit the body, which can be uncomfortable. The most common treatment is to remove the 

gallbladder entirely. The body gets along quite well with no gallbladder because it is 

simply a storage area. The manufacture of bile in the liver goes on just the same, although 

there is no bile present in the event it is needed quickly. For that reason, patients are urged 

to avoid excessively fatty foods. 

 

 

 



 

1. The word ailment in the first sentence is closest in meaning to…… 

        A. organ.                           B. disorder.            C. enlargement.                   D. loss. 

2. The word which in the first sentence refers to…….. 

      A. people.                         B. ailment.                 C. suffer.                           D. stone. 

3.The author implies in the first paragraph that sludge is similar to…… 

       A. stones.                        B. mud.                      C. liquid.                         D. medicine. 

4. The word fuse in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to…… 

        A. crystallize.               B. join.                       C. separate.                       D. collapse. 

5. The author implies in the first paragraph that bile salts are similar to……. 

        A. soap.                        B. oil.                         C. fat.                              D. stones. 

6. The author implies in the first paragraph that bilirubin is similar to……… 

        A. paint.                       B. bile.                      C. soap.                          D. cholesterol. 

7. The author indicates that crystals of cholesterol and bilirubin that do not fuse 

cause…….. 

        A. severe pain.        B. indigestion.         C. chronic attacks.             D. crystallization. 

8. The author states that most gallstones are caused by…. 

           A. cholesterol-rich bile or a malfunctioning gallbladder. 

           B. overabundance of bile pigment. 

           C.  sludge 

           D. eating fatty foods. 

9. The word irritate in the fourth paragraph is closest in meaning to……. 

        A. affect.                      B. inflame.                 C. treat.                        D. result. 

10. The word dislodge in the fourth paragraph is closest in meaning to……. 

        A. treat.                         B. displace.              C. expand.                  D. entrench. 

11. The author implies that most severe attacks occur when a stone becomes stuck in 

the………. 

       A. gallbladder.                B. cystic duct.                C. sludge.                          D. liver. 



 

12. One common cause of gallstones is………… 

         A. excessive dieting.                                    B. eating too many vegetables. 

         C. excessive eating.                                     D. eating too much fruit. 

13. All of the following people are potentially at high risk of getting gallstones except. 

         A. a woman who is pregnant.                      B. a man of Pima Indian descent. 

          C. a person over 55.                                    D. a Mexican-American woman. 

14. The word depiction in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to……… 

           A. illustration.                      B. diagnosis.                    C. wave.                    D. stone 

15. The word it in the last paragraph refers to………. 

           A. body.                         B. gallbladder.                        C. stone.                  D. treatment. 

 

Passage 53 

Scientists have developed a new bionic computer chip that can be mated with human cells 

to combat disease The tiny device, smaller and thinner than a strand of hair, combines a 

healthy human cell with an electronic circuitry chip. Doctors can control the activity of the 

cell by controlling the chip with a computer It has long been established that cell 

membranes become permeable when exposed to electrical impulses Researchers have 

conducted genetic research for years with a trial and error process of bombarding cells 

with electricity in an attempt to introduce foreign substances such as new drug treatments 

or genetic material. They were unable to apply a particular level of voltage for a particular 

purpose. With the new invention, the computer sends electrical impulses to the chip, 

which triggers the cell's membrane pores to open and activate the cell in order to correct 

diseased tissues. It permits physicians to open a cell's pores with control. Researchers hope 

that eventually they will be able to develop more advanced chips whereby they can 

choose a particular voltage to activate particular tissues, whether they be muscle, bone, 



 

brain, or others. They believe that they will be able to implant multiple chips into a person 

to deal with one problem or more than one problem. 

 

1. The word mated in the first sentence is closest in meaning to ………. 

A. avoided.                    B. combined.             C. introduced.            D. developed. 

 2. The word strand in the second sentence is closest in meaning to …… 

A. type.                           B.thread.                     C. chip.                    D. color. 

3. The author implies that scientists are excited about the new technology because… 

 A. it is less expensive than current techniques.  

B. it allows them to be able to shock cells for the first time.  

C. it is more precise than previous techniques.  

D. it is possible to kill cancer with a single jolt. 

4. The author states that scientists previously were aware that ……. 

A. they could control cells with a separate computer.  

B. electronic impulses could affect cells. 

C. electric charges could harm a person.  

D. cells interact with each other through electrical charges.  

5. The word bombarding in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to …… 

A. barraging.                        B. influencing.               C. receiving.                D. testing.  

6. The author implies that up to now, the point of applying electric impulse to cells 

was to……… 

A. kill them.                                       B. open their walls to introduce medication  

C. stop growth.                                  D. combine cells. 



 

 

 7. The word triggers in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to ………. 

A. damages.               B. causes.                   C. shoots.                        D. assists.  

8. The word eventually in the third paragraph is closest in meaning to …… 

A. finally.                   B. in the future.          C. possibly.                   D. especially. 

9. The word they in the first sentence of the third paragraph refers to …… 

A. researchers.            B. chips.                    C. voltages.                     D. tissues.  

10. The word particular in the third paragraph is closest in meaning to ……… 

A. huge.                    B. slight.                       C. specific.                    D. controlled. 

 11. The word others in the third paragraph refers to other………….  

A. researchers.           B. chips.                       C. voltages.                  D. tissues.  

12. The author indicates that it is expected doctors will be able to ……… 

A. place one large chip in a person to control multiple problems.  

B. place more than one chip in a single person.  

C. place a chip directly inside a cell.  

D. place a chip inside a strand of hair. 

 

Passage 54 

 

The Greenland Shark, whose scientific name, semiosis microcephalus, means "small-

headed sleeper," has eluded study until recently and is unique among sharks of the world. 

As one might imagine, the water of Arctic Bay is extremely frigid, but the Greenland 

Shark is perfectly suited for it. The shark itself may appear ghoulish, having large nostrils, 



 

gray and blotched skin, a mouth full of sharp teeth, and milky eyes (like those of a dead 

fish) with something that appears like a tassel hanging from each of them. Its jaw and 

teeth look quite similar to those of other sharks, with entire layers of teeth being discarded 

together and replaced with a new set. The lethargic shark feeds on seals, fish, and 

carrion, with a power to suck in huge pieces of meat. It is known to grow to at least 20 or 

more feet and to live for at least 16 years, although there is not much data on the subject. 

Curiously, when the flesh of one of these sharks is ingested by any being other than 

another Greenland Shark, a strong neurotoxin causes extreme intoxication. Researchers 

have spotted packs of wild dogs that have eaten a dead Greenland Shark and become so 

intoxicated that they could not walk. The shark meat can be detoxified by soaking it in salt 

water for several days, and then there is no adverse effect. A The tassel-like object 

hanging from the eyes is, in fact, a certain type of parasite called a copepod that regularly 

attaches itself to the cornea of Greenland Sharks, severely damaging their eyesight. The 

three-inch invertebrate exhibits two claw-like appendages that hook on to the cornea. A 

scar is created where the copepod latches on and where it moves back and forth across the 

eye. This is what results in the milky eyes. Unbelievably, the shark still appears to see 

through the fogginess and the annoying copepod hanging in front of the cornea, although 

its sight does not appear to be that important. Naturally, it has a keen sense of smell to 

make up for the lack of sight 

 

1. The word eluded in the first sentence is closest in meaning to ……… 

A. undergone.                 B. escaped.                    C. met.                     D. fulfilled.  

2. The word frigid in the second sentence is closest in meaning to……  

A. freezing.                           B. deep.                       C. warm.                  D. food-filled.  

 



 

3. The word ghoulish in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to…………. 

A. ghastly.                       B. huge.                   C. gray.                        D. slow.  

4. The word blotched in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to ………….. 

A. dark.                           B. rough.                  C. spotted.                    D. leathery.  

5. The word tassel in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to …………… 

A. decoration.                 B. amoeba.               C. eyelid.                        D. tongue.  

6. The word them in the last sentence of the first paragraph refers to ……… 

A. eyes.                            B. sharks.               C. mouths.                        D. tassel.  

7. The author implies that instead of losing a tooth, the Greenland shark……..  

A. loses an entire set at once.  

B. retains all its teeth for life.  

C. loses two at a time.  

D. can regenerate a broken tooth like the tail of a lizard.  

8. The author implies that due to the extremely cold water…………  

A. the shark does not live long.  

B.it has been difficult to observe the shark to any great degree.  

C. the shark hibernates.  

D. the sharks only move around in daylight.  

9. The word lethargic in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to …….. 

A. sluggish.                         B. energetic.                        C. angry.                 D. violent.  

10. The author implies in paragraph two that carrion is …………. 

A. dead animal flesh.           B. a bacteria.              C. a Greenland Shark.          D. a tooth.  



 

11. The author indicates that the Greenland Shark's flesh contains…………  

A. tasty meat.                                   B. a material that causes intoxication.  

C. an amoeba.                                   D. more fat than that of other sharks.  

12. The word they in the third paragraph refers to ……………. 

A. researchers.                     B. dogs.                C. sharks.              D. parasites.  

13. The passage indicates in the last paragraph that a copepod is…………..  

A. a type of shark.                                                    B. a type of dog.                

C. a type of parasite.                                                 D. a researcher.  

14. The word scar in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to ……….. 

A. disfigurement.                    B. cornea.             C. copepod.                D. shark. 

 

Passage 55 

With the rise of the great metropolis in the industrial era, city planning in the United States 

passed out of the hands of the architect and into the hands of the technical expert. Unlike 

the architect, who thought of the city as a work of art to be built up with an eye towards 

beauty, the modern technocrat has always taken a purely functional approach to city 

planning; the city exists for the sole purpose of serving the needs of its inhabitants. Its 

outward appearance has no important value Over the span of a few centuries, this new 

breed of urban planner has succeeded in forever changing the face of American cities. A 

visit to any large city confirms this grim fact. Even a casual observer could not fail to 

notice that the typical urban landscape is arranged along the lines of a tedious chessboard 

pattern, with its four-cornered intersections and long, straight, and dull streets. Strict 

building codes have resulted in an overabundance of unsightly neighborhoods in which 

there is only slight variation among structures. Rows of squat concrete apartment houses 



 

and files of gigantic steel and glass skyscrapers have almost completely replaced older, 

more personal buildings. Moreover, the lovely natural surroundings of many cities are no 

longer a part of the urban landscape. For the most part, the hills and rivers that were once 

so much a part of so many metropolitan settings have been blotted out by thoughtless 

construction. The lone bright spot in this otherwise bleak picture is that currently there is a 

rebirth of interest in architecture. Enrollments in graduate architectural programs are the 

highest they have been in years. Hopefully, this trend will continue and help pave the way 

for a more beautiful America of the future. 

1. The primary purpose of this passage is to …….. 

(A) show the accomplishments of the modern technical expert. 

(B) point out the failures of old-fashioned architects.  

(C) argue for the preservation of natural surroundings.  

(D) communicate the author's preference for architects over technocrats.  

2. The architect had always considered cities to be ………….. 

(A) a functional place of dwelling.                              (B) a work of art  

(C) in need of many tall skyscrapers                           (D) a place for experimentation  

3. The tone of this passage can best be described as…………..  

(A) disapproving                     (B) conciliatory                (C) apologetic        (D) sorrowful  

4. The reference to a "purely functional approach to city planning" in paragraph 1 

serves to ….. 

(A) demonstrate that architects and technocrats should cooperate 

(B) imply that architects are unconcerned about human comfort  

(C) show that this approach is to be desired  

(D) stress the difference between architects and technocrats  



 

5. The word "span" in paragraph 2 most nearly means………….  

(A) extension               (B) days                 (C) bridge                 (D) stretch  

6. The word "face" in paragraph 2 most nearly means ………….. 

(A) appearance                 (B) expression              (C) conflict                  (D) value  

7. In the second paragraph, the description of cities can best be described as …. 

(A) tolerant                  (B) unflattering             (C) regulated       (D) monotonous  

8. According to the passage, what is a consequence of strict building codes?  

(A) an unsightly regularity of building styles.  

(B) more neighborhoods than are necessary.  

(C) a lack of interested building observers.  

(D) a return of the old time architect.  

9. We can infer from the passage that the author sees modern architecture as … 

(A) necessary                (B) impersonal                (C) lovely                (D) valuable  

10. The expression "blotted out" in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to  

(A) taken away               (B) omitted                (C) blocked out            (D) made useless  

11. It is most likely that the author would support which of the following:  

(A) an effort to enforce disregarded building codes.  

(B) programs increasing the public's appreciation for architecture.  

(C) plans to build fewer parks.  

(D) a return to eighteenth-century living styles  

12. The passage ends in a spirit of……………  

(A) anger              (B) disgust                 (C) accusation                       (D) hope 



 

Passage 56 

Clipper ships were the swiftest sailing ships that were ever put to sea and the most 

beautiful. These ships had their days of glory in the 1840s and 1850s. The first were built 

in Baltimore, but most were constructed in the shipyards of New England. It was Chinese 

tea that brought them into existence. Tea loses its flavor quickly when stored in the hold of 

a vessel, and merchants were willing to pay top prices for fast delivery. American 

shipbuilders designed clippers to fill this need. Then came the California Gold Rush of 

1849, when clippers took gold seekers from the East Coast to the West by way of Cape 

Horn. They required an experienced captain and a large crew. Clippers were built for 

speed, and considerations of large carrying capacity and economical Operation were 

sacrificed for this purpose. They had long slender hulls with purpose. They had long 

slender hulls with sharp bows. Their three slanted masts carried a huge cloud of canvas 

sail, including topgallants and royal sails, and sometimes skysails and moonrakers, to 

capture the power of the winds. They required a hard-driving Capitan and a large, 

experienced crew. Many records were set by clippers. Sovereign of the Seas made it from 

San Francisco to New York in eighty-two days. Flying Cloud did 374 miles in one day. 

Lightning traveled from New York to Liverpool in thirteen days, and Ina made it from 

New York to Singapore in eighty-six days. Some 500 clippers were built in American 

shipyard. British yards turned out some twenty-seven tea clippers, as the British ships 

were called. Unlike the wooden American ships, British clippers were "composite" with 

iron frames and wooden planking. The most famous tea clipper was the Cutty Sark. By 

1860, the age of the clippers was fading. Gold diggings in California were nearly 

exhausted. American investors found railroad building more profitable than clippers. Most 

importantly, there was a technological innovation that doomed the clipper, and in fact, the 

entire age of sail: the development of the steamship. 

 



 

1.What is the author's main purpose in writing?  

(A) To describe the tea trade in the 1840s.  

(B) TO contrast clipper ships and other ships.  

(C) To discuss 19th century shipbuilding techniques.  

(D) To provide a brief history of clipper ships.  

2. Which of the following is closest meaning to the word "swiftest" in line 1?  

(A) Fastest                                                    (B) Best armed  

(C) Largest                                                  (D) Most expensive  

3. According to the passage, where were the majority of clipper ships built? 

 (A) California                                              (B) Baltimore  

(C) New England                                         (D) Great Britain  

4. In line 4, the word "vessel" could be replaced by which of the following? 

 (A) Container                     (B) Ship                   (C) Cargo                 (D) Merchant  

5.According to the passage, how did the California Gold Rush affect clipper ships?  

(A) It encouraged the development of railroads, which competed with the clippers.  

(B) The newly discovered gold was used to finance the construction of new ships. 

(C) It stimulated the demand for tea on the West Coast.  

(D) People wanting to participate in the Gold Rush were passengers on these ships.  

6. According to the passage, which of the following considerations was most 

important to the owners of clippers?  

(A) Maximum speed.                                      (B) Reduced operating costs.  

(C) Increased cargo capacity.                         (D) Small crews 



 

 

7. Which of the following is closest meaning to the word "slanted" in paragraph 2?  

(A) Titled                (B) Slender                (C) Strengthened                 (D) Towering  

8. What can be inferred from the passage about skysails and moonrakers?  

(A) Skysails were highest sails on the mast, and moonrakers were the lowest  

(B) They were not always used on clipper ships  

(C) They were much larger than royal sails and topgallants.  

(D) They were never used on clipper ships.  

9. According to the passage, the record for the fastest trip between New York and 

Liverpool was set by ……. 

(A) Sovereign of the Sea                                               (B) Flying Cloud  

(C) Lightning                                                               (D) Ino  

10. It can inferred from the passage that the tea clipper Cutty Sark…….. 

(A) Was faster than most American clippers.  

(B) Had more than three masts.  

(C) Could be powered by steam as well as by sails.  

(D) Had a metal frame and wooden planking.  

11. All of the following are given in the passage as reasons for decline of clipper ships 

EXCEPT…………  

(A) The end of the California Gold Rush.  

(B) Competition with British tea clippers.  

(C) The development of steamship.  

(D) Investment in railroads.  



 

12. In the next paragraph, the author will most likely discuss…..  

(A) The beginnings of the age of steam.  

(B) Railroad travel in the United State.  

(C) Further development in sailing ships.  

(D) The relationship between speed and ship design. 

 

7Passage 5 

Lighthouses are towers with strong lights that help mariners plot their position, inform 

them that land is near, and warn them of dangerous rocks and reefs. They are placed at 

prominent points on the coast and on Islands, reefs, and sandbars. Every lighthouse has a 

distinctive pattern of light known as its characteristic. There are five basic characteristics: 

fixed, flashing, occultin. Eroup flashing, and group occulting. A fixed signal is a steady 

beam. A flashing signal has periods of darkness longer than periods of light, while an 

occulting signal's periods of light are longer. A group flashing light gives off two or more 

flashes at regular intervals, and a group - Occulting signal consists of a fixed light with 

two or more periods of darkness at regular intervals. Some lighthouses use lights of 

different colours as well, and today most lighthouses are also equipped with radio 

beacons. The three types of apparatus used to produce the signals are the catoptric, in 

which metal is used to reflect the light, the dioptric, in which glass is used and the 

catadioptric, in which both glass and metal are used. In the daytime, lighthouses can 

usually be identified by their structure alone. The most typical structure is a tower 

Tapering at the top, but some, such as the Bastion Lighthouse on the Saint Lawrence 

River, are shaped like pyramids, and others, such as the Race Rock light, look like wooden 

houses sitting on high platforms. Still others, such as The American Shoal lighthouse off 

the Florida Coast, are skeletal towers of steel. Where lighthouses might be confused in 



 

daylight, they can be distinguished by day-marker patterns - designed of checks and 

stripes painted in vivid colors on lighthouse walls. in the past, the lob of lighthouse keeper 

was lonely and difficult, if somewhat romantic, Lighthouse keepers put in hours of tedious 

work maintaining the lights. Today, lighthouses are almost entirely automated with 

humans supplying only occasional maintenance. Because of improvements in navigational 

technology, the importance of lighthouses has diminished. There are only about 340 

functioning lighthouses in existence in the United States today, compared to about 1,500 

in 1900, and there are only about 1,400 functioning lighthouses outside the United States. 

Some decommissioned lighthouses have been preserved as historical monument 

 

1. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as one of the functions of 

lighthouses?  

(A) To help sailors determine their location. 

(B) To warn of danger from rocks and reefs.  

(C) To notify sailors that bad weather is approaching.  

(D) To indicate that land is near. 

2.The word "their" in line 1 refers to……  

(A) Mariners                  (B) Lighthouse                    (C) Dangers                      (D) Light  

3. The word "prominent" is closest in meaning to  

(A) Dangerous             (B) conspicuous            (C) Picturesque                (D) Famous  

4. In the context of this passage, the author uses the term "characteristic" (line 4) to 

refer to………..  

(A) period of darkness                                (B) person who operates a lighthouse  

(C) pattern painted on a lighthouse            (D) distinctive light signal .  



 

5. According to the passage, what kind of signal has long periods of light that are 

regularly broken by two or more periods of darkness?  

(A) Group occulting                                                (B) Flashing  

(C) Occulting                                                          (D) Group flashing  

6. According to the passage, a catoptric apparatus is one that uses………….  

(A) lights of various colors                                            (B) metal  

(C) glass                                                                         (D) a radio beacon  

7. For which of the following does the author NOT provide a scientific example in the 

third paragraph?  

(A) A lighthouse shaped like a pyramid.  

(B) A lighthouse made of steel.  

(C) A lighthouse with day-marker patterns. 

(D) A lighthouse that resembles a house on a platform.  

8.The word "tapering" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to which of the 

following?  

(A) Narrowing               (B) Soaring                     (C) Opening                   (D) Rotating  

9. It can be concluded from the passage that lighthouses with day-marker patterns 

would most likely be found in areas where …… 

(A) the weather is frequently bad.  

(B) the structure them seives cannot be easily seen by passing mariners.  

(C) there are not many lighthouses.  

(D) there are a number of lighthouses with similar structures.  

 



 

10. The author implies that compared to those of the past, contemporary lighthouses 

... 

(A) employ more powerful lights.  

(B) require less maintenance.  

(C) are more difficult to operate.  

(D) are more romantic. 

11.There is information in the fourth paragraph to support which of these 

statements?  

(A) There are more lighthouses in the United States now than there were in 1900. 

(B) There are more lighthouses in the United States today than in any other single country.  

(C) There are more functioning lighthouses in the United States today than there are 

lighthouses preserved as historical monuments.  

(D) There were more lighthouses in the United States in 1900 than there are elsewhere in 

the world today. 

 

Passage 58 

Walt Disney was born in 1901 in Chicago, but soon moved to a small farm near 

Marceline, Missouri. From this rural and rather humble beginning, he later became one of 

the most famous and beloved motion-picture producers in history. Although he died in 

1966, his name and artistic legacy continue to influence the lives of millions of people 

throughout the world.After several years of barely making ends meet as a cartoon artist 

operating from his Los Angeles garage, Disney had his first success in 1928, with his 

release of a Mickey Mouse cartoon. Throughout the next decade, he continued to produce 

a number of cartoons, and develop more of his highly profitable and enduring creations, 



 

such as Donald Duck and Pluto. In the late 1930s, he issued a full-length cartoon film. 

Snow White became an instant commercial and critical success. This was only the first of 

many films, both animated and not, produced by Disney and his studio. But as renowned 

as Disney name is for cartoons and movies, it is probably best known for a string of 

spectacular amusement and theme parks. Starting with California's Disneyland in 1955 

and culminating with the fantastically successful Disney World and EPCOT Center in 

Florida, Disney became a household name. In recent years, the theme park concept 

became international, with openings in Tokyo and Paris. With the continuing success of 

Disney, the creation of future theme park is under discussion. 

 

1. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?  

(A) Walt Disney and His Legacy.  

(B) The History of Disney World and Disneyland.  

(C) Walt Disney's Boyhood Years.  

(D) Walt Disney and Animated Cartoons.  

2. The word "humble" in line 2 is closest in meaning to………… 

(A) simple                     (B) shy                          (C) boring                    (D) respectful  

3. What is the author's attitude toward the accomplishments of Walt Disney?  

(A) critical                 (B) approving                   (C) ambivalent              (D) spiteful  

4. According to the passage, which of the following is true………..  

(A) Disney first achieved success after his death.  

(B) Mickey Mouse was Disney's only cartoon creation.  

(C) Snow White was the first full-length cartoon film.  

(D) Disney's first concern was always profitability.  



 

 

5. In paragraph 1, "barely making ends meet" is closest in meaning to ……….. 

(A) trying new businesses.  

(B) producing only a few cartoons. 

(C) not making much money.  

(D) meeting personal failure.  

6. The word "enduring" in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to …………. 

(A) difficult                    (B) suffering                  (C) famous                  (D) lasting  

7. The word "studio" in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to…………….  

(A) laboratory              (B) company                   (C) study                    (D) students  

8. The word "renowned" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to …………… 

(A) possessed              (B) talked about               (C) useful                  (D) well known  

9. It can be inferred from the passage that …………. 

(A) Snow White was Disney's most successful film.  

(B) Disney created cartoon movies and "noncartoon" movies.  

(C) the Tokyo theme park is in financial difficulty.  

(D) the California theme park is now closed.  

10. The word "culminating" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to………..  

(A) developing                         (B) ending              (C) helping               (D) advancing  

11. The word "concept" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ………… 

(A) idea                                 (B) location                      (C) birth                      (D) demand 

 



 

12. In future years it is most likely that………….  

(A) the remaining theme parks will also close.  

(B) Disney will produce only cartoons. 

(C) the Paris theme park will become successful.  

(D) the Disney name will stay well known. 

 

Passage 59 

For a time, the Hubble telescope was the brunt of jokes and subject to the wrath of those 

who believed the US government had spent too much money on space projects that served 

no valid purpose. The Hubble was sent into orbit with a satellite by the Space Shuttle 

Discovery in 1990 amid huge hype and expectation. Yet after it was in position, it simply 

did not work, because the primary mirror was misshapen. It was not until 1993 that the 

crew of the Shuttle Endeavor arrived like roadside mechanics, opened the hatch that was 

installed for the purpose, and replaced the defective mirror with a good one. Suddenly, all 

that had originally been expected came true. The Hubble telescope was indeed the window 

on the universe," as it had originally been dubbed. When you look deep into space, you 

are actually looking back through time, because even though light travels at 186,000 miles 

a second, it requires time to get from one place to another. In fact, it is said that in some 

cases, the Hubble telescope is looking back eleven billion years to see galaxies already 

forming. The distant galaxies are speeding away from Earth, some traveling at the speed 

of light. Hubble has viewed exploding stars such as the Eta Carinae, which clearly 

displayed clouds of gas and dust billowing outward from its poles at 1.5 million miles an 

hour. Prior to Hubble, it was visible from traditional telescopes on earth, but its details 

were not ascertainable. But now, the evidence of the explosion is obvious. The star still 

burns five million times brighter than the sun and illuminates clouds from the inside. 



 

Hubble has also provided a close look at black holes, which are described as cosmic 

drains. Gas and dust swirl around the drain and are slowly sucked in by the incredible 

gravity. It has also looked into an area that looked empty to the naked eye and, within a 

region the size of a grain of sand, located layer upon layer of galaxies, with each galaxy 

consisting of billions of stars. The Hubble telescope was named after Edwin Hubble, a 

1920s astronomer who developed a formula that expresses the proportional relationship of 

distances between clusters of galaxies and the speeds at which they travel. Astronomers 

use stars known as Cepheid variables to measure distances in space. These stars dim and 

brighten from time to time, and they are photographed over time and charted. All the 

discoveries made by Hubble have allowed astronomers to learn more about the formation 

of early galaxies. 

 

1. The author states that the Hubble was not always popular because……….  

A. people were afraid of what might be found. 

B. many people believed space exploration was a waste of time.  

C. it was defective for its first three years in space.  

D. it was more expensive than most space shuttles. 

2. The word brunt in the first sentence is closest in meaning to……..  

A. subject.                     B. expense.              C. contentment.                  D. unhappiness.  

3. The word wrath in the first sentence is closest in meaning to…………..  

A. interest.                    B. contentment.        C. fury.                              D. pleasure. 

 4. The author implies that at the time the Hubble was initially deployed from Earth..  

A. there was little attention paid to it.  

B. all attention was focused on the space shuttle, not the Hubble.  



 

C. there was considerable excitement about the potential uses.  

D. it was already known that the mirror was defective. 

 5. The word misshapen in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to…………. 

A. unusual.                     B. useful.                  C. expected.                        D. distorted.  

6. The word it in the second sentence of the second paragraph refers to …. 

A.one.                                     B. space.                    C. light.                      D. second. 

 7. The author implies that the satellite that carries the Hubble was specifically 

designed so that ………… 

A. the known defective mirror could be replaced in space rather than on Earth.  

B. maintenance could be done by traveling astronauts.  

C. the Hubble could move easily.  

D. the mirror could contract and expand.  

8. The author compares the astronauts of the Endeavor to…………  

A. astronomers.                 B. scientists.                C. mechanics.                    D. politicians. 

 9. The author states that Edward Hubble……………  

A. developed the Hubble telescope.  

B. was the first person to use the Hubble telescope.  

C. developed a mathematical formula to measure speed and distances between galaxies.  

D. was a politician who sponsored funding in Congress.  

10. The word dubbed in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to ……….. 

A. detracted.                   B. named.            C. anticipated.            D. purchased. 

 



 

11. The author states that………………..  

A. when viewing a distant galaxy through the Hubbell telescope, you are actually looking 

back in time.  

B. the new mirror distorts the image.  

C. the view from Hubble is not accurate, but it is interesting.  

D. you cannot discern distance or time with any kind of accuracy.  

12. According to the passage, a Cepheid variable is…………… 

A. a Star                                                                                    B. a llubble calculation 

C. the dimming and brightening of a star.                               D. a mirror. 

13. The author indicates that the Eta Carinae was previously viewed from other 

telescopes, but………………  

A. its details could not be seen.  

B. its speed and distance were not known.  

C. its location was not known.  

D. it had not been named.  

14. The word billowing in the third paragraph is closest in meaning to ………… 

A. sitting.                       B. pouring.               C. exploding.                    D. stopping. 

 15. The author implies that a black hole is analogous to ……………. 

A. water draining in a bathtub.                                  B. a galaxy  

C. a group of stars.                                                    D. a cloud. 

 

 

 



 

 

Passage 60 

Tube worms live anchored to the sea floor, 1,700 feet below the ocean surface, near 

natural spring vents that spew forth water from the earth. They live off geothermal energy 

instead of sunlight. There are two species of the tube worm family, with very different 

lengths of life and growth rates, but similarities as well. The slow-growing tube worms are 

known to live as long as 250 years, making them the longest-living sea invertebrates 

known. This species lives near cold sea-floor seeps and may not grow at all from one year 

to the next. Even when they do grow, it is generally from a half an inch to four inches per 

year. In spite of their slow growth, due to their long lives, they can reach nine feet before 

they die, although they are thinner than the hot water worms. The seeps under the slow-

growing tube worms are rich with oily materials. The environment in which they live is 

slow and peaceful, stable and low-energy. The cold water seeps and the tube worms that 

reside there may live hundreds or thousands of years. In stark contrast, the fast-growing 

tube worms live a quick and short life, growing rapidly. They attach themselves near hot 

steaming vents that force water into the sea, growing about two and a half feet a year, and 

up to eight feet overall. They live by absorbing sulfur compounds metabolized by bacteria 

in a symbiotic relationship. The hot water vents spew forth scalding water filled with 

hydrogen sulfide, which the tiny bacteria living in the worms' tissues consume. These tube 

worms live a rapid life, with none of the relaxing characteristics of the cold water tube 

worms. 

 

1. The word anchored in the first sentence is closest…  

A. affixed.                 B. contentedly.                   C. feeding.                       D. above 



 

2. The expression spew forth in the first sentence is in meaning to closest in meaning 

to …. 

A. inhale.                     B. discharge.                      C. control.                       D. eliminate. 

3. The author implies that a vent and a seep are………….. 

 A. the same. 

B. different in that a vent involves rapid discharge while a seep involves slow discharge.  

C. different in that a vent involves discharge while a seep involves intake.  

D. different in that a vent involves slow discharge while a seep involves rapid discharge. 

4. The passage indicates that the two types of tube worms discussed are ………. 

A. from totally different families.  

B. different in that one is not a true tube worm at all  

C. from the same family but different species.  

D. from the same species and only differ because of habitat. 

5. The author states that the cold water tube worm…………  

A. grows slower than the hot water tube worm.  

B. grows faster than the hot water tube worm.  

C. does not grow as high as the hot water tube worm.  

D. does not live as long as the hot water tube worm. 

6. The word stark in the fourth paragraph is closest in meaning to……….  

A. complete.              B. somewhat.                  C. comparative.              D. interesting. 

7. The word overall in the fourth paragraph is closest in meaning to ………. 

A. lifetime.                   B. annually.                C. generally.                    D. rapidly. 



 

8. The word scalding in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to ……….. 

A. hydrogen-filled.           B. bacteria-filled.                C. boiling.           D. rapidly spewing 

9. The author indicates that the ingredients in the water that comes from the two 

types of vents are……….  

A. different only because the heat of the hot vents destroys the oil as it spews forth.  

B. different in that one contains bacteria and the other contains oily materials.  

C. the same. 

 D. different in that one contains oily materials and the other contains hydrogen sulfide. 

 

61Passage  

 

Hepatitis C is an illness, unknown until recently, that has been discovered in many 

individuals. It has been called an epidemic, yet unlike most illnesses with that designation, 

it is not easily transmitted. It is accurately referred to as epidemic in that so many people 

have been discovered with the illness, but it is different in that these people have actually 

carried the virus for many years. It is only transmitted by direct blood-to-blood contact; 

casual contact and even sexual contact are not believed to transmit the illness. Hepatitis 

means an inflammation or infection of the liver. Hepatitis C is generally chronic, as 

opposed to acute. This means that it continues to affect the patient and is not known to 

have a sudden onset or recovery. The great majority of people infected with the illness 

either had a blood transfusion before the time that the disease was recognized in donated 

blood, or experimented with injecting illegal drugs when they were young. Many victims 

are educated, financially successful males between the ages of 40 and 50 who 

experimented with intravenous drugs as teenagers. There are frequently no symptoms, so 

the illness is discovered through routine blood tests. Most commonly, people learn they 



 

have the illness when they apply for life insurance or donate blood. The blood test reveals 

elevated liver enzymes, which could be caused by any form of hepatitis, by abuse of 

alcohol, or by other causes. Another test is then performed, and the result is learned. 

Because the illness produces no symptoms, it of itself does not affect the victim's life, at 

least at first. But the constant infection in the liver can eventually lead to cirrhosis of the 

liver, which is scarring and death of portions of the liver. The cirrhosis in turn can lead to 

liver cancer and, ultimately, death. Severe cases can be reversed with a liver transplant. 

Yet, because the virus may exist in the body for more than 20 years before being 

discovered, after reviewing the condition of the liver, doctors often suggest waiting and 

periodically checking the condition rather than performing radical treatment procedures. 

The liver's condition is determined by a biopsy, in which a device is inserted into the liver 

and its condition is viewed. If there is little or no cirrhosis, it is more likely that treatment 

will be postponed. Treatment frequently causes more discomfort than the illness itself. It 

consists of some form of chemotherapy. Currently, the most frequent treatment is a 

combination therapy, with one drug injected three times a week and another taken orally, 

costing hundreds of dollars a week. The therapy causes the patient to have symptoms 

similar to influenza, and some patients suffer more than others. Unfortunately, many 

patients do not respond, or do not respond completely to the therapy. There is no 

alternative therapy at this time for non-responders, although researchers are continually 

trying to find a cure. 

1. The author implies that…………… 

A. physicians have been treating patients for hepatitis C for over 20 years.  

B. other forms of hepatitis were known before the hepatitis.  

C. strain was discovered. C. hepatitis C is generally seen as an acute illness.  

D. hepatitis C is easily transmitted through any type of contact.  



 

2. The word onset at the end of paragraph one is closest in meaning to………  

A. illness.                B. termination.                  C. inception.                       D. treatment.  

3. The best title for this passage would be………….  

A. Treatment Choices for Hepatitis C.  

B. The History of Different forms of Hepatitis.  

C. Hepatitis C -Its Characteristics and Treatment. 

D. The Causes and Symptoms of Hepatitis C.  

4. The word great at the beginning of paragraph two is closest in meaning to…… 

A. vast.                               B. magnificent.               C. small.                      D. important. 

5. The word routine in paragraph two is closest in meaning to ……….. 

A. standard.                         B. elevated.                      C. required.                 D. complex.  

6. The word they in paragraph two refers to …………… 

A. symptoms.                     B. illness.                         C. enzymes.                    D. people.  

7. The author implies that ………………. 

A. patients usually learn of the illness because they have severe symptoms.  

B. liver transplants are a very common form of treatment.  

C. many people with hepatitis C were not addicts but simply experimented with illegal 

drugs.  

D. people are still in danger of acquiring the illness from blood transfusions.  

8. The author indicates that a biopsy is performed in order to……………  

A. prepare for a liver transplant.  

B. determine whether one has the virus.  



 

C. learn the degree of damage to the liver.  

D. decide which form of drug to prescribe.  

9. The author implies that hepatitis C………….. 

A. attacks rapidly.  

B. does not affect many people.  

C. only rarely results in liver cancer.  

D. attacks the central nervous system.  

10. The author states that people sometimes choose not to take treatment for 

hepatitis C for all of the following reasons except……….. 

A. the medicine must be taken intravenously.  

B. the treatment does not work for everybody  

C. often the level of illness is not severe.  

D. the side effects of the medicine are sometimes worse than the symptoms of the illness.  

11. The word it's in the third paragraph refers to ………….. 

A. device.                     B. liver.                           C. biopsy.                             D. doctor. 

 

 

 

Passage 62 

Sinkholes may occur slowly and be completely harmless or may quickly 

cause devastating damage. It is interesting that sinkholes may be caused by two opposite 

conditions extreme drought or too much rain. 

 

 



 

 

As depicted in the drawing, under the sandy surface soil is a layer of clay and then a layer 

of limestone. Sinkholes generally occur only in areas where the geology has this 

composition. Within the limestone areas are pockets of water and air. When the 

underground aquifer is full of ground water, the pockets are generally filled with water 

and perhaps air above the water. But when there is too much rain or not enough rain, the 

caverns may become unstable. When there is too much, the cavern walls can be broken 

through because of excess pressure, and when there is too little, the cavern walls can 

collapse because there is not enough internal pressure to withstand the weight from above. 

When that occurs, the cavern collapses, and the sandy soil close to the surface seeps or 

pours into the cavern. The speed of the collapse and amount of damage depends on the 

size of the collapsing cavern. 

In drought conditions, sinkholes become more common over time. They may harmlessly 

appear in a lawn and then stop. Sometimes, small sinkholes recur or continue to eat soil 

for years without causing any damage. But at other times they open in the middle of 

streets, surprising drivers and swallowing cars, or in residential areas, swallowing houses. 

Sinkholes are not discriminating. They have swallowed small inexpensive homes, as well 

as huge homes worth millions of dollars. It is very rare for people to be hurt when it 

occurs, because it usually occurs over some length of time and is noisy as the ground 

becomes unstable. 

Sinkholes have also swallowed lakes. There are areas in Florida where 40 or more homes 

had been built around a beautiful lake. One day, the entire lake disappeared because the 



 

cavern beneath the ground opened. Instead of sand being above the cavern, there was 

water, which flowed into the cavern, leaving behind dead and dying fish and plants and 

docks that led to nowhere. In one neighborhood, the neighbors managed to plug the hole 

in the lake with a huge block of concrete, and rain eventually filled the lake. But their 

efforts were to no avail because several years later Sinkholes are a natural phenomenon 

caused in particular geological areas by particular events. Unfortunately, even knowing 

the cause and having time to plan, it is not possible to stop a sinkhole the lake disappeared 

again. 

 

1. The word occur in the first sentence is closest in meaning to………….. 

          A. happen.               B. leak.               C. stop.                         D. cause. 

2. The word devastating in the first sentence is closest in meaning to……. 

          A. overwhelming.                  B. quick.                   C.  slow.                 D.  unpleasant. 

3. A good title for this passage would be 

        A. Where did the Water Go? How Lakes Disappear. 

         B. The Causes and Effects of Sinkholes. 

         C. The Dangers of Living Above Limestone. 

         D. How to Avoid Sinkhole Damage. 

4. The author states that sinkholes can be caused by………… 

          A. too much precipitation or not enough precipitation. 

          B. too little rain or unstable sandy soil. 

          C. too much rain or certain types of limestone. 

          D. water filling limestone caverns or air filling limestone caverns. 

5. The author implies that sinkholes………. 

        A. can occur anywhere. 

        B. only occur where there are limestone caverns below the surface. 



 

        C. can be prevented. 

        D. occur very rapidly and without notice. 

6. The author indicates that the layers of material in soil from the top down are…. 

          A. surface, limestone, clay, and sand. 

          B. surface, clay, sand, and limestone. 

          C. surface, limestone, sand, and clay. 

          D. surface, sand, clay, and limestone. 

7. The word drought in paragraph three is closest in meaning to 

           A. lack of liquid.                                    B. overabundance of liquid. 

          C. seeping of liquid.                                D. summertime. 

8. The word discriminating in the third paragraph is closest in meaning   

to……………. 

             A. discerning.                   B. unusual.               C. dangerous.                  D. automatic. 

 

9. The word swallowed in paragraph three is closest in meaning to…………. 

             A. filled.                B. consumed.                C. formed in.                   D. damaged. 

 

10. According to the passage, caverns are normally filled with……………. 

            A. air and water.                                                B. water and sand. 

            C. limestone and air.                                          D. sand and clay. 

11. An example of a harmless sinkhole would be…………. 

              A. one that opens in a yard and never expands. 

              B. one that opens in a city street so long as nobody is injured or killed. 

              C. one that opens under a house. 

               D. one that eliminates a lake. 

 



 

12. According to the passage, how successful was the attempt to replace a lake by 

plugging the hole? 

          A. Unknown. It has not yet been completed. 

           B. Completely successful over the long term. 

           C. Initially successful, but later it faile.                 

           D. Not successful at all. 

 

Passage 63 

Scientists have discovered the bones of what may be the largest meat-eating dinosaur ever 

to walk the earth. The discovery was made by a team of researchers from Argentina and 

North America in Patagonia, a desert on the eastern slopes of the Andes in South America. 

Besides the interesting fact that the dinosaur was huge and horrifying, it is even more 

astounding that the bones of a number of the dinosaurs were found together. This 

discovery challenges the prior theory that the biggest meat-eaters lived as loners and 

instead indicates that they may have lived and hunted in packs. The Tyrannosaurus Rex 

lived in North America and was believed to hunt and live alone. The newly discovered 

meat-eater appears to be related to the Giganotosaurus family, being as closely related to it 

as a fox would be to a dog. It is actually not of the same family at all as the Tyrannosaurus 

Rex, being as different from it as a cat is from a dog. The fossilized remains indicate that 

the animals lived about 100 million years ago. With needle-shaped noses and razor sharp 

teeth, they were larger than the Tyrannosaurus Rex, although their legs were slightly 

shorter, and their jaws were designed to be better able to dissect their prey quickly and 

precisely. 

 



 

1. The author states that the newly discovered dinosaur remains are evidence that it 

was the largest …….. 

A. dinosaur ever.                              B. carnivorous dinosaur.  

C. herbivorous dinosaur.                  D. South American dinosaur. 

 2. The word Besides in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to ………. 

A. in spite of.              B. in addition to.               C. although.             D. mostly.  

3. The word horrifying in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to……….  

A. frightening.               B. large.                   C. fast.                         D. interesting. 

4. The word astounding in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to ………… 

A. terrifying.               B. pleasing.                C. displeasing.                 D. surprising  

5. The author implies that the most interesting fact about the find is that this 

dinosaur ……… 

A. lived and hunted with others.                      B. had a powerful jaw and sharp teeth.  

C. was found in the Andes.                              D. was larger than Tyrannosaurus Rex.  

6. The passage indicates that prior to this discovery scientists believed that………  

A. meat-eating dinosaurs lived alone. 

B. there were no meat eating dinosaurs in the Andes.  

C. Tyrannosaurus Rex lived in the Andes.  

D. meat-eating dinosaurs were small in stature. 

 7. The word it in the second paragraph refers to …………… 

A. newly discovered meat-eater.                          B. relationship.  

C. Giganotosaurus.                                               D. dog.  

 



 

8. The author states that the newly discovered meat-eating dinosaur is ……… 

A. closely related to Tyrannosaurus Per.  

B. not closely related to Tyrannosaurus Rey.  

C. not closely related to Giganotosaurus.  

D. closely related to the large cat family. 

9. The word dissect in the last sentence is closest in meaning to………….  

A. dismember.         B. swallow.                       C. chew.                     D. escape  

10. The word prey in the last sentence of the passage is closest in meaning to……  

A. victim.                   B. enemy.               C. dinosaurs.                           D. attacker. 

 

Passage 64 

The reasons for the extinction of a species, and for the rapid rates of change in our 

environment, are currently a focus of much scientific research. An individual species' 

susceptibility to extinction depends on at least two things: the taxon (the biological group 

- kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, or genus) to which a species belongs, and the 

overall rate of environmental change. Fossil evidence shows that more mammals and birds 

become extinct than do mollusks or insects. Studies of the extinction of the dinosaurs and 

other reptiles during the Cretaceous Period show that a changing environment affects 

different taxa in different ways. Some may be dramatically affected; others less so. 

The best way to answer the question of what causes an extinction is to combine fields of 

inquiry and viewpoints. Using the fossil record and historical documentation, the different 

rates of extinction of various taxa and different responses to environmental change can be 

detected. Then, the evolutionary development of the different species can be compared 

and traits that may be disadvantageous can be singled out. Finally, researchers can use 



 

mathematical formulas to determine whether a population is likely to adopt itself to the 

changing environment or disappear. Hopefully, as more of this information is collected, 

specialists in different fields -physiological and behavioral ecology, population ecology, 

community ecology, evolutionary biology and systematics, biogeography, and 

paleobiology - will work together to make predictions about the broader changes that 

might occur in the ecosystem. 

 

1. Which of the following is the main topic of the passage?  

(A) assessment of the work of specialists concerned with ecology.  

(B) a discussion of possible causes of extinction, and of ways to make predictions about 

environmental change.  

(C) the changing aspects of our environment.  

(D) a comparison of the existing rates of different taxa.  

2. The word "susceptibility" in line 2 is closest in meaning to:  

(A) insensitivity             (B) receptiveness               (C) immunity              (D) vulnerability  

3. An example of a taxon would be:  

(A) a phylum                                         (B) the rate of environmental change  

(C) a fossil                                            (D) studies of extinction  

4. The author compares mammals and birds to:  

(A) mollusks and insects                                                (B) phylum and class  

(C) dinosaurs and reptiles                                             (D) ecologists and biologists  

 



 

5. It can be inferred from the passage that a significant event of the Cretaceous 

Period was:  

(A) the appearance of many taxa.  

(B) the dramatic effect of the dinosaur on the environment.  

(C) the extinction of birds.  

(D) the extinction of dinosaurs. 

6. It can be inferred from the passage that dinosaurs:  

(A) included species that were mammals.  

(B) were better represented in the fossil record than other species.  

(C) possessed disadvantageous traits.  

(D) were not susceptible to extinction.  

7. The word "dramatically" in paragraph 1 means:  

(A) strongly               (B) inspiringly             (C) flimsily               (D) visually  

8. The word "fields" in the paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to:  

(A) areas                 (B) meadows                 (C) studies                   (D) careers  

9. From the passage it can be inferred that disadvantageous traits are:  

(A) occurring at different rates  

(B) a contributing cause of extinction  

(C) adaptable  

(D) learned by mathematical formulas  

10. The expression "singled out" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to: 

 (A) isolated               (B) blamed               (C) seen                  (D) divided  



 

11. According to the passage, the likelihood of a population becoming extinct can be:  

(A) lessened by the efforts of a few concerned specialists.  

(B) unaffected by environmental change.  

(C) determined by mathematical formulas.  

(D) almost impossible to ascertain.  

12. The word "broader" in latest line is closest in meaning to:  

(A) fatter                  (B) extra              (C) wider                            (D) many 

 

65Passage  

Many flowering plants woo insect pollinators and gently direct them to their most fertile 

blossoms by changing the color of individual flowers from day to day. Through color 

cues, the plant signals to the insect that it would be better off visiting one flower on its 

bush than another. The particular hue tells the pollinator that the flower is full of far more 

pollen than are neighboring blooms. That nectar-rich flower also happens to be fertile and 

ready to disperse its pollen or to receive pollen the insect has picked up from another 

flower. Plants do not have to spend precious resources maintaining reservoirs of nectar in 

all their flowers. 

  Thus, the color coded communication system benefits both plants and insects. For 

example, on the lantana plant, a flower starts out on the first day as yellow, when it is rich 

with potten anti nectar. Influenced by an as-yet-unidentified environmental signal, the 

flower changes color by triggering the production of the pigment anthromyacin. It turns 

orange on the second day and red on the third. By the third day, it has no pollen to offer 

insects and is no longer fertile.  



 

 On any given lantana bush, only 10 to 15 per cent of the blossoms are likely to be yellow 

and fertile. But in tests measuring the responsiveness of butterflies, it was discovered that 

the insects visited the yellow flowers at least 100 times more than would be expected from 

haphazard visitation. Experiments with paper flowers demonstrated that the butterflies 

were responding to color cues rather than, say, the scent of the nectar. In other types of 

plants, blossoms change from white to red, others from yellow to red, and so on. These 

color changes have been observed in some 74 families of plants. 

 

1. The first paragraph of the passage implies that insects benefit from the color-

coded communication system because.....  

(A) The colors hide them from predators.  

(B) They can gather pollen efficiently.  

(C) The bright colors attract fertile females  

(D) Other insect species cannot understand the code.  

2. The word "woo" in line 1 is closest in meaning to...  

(A) Frighten                    (B) Trap                 (C) Deceive                     (D) Attract  

3.The word "it" in line 3 refers to.............  

(A) Plant                         (B) Insect                      (C) Signal                  (D) Blossom  

4.The word "hue" in line 4 is closest in meaning to…………..  

(A) Smell                       (B) Texture                    (C) Color                  (D) Shape  

5. The word "Thus" in line 9 is closest in meaning to…………..  

(A) However                (B) Therefore                    (C) Probably              (D) Generally  

 



 

6. Which of the following describes the sequence of color changes that lantana 

blossom undergo?  

(A) Red to yellow to white                                                   (B) White to red  

(C) Yellow to orange to red                                                 (D) Red to purple  

7. The word "triggering" in line 12 is closest in meaning to………….  

(A) Maintaining               (B) Renewing              (C) Limiting                (D) Activating  

8. The passage implies that insects would be most attracted to lantana blossoms… 

 (A) on the first day that they bloom. 

 (B) when they turn orange. 

 (C) on the third day that they bloom. 

 (D) after they produce anthromyacin. 

9. According to the passage, what is the purpose of the experiments involving paper 

flowers and painted flowers?  

(A) To strengthen the idea that butterflies are attracted by the smell of flowers. 

 (B) To prove that flowers do not always need pollen to reproduce.  

(C) To demonstrate how insects change color depending on the type of flowers they visit.  

(D) To support the idea that insects respond to the changing color of flowers.  

10. The word "haphazard" in line 18 is closest in meaning to…………  

(A) Dangerous               (B) Random                 (C) Fortunate                     (D) Expected  

11. What is known from the passage about the other types of plants mentioned in line 

18?  

(A) They follow various sequences of color changes.  

(B) They use scent and other methods of attracting pollinators.  



 

(C) They have not been studied as thoroughly as the lantana.  

(D) They have exactly the same pigments as the lantana.  

12. According to the passage, in approximately how many families of plants has the 

color changing phenomenon described in the passage been observed?  

(A) 10                          (B) 15                      (C) 74                                   (D) 10 

 

66Passage  

While many nineteenth-century reformers hoped to bring about reform through education 

or by eliminating specific social evils, some thinkers wanted to start over and remake 

society by founding ideal, cooperative communities. The United States seemed to them a 

spacious and unencumbered country where models of a perfect society could succeed. 

These communitarian thinkers hoped their success would lead to imitation, until 

communities free of crime, poverty, and other social ills would cover the land. A number 

of religious groups, notably the Shakers, practiced communal living, but the main 

impetus to found model communities came from nonreligious, rationalistic thinkers. 

Among the communitarian philosophers, three of the most influential were Robert Owen, 

Charles Fourier, and John Humphrey Noyes. Owen, famous for his humanitarian policies 

as owner of several thriving textile mills in Scotland, believed that faulty environment 

was to blame for human problems and that these problems could be eliminated in a 

rationally planned society. In 1825 he put his principles into practice at New Harmony, 

Indiana. The community failed economically after a few years but not before achieving a 

number of social successes. Fourier, a commercial employee in France, never visited the 

United States. However, his theories of cooperative living influenced many Americans 

through the writings of Albert Brisbane, whose Social Destiny of Man explained Fourier-

ism and its self-sufficient associations or "phalanxes." One or more of these phalanxes was 



 

organized in every Northern state. The most famous were Red Bank, New Jersey, and 

Brook Farm, Massachusetts. An early member of the latter was the author Nathaniel 

Hawthorne. Noyes founded the most enduring and probably the oddest of the Utopian 

communities, the Oneida Community of upstate New York, Needless to say, none of these 

experiments had any lasting effects on the patterns of American society. 

 

1. The main topic of the passage is …………… 

(A) nineteenth-century schools.              (B) American reformers.  

(C) the philosophy of Fourierism.           (D) model communities in the nineteenth century.  

2. Which of the following is NOT given in the passage as one of the general goals of 

communitarian philosophers?  

(A) To remake society.  

(B) To spread their ideas throughout the United States.  

(C) To stablish ideal communities.  

(D) To create opportunities through education.  

3. The "Shakers" are mentioned in line 6 as an example of ………… 

(A) a communal religious group.  

(B) radical reformers.  

(C) rationalistic thinkers.  

(D) an influential group of writers. 

4. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word "impetus" in paragraph 

1?  

(A) Stimulus              (B) Commitment              (C) Drawback               (D) Foundation  



 

5. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word "thriving" in paragraph 

2?  

(A) Prosperous                    (B) Famous                  (C) Failing                  (D) Pioneering  

6. The "phalanxes described in the second paragraph were an idea originally 

conceived by  

(A) Albert Brisbane                                                   (B) Robert Owen  

(C) Charles Fourier                                                  (D) John Humphrey Noyes 

7. Why does the author mention Nathaniel Hawthorne in line 18?  

(A) He founded Brook Farm in Massachusetts.  

(B) He was a critic of Charles Fourier.  

(C) He wrote a book that led to the establishment of model communities.  

(D) He was at one time a member of the Brook Farm community  

8. Which of the following communities lasted longest?  

(A) New Harmony                                                  (B) The Oneida Community  

(C) Red Bank                                                          (D) Brook Farm  

9. The word "oddest" in latest paragraph is closest in meaning to which of the 

following?  

(A) Earliest                                                             (B) Most independent  

(C) Largest                                                             (D) Most unusual  

10. The author implies that, for readers, the conclusion of the passage is…………… 

 (A) Obvious                     (B) Surprising              (C) Absurd                     (D) Practical  

11. Why did the author probably divide the passage into two paragraphs?  

(A) To compare nineteenth-century reforms with twentieth-century reforms. 



 

(B) To present an overview of a concept in the first paragraph and specific examples in the 

second.  

(C) To contrast the work of utopian thinkers with that of practical reforms.  

(D) To give the causes for a phenomenon in the first paragraph and its consequences in the 

second. 

 

67Passage  

Geographers say that what defines a place are four properties: soil, climate, altitude, and 

aspect, or attitude to the Sun. Florida’s ancient scrub demonstrates this principle. Its soil is 

pure silica, so barren it supports only lichens as ground cover. (It does, however, sustain a 

sand-swimming lizard that cannot live where there is moisture or plant matter the soil.) Its 

climate, despite more than 50 inches of annual rainfall, is blistering desert plant life it can 

sustain is only the xerophytic, the quintessentially dry. Its altitude is a mere couple of 

hundred feet, but it is high ground on a peninsula elsewhere close to sea level, and its 

drainage is so critical that a difference of inches in elevation can bring major changes in 

its plant communities. Its aspect is flat, direct, brutal – and subtropical. Florida’s 

surrounding lushness cannot impinge on its desert scrubbiness. This does not sound like 

an attractive place.  

It does not look much like one either; Shrubby little oaks, clumps of scraggly bushes, 

prickly pear, thorns, and tangles. “It appear Said one early naturalist,” to desire to display 

the result of the misery through which it has Passed and is passing.” By our narrow 

standards, scrub is not beautiful; neither does it meet our selfish utilitarian needs. Even the 

name is an epithet, a synonym for the stunted, the scruffy, the insignificant, what is 

beautiful about such a place? The most important remaining patches of scrub lie along the 

Lake Wales Ridge, a chain of paleoislands running for a hundred miles down the center of 

Florida, in most places less than ten miles wide. It is relict seashore, tossed up millions of 

years ago when ocean levels were higher and the rest of the peninsula was submerged. 

That ancient emergence is precisely what makes Lake Wales Ridge so precious: it has 

remained unsubmerged, its ecosystems essentially undisturbed, since the Miocene era.  



 

As a result, it has gathered to itself one of the largest collections of rare organisms in the 

world. Only about 75 plant species survive there, but at least 30 of these are found 

nowhere else on Earth. 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) How geographers define a place. 

(B) The characteristics of Florida’s ancient scrub. 

(C) An early naturalist’s opinion of Florida. 

(D) The history of the Lake Wales Ridge. 

2. The author mentions all of the following as factors that define a place EXCEPT 

(A) aspect 

(B) altitude 

(C) soil 

(D) life-forms 

3. It can be inferred from the passage that soil composed of silica 

(A) does not hold moisture. 

(B) is found only in Florida. 

(C) nourishes many kinds of ground cover. 

(D) provides food for many kinds of lizards. 

4. The word sustai in line 4 is closets in meaning to 

(A) select 

(B) strain 

(C) support 

(D) store 

5. The author mentions the prickly pear (line 10) as an example of 

(A) valuable fruit-bearing plants of the scrub area. 

(B) unattractive plant life of the scrub area. 



 

(C) a pant discovered by an early naturalist. 

(D) plant life that is extremely are. 

6. The author suggests that human standards of beauty are 

(A) tolerant. 

(B) idealistic. 

(C) defensible. 

(D) limited. 

7. The word insignificant in line 13 is closest in meaning to 

(A) unimportant 

(B) undisturbed 

(C) immature 

(D) inappropriate 

8. According to the passage, why is the Lake Wales Ridge valuable? 

(A) It was originally submerged in the ocean. 

(B) It is less than ten miles wide. 

(C) It is located near the seashore. 

(D) It has ecosystems that have long remained unchanged. 

9. The word it in line 17 refer to 

(A) Florida. 

(B) the peninsula. 

(C) the Lake Wales Ridge. 

(D) the Miocene era. 

10. The passage probably continues with a discussion of… 

(A) ancient scrub found in other areas of the country. 

(B) geographers who study Florida’s scrub. 



 

(C) the climate of the Lake Wales Ridge. 

(D) the unique plants found on the Lake Wales Ridge. 

 

68Passage  

It is estimated that over 99 percent of all species that ever existed have become extinct. 

What causes extinction? When a species is no longer adapted to a changed environment, it 

may perish. The exact causes of a species’ death vary from situation to situation. Rapid 

ecological change may render an environment hostile to a species. For example, 

temperatures may change and a species may not be able to adapt. Food Resources may be 

affected by environmental changes, which will then cause problems For a species 

requiring these resources. 

 Other species may become better adapted to an Environment, resulting in competition 

and, ultimately, in the death of a species. The fossil record reveals that extinction has 

occurred throughout the history of Earth. Recent analyses have also revealed that on some 

occasions many species became extinct at the same time – a mass extinction. One of the 

bestknown examples of mass extinction occurred 65 million years ago with the demise of 

dinosaurs and many other forms of life.  

Perhaps the largest mass extinction was the one that occurred 225 million years ago, When 

approximately 95 percent of all species died, Mass extinctions can be caused by a 

relatively rapid change in the environment and can be worsened by the close 

interrelationship of many species. If, for example, something were to happen to destroy 

much of the plankton in the oceans, then the oxygen content of Earth would drop, 

affection even organisms not living in the oceans. 

 Such a change would probably lead to a mass extinction. One interesting, and 

controversial, finding is that extinctions during the past 250 Million years have tended to 

be more intense every 26 million years. This periodic extinction might be due to 

intersection of the Earth’s orbit with a cloud of comets, but this theory is purely 

speculative. Some researchers have also speculated that extinction may often be random. 

That is, certain species may be eliminated and others may survive for no particular reason. 

A species’ survival may have nothing to do with its ability or inability to adapt. If so, 

some of evolutionary history may reflect a sequence of essentially random events. 



 

1. The word it in line 2 refers to 

(A) environment           (B) species                  (C) extinction              (D) 99 percent 

2. The word ultimately in line 6 is closest in meaning to 

(A) exceptionally          (B) dramatically            (C) eventually           (D) unfortunately 

3. What does the author say in paragraph 1 regarding most species in Earth’s history 

 (A) They have remained basically unchanged from their original forms. 

 (B) They have been able to adapt to ecological changes. 

 (C) They have caused rapid change in the environment. 

 (D) They are no longer in existence. 

4. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 1 as resulting from rapid 

ecological change? 

(A) Temperature changes 

(B) Availability of food resources 

(C) Introduction of new species 

(D) Competition among species 

5. The word demise in line 9 is closest in meaning to 

 (A) change          (B) recovery               (C) help                 (D) death 

6. Why is plankton mentioned in line 13? 

(A) To demonstrate the interdependence of different species 

 (B) To emphasize the importance of food resources in preventing mass extinction. 

 (C) To illustrate a comparison between organisms that live on the land and those   that 

live in the ocean. 

 (D) To point out that certain species could never become extinct. 

 

 



 

7. According to paragraph 2, evidence from fossils suggests that 

 (A) extinction of species has occurred from time to time throughout Earth’s history. 

(B) Extinctions on Earth have generally been massive. 

(C) there has been only one mass extinction in Earth’s history. 

(D) dinosaurs became extinct much earlier than scientists originally believed. 

8. The word finding in line 15 is closest in meaning to 

(A) published information                     (B) research method 

(C) ongoing experiment                         (D) scientific discovery 

9. Which of the following can be in 

(A) Many scientists could be expected to disagree with it. 

(B) evidence to support the theory has recently been found. 

(C) The theory is no longer seriously considered. 

(D) Most scientists believe the theory to be accurate. 

10. In paragraph 3, the author makes which of the following statements about a 

species’ survival? 

(A) It reflects the interrelationship of may species. 

(B) It may depend on chance events. 

(C) It does not vary greatly from species to species. 

(D) It is associated with astronomical conditions. 

11. According to the passage, it is believed that the largest extinction of a species 

occurred 

(A) 26 million years ago 

(B) 65 million years ago 

(C) 225 million years ago 

(D) 250 million years ago 

 



 

Passage 69 

Because the low latitudes of the Earth, the areas near the equator, receive more heat than 

the latitudes near the poles, and because the nature of heat is to expand and move, heat is 

transported from the tropics to the middle and high latitudes. Some of this heat is moved 

by winds and some by ocean currents, and some gets stored in the atmosphere in the form 

of latent heat. The term “latent heat” refers to the energy that has to be used to convert 

liquid water to water vapor. We know that if we warm a pan of water on a stove, it will 

evaporate, or turn into vapor, faster than if it is allowed to sit at room temperature. We 

also know that if we hang wet clothes outside in the summertime they will dry faster than 

in winter, when temperatures are colder. The energy used in both cases to change liquid 

water to water vapor is supplied by heat – supplied by the stove in the first case and by the 

Sun in the latter case. This energy is not lost. It is stored in water vapor in the atmosphere 

as latent heat. Eventually, the water stored as vapor in the atmosphere will condense to 

liquid again, and the energy will be released to the atmosphere. In the atmosphere, a large 

portion of the Sun’s incoming energy is used to evaporate Water, primarily in the tropical 

oceans. Scientists have tried to quantify this proportion of the Sun’s energy. 

 By analyzing temperature, water vapor, and wind data around the globe, they have 

estimated the quantity to be about 90 watts per square meter, or nearly 30 percent of the 

Sun’s energy. Once this latent heat is stored within the atmosphere, it can be transported, 

primarily to higher latitudes, by prevailing, large-scale winds. Or it can be transported 

vertically to higher levels in the atmosphere, where it forms clouds and subsequent storms, 

which then release the energy back to the atmosphere. 

 

1. The passage mainly discusses how heat 

(A) is transformed and transported in the Earth’s atmosphere. 

(B) is transported by ocean currents. 

(C) can be measured and analyzed by scientists. 

(D) moves about the Earth’s equator. 

2. The passage mentions that the tropics differ from the Earth’s polar regions in 

which of the following ways? 

(A) The height of cloud formation in the atmosphere. 

(B) The amount of heat they receive from the Sun. 



 

(C) The strength of their large scale winds. 

(D) The strength of their oceanic currents. 

3. The word convert line 4 is closest in meaning to 

(A) mix                 (B) change          (C) adapt              (D) reduce 

4. Why does the author mention the stove in line 8? 

(A) To describe the heat of the Sun. 

(B) To illustrate how water vapor is stored. 

(C) To show how energy is stored. 

(D) To give an example of a heat source. 

5. According to the passage, most ocean water evaporation occurs especially 

(A) around the higher latitudes. 

(B) in the tropics. 

(C) because of large-scale winds. 

(D) because of strong ocean currents. 

6. According to the passage, 30 percent of the Sun’s incoming energy 

(A) is stored in clouds in the lower latitudes. 

(B) is transported by ocean currents. 

(C) never leaves the upper atmosphere. 

(D) gets stored as latent heat. 

7. The word it in line 14 refers to 

(A) square meter 

(B) the Sun’s energy 

(C) latent heat 

(D) the atmosphere 

 



 

8. The word primarily in line 14 is closest in meaning to 

(A) chiefly         (B) originally             (C) basically              (D) clearly 

 

9. The word prevailing in line 15 is closest in meaning to 

(A) essential                   (B) dominant              (C) circular             (D) closest 

10. All of the following words are defined in the passage EXCEPT 

(A) low latitudes (line 1) 

(B) latent heat (line 4) 

(C) evaporate (line 6) 

(D) atmosphere (line 10) 

 

Passage 70 

 

The Moon, which has undergone a distinct and complex geological history, presents a 

striking appearance. The moon may be divided into two major terrains: the maria (dark 

lowlands) and the terrace (bright highlands). The contrast in the reflectivity (the capability 

of reflecting light) of these two terrains suggested to many early observers that the two 

terrains might have different compositions, and this supposition was confirmed by 

missions to the Moon such as Surveyor and Apollo. One of the most obvious differences 

between the terrains is the smoothness of the maria in contrast to the roughness of the 

highlands.  

This roughness is mostly caused by the abundance of craters; the highlands are completely 

covered by large craters (greater than 40-50 km in diameter), while the craters of the maria 

tend to be much smaller. It is now known that the vast majority of the Moon’s craters 

were formed by the impact of solid bodies with the lunar surface.  

Most of the near side of the Moon was thoroughly mapped and studied from telescopic 

pictures years before the age of space exploration. Earth-based telescopes can resolve 

objects as small as a few hundred meters on the lunar surface. Close observation of 

craters, combined with the way the Moon diffusely reflects sunlight, led to the 



 

understanding that the Moon is covered by a surface layer, or regolith, that overlies the 

solid rock of the Moon. Telescopic images permitted the cataloging of a bewildering array 

of land forms. Craters were studied for clues to their origin; the large circular maria were 

seen. Strange, sinuous features were observed in the maria. Although various land forms 

were catalogued, the majority of astronomers’ attention was fixed on craters and their 

origins. Astronomers have known for a fairly long time that the shape of craters changes 

as they increase in size.  

Small craters with diameters of less than 10-15 km have relatively simple shapes. They 

have rim crests that are elevated above the surrounding terrain, smooth, bowl-shaped 

interiors, and depths that are about one-fifth to one-sixth their diameters. The complexity 

of shape increases for larger craters. 

 

 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) What astronomers learned from the Surveyor and Apollo space missions. 

(B) Characteristics of the major terrains of the Moon. 

(C) The origin of the Moon’s craters. 

(D) Techniques used to catalogue the Moon’s land forms. 

2. The word undergone in line 1 is closest in meaning to… 

(A) altered 

(B) substituted 

(C) experienced 

(D) preserved 

3. According to the passage, the maria differ from the terrace mainly in terms of 

(A) age 

(B) manner of creation 

(C) size 

(D) composition 



 

4. The passage supports which of the following statements about the Surveyor and 

Apollo missions? 

 (A) They confirmed earlier theories about the Moon’s surface. 

 (B) They revealed that previous ideas about the Moon’s craters were incorrect. 

 (C) They were unable to provide detailed information about the Moon’s surface. 

 (D) They were unable to identify how the Moon’s craters were made. 

5. The word vast in line 8 is closest in meaning to 

 (A) special                   (B) known               (C) varied                  (D) great 

6. All of the following are true of the maria EXCEPT: 

(A) They have small craters. 

(B) They have been analyzed by astronomers. 

(C) They have a rough texture. 

(D) They tend to be darker than the terrace. 

7. All of the following terms are defined in the passage EXCEPT 

(A) Moon (line1) 

(B) reflectivity (line3) 

(C) regolith (line13) 

(D) rays (line19) 

8. The author mentions “wispy marks” in line 19 as an example of 

(A) an aspect of the lunar surface discovered through lunar missions. 

(B) a characteristic of large craters. 

(C) a discovery made through the use of Earth-based telescopes. 

(D) features that astronomers observed to be common to Earth and the Moon. 

9. According to the passage, lunar researchers have focused mostly on 

(A) the possibility of finding water on the Moon.                (B) the lunar regolith. 

(C) cataloging various land formations.                                (D) craters and their origins. 



 

10. The passage probably continues with a discussion of 

(A) the reasons craters are difficult to study. 

(B) the different shapes small craters can have. 

(C) some features of large craters. 

(D) some difference in the ways small and large craters were formed. 

 

Passage 71 

 

Hunting is at best a precarious way of procuring food, even when the diet is 

supplemented with seeds and fruits. Not long after the last Ice Age, around 7,000 B.C. 

(during the Neolithic period), some hunters and gatherers began to rely chiefly on 

agriculture for their sustenance. Others continued the old pastoral and nomadic ways. 

Indeed, agriculture itself evolved over the course of time, and Neolithic peoples had long 

known how to grow crops. The real transformation of human life occurred when huge 

numbers of people began to rely primarily and permanently on the grain they grew and the 

animals they domesticated. Agriculture made possible a more stable and secure life. With 

it Neolithic peoples flourished, fashioning an energetic, creative era. They were 

responsible for many fundamental inventions and innovations that the modern world takes 

for granted. 

 First, obviously, is systematic agriculture---that is, the reliance of Neolithic peoples on 

agriculture as their primary, not merely subsidiary, source of food. Thus they developed 

the primary economic activity of the entire ancient world and the basis of all modern life. 

With the settled routine of Neolithic farmers came the evolution of towns and eventually 

cities. Neolithic farmers usually raised more food than they could consume, and their 

surpluses permitted larger, healthier populations. Population growth in turn created an 



 

even greater reliance on settled farming, as only systematic agriculture could sustain 

theincreased numbers of people.  

Since surpluses o food could also be bartered for other commodities, the Neolithic era 

witnessed the beginnings of large-scale exchange of goods. In time the increasing 

complexity of Neolithic societies led to the development of writing, prompted by the need 

to keep records and later by the urge to chronicle experiences, learning, and beliefs. The 

transition to settled life also had a profound impact on the family.  

The shared needs and pressures that encourage extended-family ties are less prominent in 

settled than in nomadic societies. Bonds to the extended family weakened. In towns and 

cities, the nuclear family was more dependent on its immediate neighbors than on kinfolk. 

 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) Why many human societies are dependent on agriculture. 

(B) the changes agriculture brought to human life. 

(C) How Neolithic peoples discovered agriculture. 

(D) Why the first agricultural societies failed. 

2. The word "precarious" in line 1 is closest in meaning to 

(A) uncertain                (B) humble          (C) worthy             (D) unusual 

3. The author mentions "seeds and fruits" in line 1 as examples of 

 (A) the first crops cultivated by early agricultural societies. 

 (B) foods eaten by hunters and gatherers as a secondary food source. 

 (C) types of food that hunters and gatherers lacked in their diets. 

 (D) the most common foods cultivated by early agricultural societies. 

4. The word "settled" in line 12 is closest in meaning to 

(A) advanced          (B) original            (C) involved                        (D) stable 



 

5. According to the passage, agricultural societies produced larger human 

populations because agriculture 

(A) created more varieties of food. 

(B) created food surpluses. 

(C) resulted in increases in leisure time. 

(D) encouraged bartering. 

6. According to the passage, all of the following led to the development of writing 

EXCEPT the 

(A) need to keep records.                                          (B) desire to write down beliefs. 

(C) extraction of ink from plants.                             (D) growth of social complexity. 

 

7. The word "chronicle" in line 17 is closest in meaning to 

(A) repeat               (B) exchange                   (C) understand                (D) describe 

8. According to the passage, how did the shift to agricultural societies impact people's 

family relationships? 

(A) the extended family became less important. 

(B) Immediate neighbors often became family members. 

(C) the nuclear family became self-sufficient. 

(D) Family members began to work together to raise food. 

9. The author mentions all of the following as results of the shift to agricultural 

societies EXCEPT 

(A) an increase in invention and innovation. 

(B) emergence of towns and cities. 

(C) development of a system of trade. 

(D) a decrease in warfare. 

 



 

10. Which of the following is true about the human diet prior to the Neolithic period? 

(A) It consisted mainly of agricultural products. 

(B) It varied according to family size. 

(C) It was based on hunting and gathering. 

(D) It was transformed when large numbers of people no longer depended on the grain 

they grew themselves. 

 

 

72Passage  

Naturalists and casual observers alike have been struck by the special relationship between 

squirrels and acorns (the seeds of oak trees). Ecologists, though, cannot observe these 

energetic mammals scurrying up and down oak trees and eating and burying acorns 

without wondering about their complex relationship with trees. Are squirrels dispersers 

and planters of oak forests or pesky seed predators? The answer is not simple. Squirrels 

may devour many acorns, but by storing and failing to recover up to 74 percent of them 

(as they do when seeds are abundant), these arboreal o\rodents can also aid regeneration 

and dispersal of the oaks. Their destructive powers are well documented.  

According to one report, squirrels destroyed tens of thousands of fallen acorns from an 

oak stand on the University of Indiana campus. A professor there estimated that each of 

the large while oaks had produced between two and eight thousand acorns, but within 

weeks of seed maturity, hardly an intact acorn could be found among the fallen leaves. 

Deer, turkey, wild pigs, and bears also feed heavily on acorns, but do not store them, and 

are therefore of no benefit to the trees.  

Flying squirrels, chipmunks, and mice are also unlikely to promote tree dispersal – whose 

behavior of caching (hiding) acorns below the leaf litter often promotes successful 



 

germination of acorns – and perhaps blue jays, important long-distance dispersers, seem to 

help oaks spread and reproduce.  

Among squirrels, though, there is a particularly puzzling behavior pattern. Squirrels pry 

off the caps of acorns, bite through the shells to get at the nutritious inner kernels, and then 

discard them half-eaten.  

The ground under towing oaks is often littered with thousands of half -eaten acorns, each 

one only bitten from the top. Why would any animal waste so much time and energy and 

risk exposure to such predators as red-tail hawks only to leave a large part of each acorn 

uneaten? While research is not conclusive at this point, one thing that is certain is that 

squirrels do hide some of the uneaten portions, and these acorn halves, many of which 

contain the seeds, may later germinate. 

 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The ecology of oak trees. 

(B) Factors that determine the feeding habits of Squirrels. 

(C) Various species of animals that promote the dispersal of tree seeds. 

(D) The relationship between squirrels and oak trees. 

2. The word "they" in line 5 refers to 

(A) oak forests        (B) acorns        (C) squirrels            (D) predators 

3. According to the passage, what do squirrels do when large quantities of acorns are 

available? 

(A) They do not store acorns. 

(B) They eat more than 74 percent of available acorns. 

(C) They do not retrieve all the acorns that they have stored. 

 (D) They hide acorns in tree cavities. 



 

4. The word "estimated" in line 8 is closest in meaning to 

(A) commented              (B) judged           (C) observed        (D) discovered 

5. Why does the author mention “the University of Indiana campus" in line 8 

 (A) To provide evidence that intact acorns are hard to find under oak trees. 

 (B) To indicate a place where squirrels can aid seed dispersal of oaks. 

 (C) To argue in favor of additional studies concerning the destructive force of squirrels. 

 (D) To support the claim that squirrels can do great damage to oak stands. 

6. It can be inferred from paragraph 3 that chipmunks do not aid in the dispersal of 

oak trees because 

(A) they store their acorns where they cannot germinate. 

(B) they consume most of their stored acorns. 

(C) their stored acorns are located and consumed by other species. 

(D) they cannot travel the long distance required for dispersal. 

 

7. According to the passage, which of the following do squirrels and blue jays have in 

common? 

(A) They travel long distances to obtain acorns. 

(B) They promote the reproduction of oak trees. 

(C) They bury acorns under fallen leaves. 

(D) They store large quantities of acorns. 

8. The phrase “pry off" in line 15 is closest in meaning to 

(A) swallow       

(B) remove      

(C) squeeze        

(D) locate 

 



 

9. The word "littered" in line 17 is closest in meaning to 

(A) covered           

(B) displayed       

(C) fertilized      

(D) planted 

10. According to the passage, scientists cannot explain which of the following aspects 

of squirrel behavior? 

(A) Where squirrels store their acorn caches. 

(B) Why squirrels prefer acorns over other seeds. 

(C) Why squirrels eat only a portion of each acorn they retrieve. 

(D) Why squirrels prefer acorns from a particular species of oak trees. 

 

73sage Pas 

 

The geologic timescale is marked by significant geologic and biological events, including 

the origin of Earth about 4.6 billion years ago, the origin of life about 3.5 billion years 

ago, the origin of eukaryotic life-forms (living things that have cells with true nuclei) 

about 1.5 billion years ago, and the origin of animals about 0.6 billion years ago. The last 

event marks the beginning of the Cambrian period.  

Animals originated relatively late in the history of Earth—in only the last 10 percent of 

Earth’s history. During a geologically brief 100-million-year period, all modern animal 

groups (along with other animals that are now extinct) evolved. This rapid origin and 

diversification of animals is often referred to as “the Cambrian explosion.” Scientists 

have asked important questions about this explosion for more than a century. Why did it 

occur so late in the history of Earth? The origin of multicellular forms of life seems a 



 

relatively simple step compared to the origin of life itself. Why does the fossil record not 

document the series of evolutionary changes during the evolution of animals? Why did 

animal life evolve so quickly? Paleontologists continue to search the fossil record for 

answers to these questions.  

One interpretation regarding the absence of fossils during this important 100-million-year 

period is that early animals were soft bodied and simply did not fossilize. Fossilization of 

soft-bodied animals is less likely than fossilization of hard-bodied animals, but it does 

occur. Conditions that promote fossilization of soft-bodied animals include very rapid 

covering by sediments that create an environment that discourages decomposition. In fact, 

fossil beds containing soft-bodied animals have been known for many years. The Ediacara 

fossil formation, which contains the oldest known animal fossils, consists exclusively of 

soft-bodied forms. Although named after a site in Australia, the Ediacara formation is 

worldwide in distribution and dates to Precambrian times. This 700-million-year-old 

formation gives few clues to the origins of modern animals, however, because 

paleontologists believe it represents an evolutionary experiment that failed. It contains no 

ancestors of modern animal groups.  

A slightly younger fossil formation containing animal remains is the Tommotian 

formation, named after a locale in Russia. It dates to the very early Cambrian period, and 

it also contains only soft-bodied forms. At one time, the animals present in these fossil 

beds were assigned to various modern animal groups, but most paleontologists now agree 

that all Tommotian fossils represent unique body forms that arose in the early Cambrian 

period and disappeared before the end of the period, leaving no descendants in modern 

animal groups. A third fossil formation containing both soft-bodied and hard-bodied 

animals provides evidence of the result of the Cambrian explosion. This fossil formation, 

called the Burgess Shale, is in Yoho National Park in the Canadian Rocky Mountains of 

British Columbia. Shortly after the Cambrian explosion, mud slides rapidly buried 



 

thousands of marine animals under conditions that favored fossilization. These fossil beds 

provide evidence of about 32 modern animal groups, plus about 20 other animal body 

forms that are so different from any modern animals that they cannot be assigned to any 

one of the modern groups.  

These unassignable animals include a large swimming predator called Anomalocaris and 

a soft-bodied animal called Wiwaxia, which ate detritus or algae. The Burgess Shale 

formation also has fossils of many extinct representatives of modern animal groups. For 

example, a well-known Burgess Shale animal called Sidneyia is a representative of a 

previously unknown group of arthropods (a category of animals that includes insects, 

spiders, mites, and crabs). Fossil formations like the Burgess Shale show that evolution 

cannot always be thought of as a slow progression.  

The Cambrian explosion involved rapid evolutionary diversification, followed by the 

extinction of many unique animals. Why was this evolution so rapid? No one really 

knows. Many zoologists believe that it was because so many ecological niches were 

available with virtually no competition from existing species. Will zoologists ever know 

the evolutionary sequences in the Cambrian explosion? Perhaps another ancient fossil bed 

of soft-bodied animals from 600-millionyear- old seas is awaiting discovery. 

 

1. The word “significant” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) numerous                  (B) important           (C) unexplained       (D) sudden 

                                                                

2. The word “relatively” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) surprisingly           (B) collectivel      (C) comparatively       (D) characteristically 

 

 



 

3. The word “diversification” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) emergence of many varieties. 

(B) steady decline in number. 

(C) gradual increase in body size. 

(D) sudden disappearance. 

4. The period discussed in the passage is referred to as an “explosion” because it 

(A) occurred 0.6 billion years ago, late in Earth’s history. 

(B) was characterized by the unusually fast evolution of many new life-forms. 

(C) was characterized by widespread animal extinction. 

(D) was characterized by violent volcanic eruptions. 

5. According to Paragraph2, which of the following is NOT a question that 

paleontologists asked about the Cambrian explosion? 

(A) Why was the origin of life a simple step in Earth’s history? 

(B) Why did it take so long for multicellular organisms to develop? 

(C) Why did animal life evolve so rapidly? 

(D) Why does the fossil record lack evidence of animal evolution during that time? 

6.Which of the following best describes the relationship between paragraph 2 and 

paragraph 3? 

(A) Paragraph 2 puts forward several scientific claims, one of which is rejected in 

paragraph 3. 

(B) Paragraph 2 poses several questions, and paragraph 3 offers a possible answer to one 

of them. 

(C) Paragraph 2 presents outdated traditional views, while paragraph 3 presents the current 

scientific conclusions. 

(D) Paragraph 2 introduces a generalization that is illustrated by specific examples in 

paragraph 3. 

 



 

7. The word “promote” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) complicate                                                           (B) prevent 

(C) encourage                                                             (D) affect 

8. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 4 as being true of the 

Ediacara formation? 

(A) It contains fossils that date back to the Precambrian period. 

(B) It contains only soft-bodied animal fossils. 

(C) It is located on a single site in Australia. 

(D) It does not contain any fossils of the ancestors of modern animals. 

9. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

(A) The animals found in the Tommotian fossil bed were once thought to belong to a 

variety of modern animal groups, but now they are thought to have descended from a 

single group. 

(B) Animals in the Tommotian fossil beds were initially assigned to modern animal 

groups but are now thought to belong to groups that emerged and died out during the 

Cambrian period. 

(C) Though at first they thought otherwise, paleontologists now agree that the animals in 

the Tommotian have body forms from which modern animals have descended. 

(D) It is unclear whether the Tommotian fossils from the early Cambrian period represent 

unique body forms or whether they should be assigned to various modern animal groups. 

10. Why does the author mention “Anomalocaris” and “Wiwaxia”? 

(A) To contrast predators with animals that eat plants such as algae. 

(B) To question the effects of rapid mud slides on fossilization. 

(C) To suggest that much is still unknown about animals found in the Burgess Shale. 

(D) To provide examples of fossils that cannot be assigned to a modern animal group. 

 



 

11. “Sidneyia” is an example of 

(A) a relative of Anomalocaris and Wiwaxia 

(B) a previously unknown Burgess Shale animal 

(C) an extinct member of a currently existing category of animals 

(D) an animal that cannot be assigned to any modern animal group 

12.What can be inferred from paragraph 7 about why the Cambrian explosion is so 

unusual? 

(A) It generated new ecological niches through the extinction of many unique animals. 

(B) It was a period of rapid evolution, and evolution is often thought of as a slow process. 

(C) It is a period whose evolutionary sequences are clearly marked. 

(D) It generated a very large number of ancient fossil beds containing soft-bodied animals. 

 

74Passage  

The greater Pacific region, traditionally called Oceania, consists of three cultural areas: 

Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia. Melanesia, in the southwest Pacific, contains the 

large islands of New Guinea, the Solomons, Vanuatu, and New Caledonia. Micronesia, the 

area north of Melanesia, consists primarily of small scattered islands. Polynesia is the 

central Pacific area in the great triangle defined by Hawaii, Easter Island, and New 

Zealand. Before the arrival of Europeans, the islands in the two largest cultural areas, 

Polynesia and Micronesia, together contained a population estimated at 700,000. 

Speculation on the origin of these Pacific islanders began as soon as outsiders encountered 

them, in the absence of solid linguistic, archaeological, and biological data, many fanciful 

and mutually exclusive theories were devised. Pacific islanders are variously thought to 

have come from North America, South America, Egypt, Israel, and India, as well as 

Southeast Asia. 

 Many older theories implicitly deprecated the navigational abilities and overall cultural 

creativity of the Pacific islanders. For example, British anthropologists G. Elliot Smith and 

W. J. Perry assumed that only Egyptians would have been skilled enough to navigate and 

colonize the Pacific. They inferred that the Egyptians even crossed the Pacific to found the 



 

great civilizations of the New World (North and South America). In 1947 Norwegian 

adventurer Thor Heyerdahl drifted on a balsa-log raft westward with the winds and 

currents across the Pacific from South America to prove his theory that Pacific islanders 

were Native Americans (also called American Indians). Later Heyerdahl suggested that 

the Pacific was peopled by three migrations: by Native Americans from the Pacific 

Northwest of North America drifting to Hawaii, by Peruvians drifting to Easter Island, and 

by Melanesians.  

In 1969 he crossed the Atlantic in an Egyptian-style reed boat to prove Egyptian 

influences in the Americas. Contrary to these theorists, the overwhelming evidence of 

physical anthropology, linguistics, and archaeology shows that the Pacific islanders came 

from Southeast Asia and were skilled enough as navigators to sail against the prevailing 

winds and currents. The basic cultural requirements for the successful colonization of the 

Pacific islands include the appropriate boatbuilding, sailing, and navigation skills to get to 

the islands in the first place, domesticated plants and gardening skills suited to often 

marginal conditions, and a varied inventory of fishing implements and techniques. It is 

now generally believed that these prerequisites originated with peoples speaking 

Austronesian languages (a group of several hundred related languages) and began to 

emerge in Southeast Asia by about 5000 B.C.E. The culture of that time, based on 

archaeology and linguistic reconstruction, is assumed to have had a broad inventory of 

cultivated plantsm including taro, yarns, banana, sugarcane, breadfruit, coconut, sago, and 

rice. Just as important, the culture also possessed the basic foundation for an effective 

maritime adaptation, including outrigger canoes and a variety of fishing techniques that 

could be effective for overseas voyaging.  

Contrary to the arguments of some that much of the pacific was settled by Polynesians 

accidentally marooned after being lost and adrift, it seems reasonable that this feat was 

accomplished by deliberate colonization expeditions that set out fully stocked with food 

and domesticated plants and animals. Detailed studies of the winds and currents using 

computer simulations suggest that drifting canoes would have been a most unlikely means 

of colonizing the Pacific.  

These expeditions were likely driven by population growth and political dynamics on the 

home islands, as well as the challenge and excitement of exploring unknown waters. 

Because all Polynesians, Micronesians, and many Melanesians speak Austronesian 

languages and grow crops derived from Southeast Asia, all these peoples most certainly 



 

derived from that region and not the New World or elsewhere. The undisputed pre-

Columbian presence in Oceania of the sweet potato, which is a New World domesticate, 

has sometimes been used to support Heyerdahl’s “American Indians in the Pacific” 

theories. However, this is one plant out of a long list of Southeast Asian domesticates. As 

Patrick Kirch, an American anthropologist, points out, rather than being brought by rafting 

South Americans, sweet potatoes might just have easily been brought back by returning 

Polynesian navigators who could have reached the west coast of South America. 

1. According to paragraph 1, all of the following are true statements about 

Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia EXCEPT: 

(A) Collectively, these regions are traditionally known as Oceania. 

(B) These islands of Micronesia are small and spread out. 

(C) Hawaii, Easter Island, and New Zealand mark the boundaries of Polynesia. 

(D) Melanesia is situated to the north of Micronesia. 

2. By stating that the theories are “mutually exclusive” the author means that 

(A) if one of the theories is true, then all the others must be false. 

(B) the differences between the theories are unimportant. 

(C) taken together, the theories cover all possibilities. 

(D) the theories support each other. 

3. The word “overwhelming” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) powerful                     (B) favorable              (C) current              (D) reasonable                                                                

4. According to paragraph 2, which of the following led some early researchers to 

believe that the Pacific islanders originally came from Egypt? 

(A) Egyptians were known to have founded other great civilizations. 

(B) Sailors from other parts of the world were believed to lack the skills needed to travel 

across the ocean. 

(C) Linguistic, archaeological, and biological data connected the islands to Egypt. 

(D) Egyptian accounts claimed responsibility for colonizing the Pacific as well as the 

Americas. 



 

5. Which of the following can be inferred from paragraph 2 about early theories of 

where the first inhabitants of the Pacific islands came from? 

(A) They were generally based on solid evidence. 

(B) They tried to account for the origin of the characteristic features of the languages 

spoken by Pacific islanders. 

(C) They assumed that the peoples living in Southeast Asia did not have the skills needed 

to sail to the Pacific islands. 

(D) They questioned the ideas of Elliot Smith and W. J. Perry. 

6. The word “implements” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) skills                                                                          (B) tools 

(C) opportunities                                                              (D) practices 

7. All of the following are mentioned in paragraph 3 as required for successful 

colonization of the Pacific islands EXCEPT 

(A) knowledge of various Austronesian languages. 

(B) a variety of fishing techniques. 

(C) navigational skills. 

(D) knowledge of plant cultivation. 

8. In paragraph 3, why does the author provide information about the types of crops 

grown and boats used in Southeast Asia during the period around 5000 B.C.E.? 

(A) To evaluate the relative importance of agriculture and fishing to early Austronesian 

peoples. 

(B) To illustrate the effectiveness of archaeological and linguistic methods in discovering 

details about life in ancient times. 

(C) To contrast living conditions on the continent of Asia with living conditions on the 

Pacific islands. 

(D) To demonstrate that people from this region had the skills and resources necessary to 

travel to and survive on the Pacific islands. 

 



 

 

10. The word “undisputed” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) mysterious                                                  (B) unexpected 

(C) acknowledged                                             (D) significant 

11. According to paragraph 4, which of the following is NOT an explanation for why 

a group of people might have wanted to colonize the Pacific islands? 

(A) As their numbers increased, they needed additional territory. 

(B) The winds and currents made the islands easy to reach. 

(C) The political situation at home made emigration desirable. 

(D) They found exploration challenging and exciting. 

12. Why does the author mention the views of“Patrick Kirch" 

(A) To present evidence in favor of Heyerdahl’s idea about American Indians reaching 

Oceania. 

(B) To emphasize the familiarity of Pacific islanders with crops from many different 

regions of the world. 

(C) To indicate that supposed proof for Heyerdahl’s theory has an alternative explanation 

(D) To demonstrate that some of the same crops were cultivated in both South America 

and Oceania. 

 

75Passage  

Research has shown that certain minerals are required by plants for normal growth and 

development. The soil is the source of these minerals, which are absorbed by the plant 

with the water from the soil. Even nitrogen, which is a gas in its elemental state, is 

normally absorbed from the soil as nitrate ions. Some soils are notoriously deficient in 

micro nutrients and are therefore unable to support most plant life. 

 So-called serpentine soils, for example, are deficient in calcium, and only plants able to 

tolerate low levels of this mineral can survive. In modern agriculture, mineral depletion of 

soils is a major concern, since harvesting crops interrupts the recycling of nutrients back to 



 

the soil. Mineral deficiencies can often be detected by specific symptoms such as chlorosis 

(loss of chlorophyll resulting in yellow or white leaf tissue), necrosis (isolated dead 

patches), anthocyanin formation (development of deep red pigmentation of leaves or 

stem), stunted growth, and development of woody tissue in an herbaceous plant. Soils are 

most commonly deficient in nitrogen and phosphorus. Nitrogen-deficient plants exhibit 

many of the symptoms just described.  

Leaves develop chlorosis; stems are short and slender, and anthocyanin discoloration 

occurs on stems, petioles, and lower leaf surfaces. Phosphorus-deficient plants are often 

stunted, with leaves turning a characteristic dark green, often with the accumulation of 

anthocyanin. Typically, older leaves are affected first as the phosphorus is mobilized to 

young growing tissue. Iron deficiency is characterized by chlorosis between veins in 

young leaves. Much of the research on nutrient deficiencies is based on growing plants 

hydroponically, that is, in soilless liquid nutrient solutions. This technique allows 

researchers to create solutions that selectively omit certain nutrients and then observe the 

resulting effects on the plants.  

Hydroponics has applications beyond basic research, since it facilitates the growing of 

greenhouse vegetables during winter. Aeroponics, a technique in which plants are 

suspended and the roots misted with a nutrient solution, is another method for growing 

plants without soil. While mineral deficiencies can limit the growth of plants, an 

overabundance of certain minerals can be toxic and can also limit growth. Saline soils, 

which have high concentrations of sodium chloride and other salts, limit plant growth, and 

research continues to focus on developing salt-tolerant varieties of agricultural crops. 

Research has focused on the toxic effects of heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, 

mercury, and aluminum; however, even copper and zinc, which are essential elements, can 

become toxic in high concentrations. Although most plants cannot survive in these soils, 

certain plants have the ability to tolerate high levels of these minerals. Scientists have 

known for some time that certain plants, called hyperaccumulators, can concentrate 

minerals at levels a hundredfold or greater than normal.  

A survey of known hyperaccumulators identified that 75 percent of them amassed nickel, 

cobalt, copper, zinc, manganese, lead, and cadmium are other minerals of choice. 

Hyperaccumulators run the entire range of the plant world. They may be herbs, shrubs, or 

trees. Many members of the mustard family, spurge family, legume family, and grass 

family are top hyperaccumulators. Many are found in tropical and subtropical areas of the 

world, where accumulation of high concentrations of metals may afford some protection 

against planteating insects and microbial pathogens.  



 

Only recently have investigators considered using these plants to clean up soil and waste 

sites that have been contaminated by toxic levels of heavy metals–an environmentally 

friendly approach known as phytoremediation. This scenario begins with the planting of 

hyperaccumulating species in the target area, such as an abandoned mine or an irrigation 

pond contaminated by runoff. Toxic minerals would first be absorbed by roots but later 

relocated to the stem and leaves.  

A harvest of the shoots would remove the toxic compounds off site to be burned or 

composted to recover the metal for industrial uses. After several years of cultivation and 

harvest, the site would be restored at a cost much lower than the price of excavation and 

reburial, the standard practice for remediation of contaminated soils. For examples, in 

field trials, the plant alpine pennycress removed zinc and cadmium from soils near a zinc 

smelter, and Indian mustard, native to Pakistan and India, has been effective in reducing 

levels of selenium salts by 50 percent in contaminated soils. 

 

1. According to paragraph 1, what is true of plants that can grow in serpentine soil? 

(A) They absorb micronutrients unusually well. 

(B) They require far less calcium than most plants do. 

(C) They are able to absorb nitrogen in its elemental state. 

(D) They are typically crops raised for food. 

2. The word “exhibit” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) fight off                                                                  (B) show 

(C) cause                                                                       (D) spread 

3. According to paragraph 2, which of the following symptoms occurs in phosphorus-

deficient plants but not in plants deficient in nitrogen or iron? 

(A) Chlorosis on leaves. 

(B) Change in leaf pigmentation to a dark shade of green. 

(C) Short, stunted appearance of stems. 

(D) Reddish pigmentation on the leaves or stem. 

 



 

4. According to paragraph 2, a symptom of iron deficiency is the presence in young 

leaves of 

(A) deep red discoloration between the veins 

(B) white or yellow tissue between the veins 

(C) dead spots between the veins 

(D) characteristic dark green veins 

5. The word “facilitates” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) slows down                                                    (B) affects 

(C) makes easier                                                   (D) focuses on 

6. According to paragraph 3, what is the advantage of hydroponics for research on 

nutrient deficiencies in plants? 

(A) It allows researchers to control what nutrients a plant receives. 

(B) It allows researchers to observe the growth of a large number of plants simultaneously. 

(C) It is possible to directly observe the roots of plants. 

(D) It is unnecessary to keep misting plants with nutrient solutions. 

7. The word “suspended” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) grown                                                                    (B) protected 

(C) spread out                                                               (D) hung 

8. Why does the author mention “herbs”, “shrubs”, and “trees”? 

(A) To provide examples of plant types that cannot tolerate high levels of harmful 

minerals. 

(B) To show why so many plants are hyperaccumulators. 

(C) To help explain why hyperaccumulators can be found in so many different places. 

(D) To emphasize that hyperaccumulators occur in a wide range of plant types. 

9. The word “afford” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) offer                       (B) prevent             (C) increase              (D) remove                                                        



 

10. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

(A) Before considering phytoremediation, hyperaccumulating species of plants local to the 

target area must be identified. 

(B) The investigation begins with an evaluation of toxic sites in the target area to 

determine the extent of contamination. 

(C) The first step in phytoremediation is the planting of hyperaccumulating plants in the 

area to be cleaned up. 

(D) Mines and irrigation ponds can be kept from becoming contaminated by planting 

hyperaccumulating species in targeted areas. 

11. It can be inferred from paragraph 6 that compared with standard practices for 

remediation of contaminated soils, phytoremediation 

(A) does not allow for the use of the removed minerals for industrial purposes 

(B) can be faster to implement 

(C) is equally friendly to the environment 

(D) is less suitable for soils that need to be used within a short period of time 

12. Why does the author mention “Indian mustard”? 

(A) To warn about possible risks involved in phytoremediation. 

(B) To help illustrate the potential of phytoremediation. 

(C) To show that hyperaccumulating plants grow in many regions of the world. 

(D) To explain how zinc contamination can be reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

76Passage  

Plant communities assemble themselves flexibly, and their particular structure depends 

on the specific history of the area. Ecologists use the term “succession” to refer to the 

changes that happen in plant communities and ecosystems over time. The first community 

in a succession is called a pioneer community, while the long-lived community at the end 

of succession is called a climax community. Pioneer and successional plant communities 

are said to change over periods from 1 to 500 years. These changes—in plant numbers and 

the mix of species—are cumulative. Climax communities themselves change but over 

periods of time greater than about 500 years. An ecologist who studies a pond today may 

well find it relatively unchanged in a year’s time. Individual fish may be replaced, but the 

number of fish will tend to be the same from one year to the next. We can say that the 

properties of an ecosystem are more stable than the individual organisms that compose the 

ecosystem.  

At one time, ecologists believed that species diversity made ecosystems stable. They 

believed that the greater the diversity the more stable the ecosystem. Support for this idea 

came from the observation that long-lasting climax communities usually have more 

complex food webs and more species diversity than pioneer communities. Ecologists 

concluded that the apparent stability of climax ecosystems depended on their complexity. 

To take an extreme example, farmlands dominated by a single crop are so unstable that 

one year of bad weather or the invasion of a single pest can destroy the entire crop. In 

contrast, a complex climax community, such as a temperate forest, will tolerate 

considerable damage from weather to pests.  

The question of ecosystem stability is complicated, however. The first problem is that 

ecologists do not all agree what “stability” means. Stability can be defined as simply lack 

of change. In that case, the climax community would be considered the most stable, since, 

by definition, it changes the least over time. Alternatively, stability can be defined as the 

speed with which an ecosystem returns to a particular form following a major disturbance, 

such as a fire. This kind of stability is also called resilience. In that case, climax 

communities would be the most fragile and the least stable, since they can require 

hundreds of years to return to the climax state.  

Even the kind of stability defined as simple lack of change is not always associated with 

maximum diversity. At least in temperate zones, maximum diversity is often found in 

mid-successional stages, not in the climax community. Once a redwood forest matures, for 

example, the kinds of species and the number of individuals growing on the forest floor 



 

are reduced. In general, diversity, by itself, does not ensure stability. Mathematical models 

of ecosystems likewise suggest that diversity does not guarantee ecosystem stability—

just the opposite, in fact. A more complicated system is, in general, more likely than a 

simple system to break down. A fifteen-speed racing bicycle is more likely to break down 

than a child's tricycle. 

 Ecologists are especially interested to know what factors contribute to the resilience of 

communities because climax communities all over the world are being severely damaged 

or destroyed by human activities. The destruction caused by the volcanic explosion of 

Mount St. Helens, in the northwestern United States, for example, pales in comparison to 

the destruction caused by humans.  

We need to know what aspects of a community are most important to the community’s 

resistance to destruction, as well as its recovery. Many ecologists now think that the 

relative long-term stability of climax communities comes not from diversity but from the 

“patchiness” of the environment, an environment that varies from place to place supports 

more kinds of organisms than an environment that is uniform. A local population that goes 

extinct is quickly replaced by immigrants from an adjacent community. Even if the new 

population is of a different species, it can approximately fill the niche vacated by the 

extinct population and keep the food web intact. 

 

1. The word “particular” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) natural 

(B) final 

(C) specific 

(D) complex 

2. According to paragraph 1, which of the following is NOT true of climax 

communities? 

(A) They occur at the end of a succession. 

(B) They last longer than any other type of community. 

(C) The numbers of plants in them and the mix of species do not change. 

(D) They remain stable for at least 500 years at a time. 



 

3. According to paragraph 2, which of the following principles of ecosystems can be 

learned by studying a pond? 

(A) Ecosystem properties change more slowly than individuals in the system. 

(B) The stability of an ecosystem tends to change as individuals are replaced. 

(C) Individual organisms are stable from one year to the next. 

(D) A change in the members of an organism does not affect an ecosystem’s properties. 

4. According to paragraph 3, ecologists once believed that which of the following 

illustrated the most stable ecosystems? 

(A) Pioneer communities                                         (B) Climax communities 

(C) Single-crop farmlands                                        (D) Successional plant communities 

5. According to paragraph 4, why is the question of ecosystem stability complicated? 

(A) The reasons for ecosystem change are not always clear. 

(B) Ecologists often confuse the word “stability” with the word “resilience.” 

(C) The exact meaning of the word “stability” is debated by ecologists. 

(D) There are many different answers to ecological questions. 

6. According to paragraph 4, which of the following is true of climax communities? 

(A) They are more resilient than pioneer communities. 

(B) They can be considered both the most and the least stable communities. 

(C) They are stable because they recover quickly after major disturbances. 

(D) They are the most resilient communities because they change the least over time. 

7. Which of the following can be inferred from paragraph 5 about redwood forests? 

(A) They become less stable as they mature. 

(B) They support many species when they reach climax. 

(C) They are found in temperate zones. 

(D) They have reduced diversity during midsuccessional stages. 

 



 

8. The word “guarantee” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) increase                                                             (B) ensure 

(C) favor                                                                  (D) complicate 

9. In paragraph 5, why does the author provide the information that “A fifteen-speed 

racing bicycle is more likely to break down than a child's tricycle”? 

(A) To illustrate a general principle about the stability of systems by using an everyday 

example. 

(B) To demonstrate that an understanding of stability in ecosystems can be applied to help 

understand stability in other situations. 

(C) To make a comparison that supports the claim that, in general, stability increases with 

diversity. 

(D) To provide an example that contradicts mathematical models of ecosystems. 

10. The word “pales” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) increases proportionally                                           (B) differs 

(C) loses significance                                                      (D) is common 

11. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incurred choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

(A) Ecologists now think that the stability of an environment is a result of diversity rather 

than patchiness. 

(B) Patchy environments that vary from place to place do not often have high species 

diversity. 

(C) Uniform environments cannot be climax communities because they do not support as 

many types of organisms as patchy environments. 

(D) A patchy environment is thought to increase stability because it is able to support a 

wide variety of organisms. 

12. The word “adjacent” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

 (A) foreign               (B) stable                              (C) fluid                     (D) neighboring 



 

77Passage  

Architecture is the art and science of designing structures that organize and enclose space 

for practical and symbolic purposes. Because architecture grows out of human needs and 

aspirations, it clearly communicates cultural values. Of all the visual arts, architecture 

affects our lives most directly for it determines the character of the human environment in 

major ways. Architecture is a three-dimensional form.  

It utilizes space, mass, texture, line, light, and color. To be architecture, a building must 

achieve a working harmony with a variety of elements. Humans instinctively seek 

structures that will shelter and enhance their way of life. It is the work of architects to 

create buildings that are not simply constructions but also offer inspiration and delight. 

Buildings contribute to human life when they provide shelter, enrich space, complement 

their site, suit the climate, and are economically feasible.  

The client who pays for the building and defines its function is an important member of 

the architectural team. The mediocre design of many contemporary buildings can be 

traced to both clients and architects. In order for the structure to achieve the size and 

strength necessary to meet its purpose, architecture employs methods of support that, 

because they are based on physical laws, have changed little since people first discovered 

them—even while building materials have changed dramatically.  

The world’s architectural structures have also been devised in relation to the objective 

limitations of materials. Structures can be analyzed in terms of how they deal with 

downward forces created by gravity. They are designed to withstand the forces of 

compression (pushing together), tension (pulling apart), bending, or a combination of 

these in different parts of the structure. Even development in architecture has been the 

result of major technological changes. 

 Materials and methods of construction are integral parts of the design of architecture 

structures. In earlier times it was necessary to design structural systems suitable for the 

materials that were available, such as wood, stone, brick. Today technology has 

progressed to the point where it is possible to invent new building materials to suit the 

type of structure desire(D) Enormous changes in materials and techniques of construction 

within the last few generations have made it possible to enclose space with much greater 

ease and speed and with a minimum of material. Progress in this area can be measured by 

the difference in weight between buildings built now and those of comparable size built 

one hundred years ago. Modern architectural forms generally have three separate 

components comparable to elements of the human body: a supporting skeleton or frame, 



 

an outer skin enclosing the interior spaces, and equipment, similar to the body’s vital 

organs and systems. 

 The equipment includes plumbing, electrical wiring, hot water, and air-conditioning. Of 

course in early architecture—such as igloos and adobe structures—there was no such 

equipment, and the skeleton and skin were often one. Much of the world’s great 

architecture has been constructed of stone because of its beauty, permanence, and 

availability. In the past, whole cities grew from the arduous task of cutting and piling 

stone upon. Some of the world’s finest stone architecture can be seen in the ruins of the 

ancient Inca city of Machu Picchu high in the eastern Andes Mountains of Peru. The 

doorways and windows are made possible by placing over the open spaces thick stone 

beams that support the weight from above. 

 A structural invention had to be made before the physical limitations of stone could be 

overcome and new architectural forms could be created. That invention was the arch, a 

curved structure originally made of separate stone or brick segments. The arch was used 

by the early cultures of the Mediterranean area chiefly for underground drains, but it was 

the Romans who first developed and used the arch extensively in aboveground structures. 

Roman builders perfected the semicircular arch made of separate blocks of stone. As a 

method of spanning space, the arch can support greater weight than a horizontal beam. It 

works in compression to divert the weight above it out to the sides, where the weight is 

borne by the vertical elements on either side of the arch. The arch is among the many 

important structural breakthroughs that have characterized architecture throughout the 

centuries. 

 

1. According to paragraph 1, all of the following statements about architecture are 

true EXCEPT: 

(A) Architecture is visual art. 

(B) Architecture reflects the cultural values of its creators. 

(C) Architecture has both artistic and scientific dimensions. 

(D) Architecture has an indirect effect on life. 

 

2. The word “feasible” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) in existence            (B) without question    (C) achievable            (D) most likely             



 

3. The word “enhance” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) protect                                                       (B) improve 

(C) organize                                                     (D) match 

4. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

(A) Unchanging physical laws have limited the size and strength of buildings that can be 

made with materials discovered long ago. 

(B) Building materials have changed in order to increase architectural size and strength, 

but physical laws of structure have not changed. 

(C) When people first started to build, the structural methods used to provide strength and 

size were inadequate because they were not based on physical laws. 

(D) Unlike building materials, the methods of support used in architecture have not 

changed over time because they are based on physical laws. 

5. The word “devised” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) combined              (B) created        (C) introduced                  (D) suggested                                                      

6.The word “integral” is closest in meaning to 

(A) essential                (B) variable          (C) practical                   (D) independent                                                                   

7. According to paragraph 4, which of the following is true about materials used in 

the construction of buildings? 

(A) Because new building materials are hard to find, construction techniques have 

changed very little from past generations. 

(B) The availability of suitable building materials no longer limits the types of structures 

that may be built. 

(C) The primary building materials that are available today are wood, stone, and brick. 

(D) Architects in earlier times did not have enough building materials to enclose large 

spaces. 



 

8. In paragraph 4, what does the author imply about modern buildings? 

(A) They occupy much less space than buildings constructed one hundred years ago. 

(B) They are not very different from the building of a few generations ago. 

(C) They weigh less in relation to their size than buildings constructed one hundred years 

ago. 

(D) They take a long time to build as a result of their complex construction methods. 

9. Which of the following correctly characterizes the relationship between the human 

body and architecture that is described in paragraph 5? 

(A) Complex equipment inside buildings is the one element in modern architecture that 

resembles a component of the human body. 

(B) The components in early buildings were similar to three particular elements of the 

human body. 

(C) Modern buildings have components that are as likely to change as the human body is. 

(D) In general, modern buildings more closely resemble the human body than earlier 

buildings do. 

10. The word “arduous” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) difficult                                                       (B) necessary 

(C) skilled                                                          (D) shared 

 

11. Why does the author include a description of how the “doorways and windows” 

of Machu Picchu were constructed? 

(A) To indicate that the combined skeletons and skins of the stone buildings of Machu 

Picchu were similar to igloos and adobe structures. 

(B) To indicate the different kinds of stones that had to be cut to build Machu Picchu 

(C) To provide an illustration of the kind of construction that was required before arches 

were invented. 

(D) To explain how ancient builders reduced the amount of time necessary to construct 

buildings from stone. 



 

12. According to paragraph 6, which of the following statements is true of the arch? 

(A) The Romans were the first people to use the stone arch. 

(B) The invention of the arch allowed new architectural forms to be developed. 

(C) The arch worked by distributing the structural load of a building toward the center of 

the arch. 

(D) The Romans followed earlier practices in their use of arches. 

 

78Passage  

The earliest discovered traces of art are beads and carvings, and then paintings, from sites 

dating back to the Upper Paleolithic period. We might expect that early artistic efforts 

would be crude, but the cave paintings of Spain and southern France show a marked 

degree of skill. So do the naturalistic paintings on slabs of stone excavated in southern 

Africa. Some of those slabs appear to have been painted as much as 28,000 years ago, 

which suggests that painting in Africa is as old as painting in Europe. But painting may be 

even older than that. 

 The early Australians may have painted on the walls of rock shelters and cliff faces at 

least 30,000 years ago, and maybe as much as 60,000 years ago. The researchers Peter 

Ucko and Andree Rosenfeld identified three principal locations of paintings in the caves 

of western Europe: (1) in obviously inhabited rock shelters and cave entrances; (2) in 

galleries immediately off the inhabited areas of caves; and (3) in the inner reaches of 

caves, whose difficulty of access has been interpreted by some as a sign that magical-

religious activities were performed there. The subjects of the paintings are mostly animals. 

The paintings rest on bare walls, with no backdrops or environmental trappings. Perhaps, 

like many contemporary peoples, Upper Paleolithic men and women believed that the 

drawing of a human image could cause death or injury, and if that were indeed their belief, 

it might explain why human figures are rarely depicted in cave art. Another explanation 

for the focus on animals might be that these people sought to improve their luck at 

hunting. This theory is suggested by evidence of chips in the painted figures, perhaps 

made by spears thrown at the drawings. 

 But if improving their hunting luck was the chief motivation for the paintings, it is 

difficult to explain why only a few show signs of having been speared. Perhaps the 

paintings were inspired by the need to increase the supply of animals. Cave art seems to 



 

have reached a peak toward the end of the Upper Paleolithic period, when the herds of 

game were decreasing. The particular symbolic significance of the cave paintings in 

southwestern France is more explicitly revealed, perhaps, by the results of a study 

conducted by researchers Patricia Rice and Ann Paterson.  

The data they present suggest that the animals portrayed in the cave paintings were mostly 

the ones that the painters preferred for meat and for materials such as hides. For example, 

wild cattle (bovines) and horses are portrayed more often than we would expect by 

chance, probably because they were larger and heavier (meatier) than other animals in the 

environment. In addition, the paintings mostly portray animals that the painters may have 

feared the most because of their size, speed, natural weapons such as tusks and horns, and 

the unpredictability of their behavior. That is, mammoths, bovines, and horses are 

portrayed more often than deer and reindeer. 

 Thus, the paintings are consistent with the idea that the art is related to the importance of 

hunting in the economy of Upper Paleolithic people. Consistent with this idea, according 

to the investigators, is the fact that the art of the cultural period that followed the Upper 

Paleolithic also seems to reflect how people got their food. But in that period, when 

getting food no longer depended on hunting large game animals (because they were 

becoming extinct), the art ceased to focus on portrayals of animals. Upper Paleolithic art 

was not confined to cave paintings. Many shafts of spears and similar objects were 

decorated with figures of animals. The anthropologist Alexander Marshack has an 

interesting interpretation of some of the engravings made during the Upper Paleolithic. He 

believes that as far back as 30,000 B.C., hunters may have used a system of notation, 

engraved on bone and stone, to mark phases of the Moon. If this is true, it would mean 

that Upper Paleolithic people were capable of complex thought and were consciously 

aware of their environment. In addition to other artworks, figurines representing the 

human female in exaggerated form have also been found at Upper Paleolithic sites. It has 

been suggested that these figurines were an ideal type or an expression of a desire for 

fertility. 

 

1. The word “marked” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) considerable                                       (B) surprising 

(C) limited                                                (D) adequate 

 



 

2. Paragraph 1 supports which of the following statements about painting in Europe? 

(A) It is much older than painting in Australia. 

(B) It is as much as 28,000 years old. 

(C) It is not as old as painting in southern Africa. 

(D) It is much more than 30,000 years old. 

3. The word “principal” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) major                                                                    (B) likely 

(C) well protected                                                       (D) distinct 

4. According to paragraph 2, what makes some researchers think that certain cave 

paintings were connected with magical-religious activities? 

(A) The paintings were located where many people could easily see them, allowing groups 

of people to participate in the magical-religious activities. 

(B) Upper Paleolithic people shared similar beliefs with contemporary peoples who use 

paintings of animals in their magical-religious rituals. 

(C) Evidence of magical-religious activities has been found in galleries immediately off 

the inhabited areas of caves. 

(D) The paintings were found in hard-to-reach places away from the inhabited parts of the 

cave. 

5. The word “trappings” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) conditions          (B) problems           (C) influences             (D) decorations 

 

6. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

 (A) Upper Paleolithic people, like many contemporary peoples, believed that if they drew 

a human image in their cave art, it would cause death or injury. 



 

(B) Many contemporary people believe that the drawing of a human image can cause 

death or injury, so they, like Upper Paleolithic people, rarely depicted human figures in 

their cave art. 

(C) If Upper Paleolithic people, like many contemporary peoples, believed that the 

drawing of a human image could cause death or injury, this belief might explain why 

human figures are rarely depicted in cave art. 

 (D) Although many contemporary peoples believe that the drawing of a human image can 

cause death or injury, researchers cannot explain why Upper Paleolithic people rarely 

depicted human figures in their cave art. 

7. According to paragraph 3, scholars explained chips in the painted figures of 

animals by proposing that 

(A) Upper Paleolithic artists used marks to record the animals they had seen. 

(B) the paintings were inspired by the need to increase the supply of animals for hunting. 

(C) the artists had removed rough spots on the cave walls. 

(D) Upper Paleolithic people used the paintings to increase their luck at hunting. 

8. Why does the author mention that Upper Paleolithic cave art seemed to have 

“reached a peak toward the end of the Upper Paleolithic period, when the herds of 

game were decreasing”? 

(A) To argue that Upper Paleolithic art ceased to include animals when herds of game 

became scarce 

(B) To provide support for the idea that the aim of the paintings was to increase the supply 

of animals for hunting. 

(C) To emphasize the continued improvement in the quality of cave art throughout the 

Upper Paleolithic period. 

(D) To show the direct connection between the decrease in herds of game and the end of 

the Upper Paleolithic period. 

9. According to paragraph 4, scholars believe that wild cattle, horses, and mammoths 

are the animals most frequently portrayed in cave paintings for all of the following 

reasons EXCEPT: 

(A) These animals were difficult to hunt because their unpredictable behavior. 



 

(B) People preferred these animals for their meat and for their skins. 

(C) The painters admired the beauty of these large animals. 

(D) People feared these animals because of their size and speed. 

10. According to paragraph 4, which of the following may best represent the attitude 

of hunters toward deer and reindeer in the Upper Paleolithic period? 

(A) Hunters did not fear deer and reindeers as much as they did large game animals such 

as horses and mammoths. 

(B) Hunters were not interested in hunting deer and reindeer because of their size and 

speed. 

(C) Hunters preferred the meat and hides of deer and reindeer to those of other animals. 

(D) Hunters avoided deer and reindeer because of their natural weapons, such as horns. 

 

11. According to paragraph 4, what change is evident in the art of the period 

following the Upper Paleolithic? 

(A) This new art starts to depict small animals rather than large ones. 

(B) This new art ceases to reflect the ways in which people obtained their food. 

(C) This new art no longer consists mostly of representations of animals. 

(D) This new art begins to show the importance of hunting to the economy. 

12. According to paragraph 5, which of the following has been used as evidence to 

suggest that Upper Paleolithic people were capable of complex thought and conscious 

awareness of their environment? 

(A) They engraved animal figures on the shafts of spears and other objects. 

(B) They may have used engraved signs to record the phases of the Moon. 

(C) Their figurines represented the human female in exaggerated form. 

(D) They may have used figurines to portray an ideal type or to express a desire for 

fertility. 

 



 

79Passage  

Petroleum, consisting of crude oil and natural gas, seems to originate from organic matter 

in marine sediment. Microscopic organisms settle to the seafloor and accumulate in 

marine mud. The organic matter may partially decompose, using up the dissolved oxygen 

in the sediment. As soon as the oxygen is gone, decay stops and the remaining organic 

matter is preserved. Continued sedimentation—the process of deposits’ settling on the sea 

bottom—buries the organic matter and subjects it to higher temperatures and pressures, 

which convert the organic matter to oil and gas.  

As muddy sediments are pressed together, the gas and small droplets of oil may be 

squeezed out of the mud and may move into sandy layers nearby. Over long periods of 

time (millions of years), accumulations of gas and oil can collect in the sandy layers. Both 

oil and gas are less dense than water, so they generally tend to rise upward through 

watersaturated rock and sediment. Oil pools are valuable underground accumulations of 

oil, and oil fields are regions underlain by one or more oil pools.  

When an oil pool or field has been discovered, wells are drilled into the ground. 

Permanent towers, called derricks, used to be built to handle the long sections of drilling 

pipe. Now portable drilling machines are set up and are then dismantled and removed. 

When the well reaches a pool, oil usually rises up the well because of its density 

difference with water beneath it or because of the pressure of expanding gas trapped above 

it. Although this rise of oil is almost always carefully controlled today, spouts of oil, or 

gushers, were common in the past.  

Gas pressure gradually dies out, and oil is pumped from the well. Water or steam may be 

pumped down adjacent wells to help push the oil out At a refinery, the crude oil from 

underground is separated into natural gas, gasoline, kerosene, and various oils. 

Petrochemicals such as dyes, fertilizer, and plastic are also manufactured from the 

petroleum. As oil becomes increasingly difficult to find, the search for it is extended into 

more-hostile environments.  

The development of the oil field on the North Slope of Alaska and the construction of the 

Alaska pipeline are examples of the great expense and difficulty involved in new oil 

discoveries. Offshore drilling platforms extend the search for oil to the ocean’s continental 

shelves—those gently sloping submarine regions at the edges of the continents. More than 

one-quarter of the world’s oil and almost one-fifth of the world’s natural gas come from 

offshore, even though offshore drilling is six to seven times more expensive than drilling 



 

on land. A significant part of this oil and gas comes from under the North Sea between 

Great Britain and Norway. 

 Of course, there is far more oil underground than can be recovered. It may be in a pool 

too small or too far from a potential market to justify the expense of drilling. Some oil lies 

under regions where drilling is forbidden, such as national parks or other public lands. 

Even given the best extraction techniques, only about 30 to 40 percent of the oil in a given 

pool can be brought to the surface. The rest is far too difficult to extract and has to remain 

underground. 

 Moreover, getting petroleum out of the ground and from under the sea and to the 

consumer can create environmental problems anywhere along the line. Pipelines carrying 

oil can be broken by faults or landslides, causing serious oil spills. Spillage from huge oil-

carrying cargo ships, called tankers, involved in collisions or accidental groundings (such 

as the one off Alaska in 1989) can create oil slicks at sea. Offshore platforms may also 

lose oil, creating oil slicks that drift ashore and foul the beaches, harming the 

environment. Sometimes, the ground at an oil field may subside as oil is removed. The 

Wilmington field near Long Beach, California, has subsided nine meters in 50 years; 

protective barriers have had to be built to prevent seawater from flooding the area. Finally, 

the refining and burning of petroleum and its products can cause air pollution. Advancing 

technology and strict laws, however, are helping control some of these adverse 

environmental effects. 

 

1. The word “accumulate” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) grow up                                              (B) build up 

(C) spread out                                           (D) break apart 

2. According to paragraph 1, which of the following is true about petroleum 

formation? 

(A) Microscopic organisms that live in mud produce crude oil and natural gas. 

(B) Large amounts of oxygen are needed for petroleum formation to begin. 

(C) Petroleum is produced when organic material in sediments combines with decaying 

marine organisms. 

(D) Petroleum formation appears to begin in marine sediments where organic matter is 

present. 



 

3. In paragraphs 1 and 2, the author’s primary purpose is to 

(A) describe how petroleum is formed. 

(B) explain why petroleum formation is a slow process. 

(C) provide evidence that a marine environment is necessary for petroleum formation. 

(D) show that oil commonly occurs in association with gas. 

4. Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the 

highlighted sentence in the passage? Incorrect choices change the meaning in 

important ways or leave out essential information. 

(A) Higher temperatures and pressures promote sedimentation, which is responsible for 

petroleum formation. 

(B) Deposits of sediments on top of organic matter increase the temperature of and 

pressure on the matter. 

(C) Increase pressure and heat from the weight of the sediment turn the organic remains 

into petroleum. 

(D) The remains of microscopic organisms transform into petroleum once they are buried 

under mud. 

5. The word “adjacent” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) nearby                (B) existing                  (C) special                  (D) deep                                                                  

6. Which of the following can be inferred from paragraph 3 about gushers? 

(A) They make bringing the oil to the surface easier. 

(B) They signal the presence of huge oil reserves. 

(C) They waste more oil than they collect. 

(D) They are unlikely to occur nowadays. 

7. Which of the following strategies for oil exploration is described in paragraph 4? 

(A) Drilling under the ocean’s surface. 

(B) Limiting drilling to accessible locations. 

(C) Using highly sophisticated drilling equipment. 



 

(D) Constructing technologically advanced drilling platforms. 

8. What does the development of the Alaskan oil field mentioned in paragraph 4 

demonstrate? 

(A) More oil is extracted from the sea than from land. 

(B) Drilling for oil requires major financial investments. 

(C) The global demand for oil has increased over the years. 

(D) The North Slope of Alaska has substantial amounts of oil. 

9. The word “sloping” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) shifting                                                                 (B) inclining 

(C) forming                                                                 (D) rolling 

10.According to paragraph 5, the decision to drill for oil depends on all of the 

following factors EXCEPT 

(A) permission to access the area where oil has been found. 

(B) the availability of sufficient quantities of oil in a pool. 

(C) the location of the market in relation to the drilling site. 

(D) the political situation in the region where drilling would occur. 

11.The word “foul” in the passage is closest in meaning to 

(A) reach                                                                    (B) flood 

(C) pollute                                                                  (D) alter 

12. In paragraph 6, the author’s primary purpose is to 

(A) provide examples of how oil exploration can endanger the environment. 

(B) describe accidents that have occurred when oil activities were in progress. 

(C) give an analysis of the effects of oil spills on the environment. 

(D) explain how technology and legislation help reduce oil spills. 

 

 



 

80Passage  

According to the controversial sunspot theory, great storms or eruptions on the surface of 

the sun hurl streams of solar particles into space and eventually into the atmosphere of 

our planet, causing shifts in the weather on the Earth and interference with radio and 

television communications.  

A typical sunspot consists of a dark central umbra, a word derived from the Latin word for 

shadow, which is surrounded by a lighter penumbra of light and dark threads extending 

out from the center like the spokes of a wheel. Actually the sunspots are cooler than the 

rest of the photosphere, which may account for their apparently darker color. Typically, 

the temperature in a sunspot umbra is about 4000 K, whereas the temperature in a 

penumbra registers 5500 K, and the granules outside in the spot are 6000 K.  

Sunspots range in size from tiny granules to complex structures with areas stretching for 

billions of square miles. About 5 percent of all sunspots are large enough so that they can 

be seen from Earth without instruments; consequently, observations of sunspots have 

been recorded for thousands of years. Sunspot has been observed in arrangements of one 

to more than one hundred spots, but they tend to occur in pairs. There is also a marked 

tendency for the two spots of a pair to have opposite magnetic polarities. Furthermore, the 

strength of the magnetic field associated with any given sunspot is closely related to the 

spot’s size. Sunspots have also been observed to occur in cycles, over a period of eleven 

years. After the beginning of a cycle, the storms occur between 20 and 40 degrees north 

and south of the equator on the sun. as the cycle continues, some of the storms move 

closer to the equator.  

As the cycle diminishes, the number of sunspots decreases to a minimum and they cluster 

between 5 and 15 degrees north and south latitude. Although there is no theory that 

completely explains the nature and function of sunspot, several models show scientist’ 

attempts to relate the phenomenon to magnetic field lines along the lines of longitude from 

the north and south poles of the sun. 

1.What is the author’s main purpose in the passage? 

(A) To propose a theory to explain sunspot. 

(B) To describe the nature of sunspots. 

(C) To compare the umbra and penumbra in sunspots. 

(D) To argue for the existence of magnetic fields in sunspots. 



 

2. The word controversial in paragraph 1 is closet in meaning to? 

(A) Widely accepted                                                 (B) Open to debate 

(C) Just introduced                                                   (D) Very complicated 

3. Solar particles are hurled into space by? 

(A) Undetermined causes. 

(B) Disturbances of wind. 

(C) Small rivers on the surface of the sun. 

(D) Changes in the Earth’s atmosphere. 

4. The word particles in paragraph 1 refer to? 

(A) Gas explosions in the atmosphere. 

(B) Light rays from the sun. 

(C) Liquid streams on the sun. 

(D) Small pieces of matter from the sun. 

5. How can we describe matter from the sun that enters the Earth’s atmosphere? 

(A) Very small               (B) Very hot                  (C) Very bright             (D) Very hard 

6. What does the author mean by the statement Actually, the sunspots are cooler 

than the rest of the photosphere, which may account for their apparently darker 

color? 

(A) Neither sunspots nor the photosphere is hot. 

(B) Sunspots in the photosphere do not have any color. 

(C) The color of sunspots could be affected by their temperature. 

(D) The size of a sunspot affects its temperature. 

7. The word they in the paragraph 2 refers to? 

(A) Structure             (B) Spots                      (C) Miles       (D) Granules 

8. The word consequently in the paragraph 2 could best be replaced by? 

(A) As a result                 (B) Nevertheless     (C) Without doubt            (D) In this way 



 

9. In which configuration do sunspots usually occur? 

(A) In one spot of varying size. 

(B) In a configuration of two spots. 

(C) In arrangements of one hundred or more spots. 

(D) In groups of several thousand spots. 

10. How are sunspots explained? 

(A) Sunspots appear to be related to magnetic fields on the Earth. 

(B) Sunspots may be related to magnetic fields that follow longitudinal lines on the sun. 

(C) Sunspots are explained by storms that occur on the Earth. 

(D) Sunspots have no theory or model to explain them. 

11. The sunspot theory is? 

(A) Not considered very important. 

(B) Widely accepted. 

(C) Subject to disagreement. 

(D) Relatively new. 
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Passage 81 

All mammals feed their young. Beluga whale mothers, for example, nurse their calves for 

some twenty months, until they are about to give birth again and their young are able to 



 

find their own food. The behavior of feeding of the young is built into the reproductive 

system. It is a nonelective part of parental care and the defining feature of a mammal, the 

most important thing that mammals-- whether marsupials, platypuses, spiny anteaters, or 

placental mammals -- have in common.  

But not all animal parents, even those that tend their offspring to the point of hatching or 

birth, feed their young. Most egg-guarding fish do not, for the simple reason that their 

young are so much smaller than the parents and eat food that is also much smaller than the 

food eaten by adults. In reptiles, the crocodile mother protects her young after they have 

hatched and takes them down to the water, where they will find food, but she does not 

actually feed them.  

Few insects feed their young after hatching, but some make other arrangement, 

provisioning their cells and nests with caterpillars and spiders that they have paralyzed 

with their venom and stored in a state of suspended animation so that their larvae might 

have a supply of fresh food when they hatch. For animals other than mammals, then, 

feeding is not intrinsic to parental care. Animals add it to their reproductive strategies to 

give them an edge in their lifelong quest for descendants.  

The most vulnerable moment in any animal's life is when it first finds itself completely on 

its own, when it must forage and fend for itself. Feeding postpones that moment until a 

young animal has grown to such a size that it is better able to cope. Young that are fed by 

their parents become nutritionally independent at a much greater fraction of their full adult 

size. And in the meantime those young are shielded against the vagaries of fluctuating of 

difficult-to-find supplies. Once a species does take the step of feeding its young, the young 

become totally dependent on the extra effort. If both parents are removed, the young 

generally do no survive. 

 



 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The care that various animals give to their offspring. 

(B) The difficulties young animals face in obtaining food. 

(C) The methods that mammals use to nurse their young. 

(D) The importance among young mammals of becoming independent. 

2. The author lists various animals in line 5 to….. 

(A) contrast the feeding habits of different types of mammals 

(B) describe the process by which mammals came to be defined 

(C) emphasize the point that every type of mammal feeds its own young 

(D) explain why a particular feature of mammals is nonelective 

3. The word "tend" in line 7 is closest in meaning to… 

(A) sit on               (B) move               (C) notice                  (D) care for 

4. What can be inferred from the passage about the practice of animal parents 

feeding their young? 

(A) It is unknown among fish.  

(B) It is unrelated to the size of the young. 

(C) It is dangerous for the parents.  

(D) It is most common among mammals. 

5. The word "provisioning" in line 13 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) supplying          (B) preparing         (C) building          (D) expanding 



 

6. According to the passage, how do some insects make sure their young have food? 

(A) By storing food near their young. 

(B) By locating their nests or cells near spiders and caterpillars. 

(C) By searching for food some distance from their nest. 

(D) By gathering food from a nearby water source. 

7. The word "edge" in line 17 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) opportunity                                             (B) advantage              

(C) purpose                                                    (D) rest 

8. The word "it" in line 21 refers to……… 

(A) feeding                                                       (B) moment                  

(C) young animal                                             (D) size 

9. According to the passage, animal young are most defenseless when…… 

(A) their parents are away searching for food 

(B) their parents have many young to feed 

(C) they are only a few days old 

(D) they first become independent 

10. The word "shielded" in line 23 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) raised               (B) protected              (C) hatched               (D) valued 

 

 



 

Passage 82 

The first peoples to inhabit what today is the southeastern United States sustained 

themselves as hunters and gathers. Sometimes early in the first millennium A.D., however, 

they began to cultivate corn and other crops. Gradually, as they became more skilled at 

Line gardening, they settled into permanent villages and developed a rich culture, 

characterized by the great earthen mounds they erected as monuments to their gods and as 

tombs for their distinguished dead. Most of these early mound builders were part of the 

Adena-Hopewell culture, which had its beginnings near the Ohio River and takes its name 

from sites in Ohio. The culture spread southward into the present-day states of Louisiana, 

Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. Its peoples became great traders, bartering jewellery, 

pottery, animal pelts, tools, and other goods along extensive trading networks that 

stretched up and down eastern North America and as far west as the Rocky Mountains. 

About A.D. 400, the Hopewell culture fell into decay. Over the next centuries, it was 

supplanted by another culture, the Mississippian, named after the river along which many 

of its earliest villages were located. This complex civilization dominated the Southeast 

from about A.D. 700 until shortly before the Europeans began arriving in the sixteenth 

century. At the peak of its strength, about the year 1200, it was the most advanced culture 

in North America. Like their Hopewell predecessors, the Mississippians became highly 

skilled at growing food, although on a grander scale. They developed an improved strain 

of corn, which could survive in wet soil and a relatively cool climate, and also learned to 

cultivate beans. Indeed, agriculture became so important to the Mississippians that it 

became closely associated with the Sun – the guarantor of good crops. Many tribes called 

themselves "children of the Sun" and believed their omnipotent priest-chiefs were 

descendants of the great sun god. Although most Mississippians lived in small villages, 

many others inhabited large towns. Most of these towns boasted at least one major flat-

topped mound on which stood a temple that contained a sacred flame. Only priests and 



 

those charged with guarding the flame could enter the temples. The mounds also served as 

ceremonial and trading sites, and at times they were used as burial grounds. 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The development of agriculture. 

(B) The locations of towns and villages. 

(C) The early people and cultures of the United States. 

(D) The construction of burial mounds. 

2. Which of the following resulted from the rise of agriculture in the southeastern 

United States? 

(A) The development of trade in North America. 

(B) The establishment of permanent settlements. 

(C) Conflicts with other Native American groups over land. 

(D) A migration of these peoples to the Rocky Mountains. 

3. What does the term "Adena-Hopewell" (line 7) designate? 

(A) The early locations of the Adena-Hopewell culture. 

(B) The two most important nations of the Adena-Hopewell culture. 

(C) Two former leaders who were honored with large burial mounds. 

(D) Two important trade routes in eastern North America. 

4. The word "bartering" in line 10 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) producing        (B) exchanging         (C) transporting       (D) loading 

 



 

5. The word "supplanted" in line 13 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) conquered          (B) preceded           (C) replaced             (D) imitated 

6. According to the passage, when did the Mississippian culture reach its highest 

point of development? 

(A) About A.D. 400  

(B) Between A.D. 400 and A.D. 700 

(C) About A.D. 1200  

(D) In the sixteenth century 

7. According to the passage, how did the agriculture of the Mississippians differ from 

that of their Hopewell predecessors? 

(A) The Mississippians produced more durable and larger crops of food. 

(B) The Mississippians sold their food to other groups. 

(C) The Mississippians could only grow plants in warm, dry climates. 

(D) The Mississippians produced special foods for their religious leaders. 

8. Why does the author mention that many Mississippians tribes called themselves 

"children of the Sun" (line 23)? 

(A) To explain why they were obedient to their priest-chiefs. 

(B) To argue about the importance of religion in their culture. 

(C) To illustrate the great importance they placed on agriculture. 

(D) To provide an example of their religious rituals. 

 



 

9. The phrase "charged with" in line 26 is closest in meaning to… 

(A) passed on                                        (B) experienced at 

(C) interested in                                    (D) assigned to 

10. According to the passage, the flat-topped mounds in Mississippian towns were 

used for all of the following purposes EXCEPT…. 

(A) religious ceremonies. 

(B) meeting places for the entire community. 

(C) sites for commerce.  

(D) burial sites. 

 

Passage 83 

In Death Valley, California, one of the hottest, most arid places in North America, there is 

much salt, and salt can damage rocks impressively. Inhabitants of areas elsewhere, where 

streets and highways are salted to control ice, are familiar with the resulting rust and Line 

deterioration on cars. That attests to the chemically corrosive nature of salt, but it is not 

the way salt destroys rocks. Salt breaks rocks apart principally by a process called crystal 

prying and wedging. This happens not by soaking the rocks in salt water, but by 

moistening their bottoms with salt water. Such conditions exist in many areas along the 

eastern edge of central Death Valley. There, salty water rises from the groundwater table 

by capillary action through tiny spaces in sediment until it reaches the surface. Most 

stones have capillary passages that suck salt water from the wet ground. Death Valley 

provides an ultra-dry atmosphere and high daily temperatures, which promote evaporation 

and the formation of salt crystals along the cracks or other openings within stones. These 



 

crystals grow as long as salt water is available. Like tree roots breaking up a sidewalk, the 

growing crystals exert pressure on the rock and eventually pry the rock apart along planes 

of weakness, such as banding in metamorphic rocks, bedding in sedimentary rocks, or 

preexisting or incipient fractions, and along boundaries between individual mineral 

crystals or grains. Besides crystal growth, the expansion of halite crystals (the same as 

everyday table salt) by heating and of sulfates and similar salts by hydration can 

contribute additional stresses. A rock durable enough to have withstood natural 

conditions for a very long time in other areas could probably be shattered into small 

pieces by salt weathering within a few generations. The dominant salt in Death Valley is 

halite, or sodium chloride, but other salts, mostly carbonates and sulfates, also cause 

prying and wedging, as does ordinary ice. Weathering by a variety of salts, though often 

subtle, is a worldwide phenomenon. Not restricted to arid regions, intense salt weathering 

occurs mostly in salt-rich places like the seashore, near the large saline lakes in the Dry 

Valleys of Antarctica, and in desert sections of Australia, New Zealand, and central Asia. 

 

1. What is the passage mainly about? 

(A) The destructive effects of salt on rocks. 

(B) The impressive salt rocks in Death Valley. 

(C) The amount of salt produced in Death Valley. 

(D) The damaging effects of salt on roads and highways. 

2. The word "it" in line 10 refers to…. 

(A) salty water                                     (B) groundwater table  

(C) capillary action                             (D) sediment 



 

3. The word "exert" in line 15 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) put                                                              (B) reduce  

(C) replace                                                       (D) control 

4. In lines 14-18, why does the author compare tree roots with growing salt crystals? 

(A) They both force hard surfaces to crack. 

(B) They both grow as long as water is available. 

(C) They both react quickly to a rise in temperature. 

(D) They both cause salty water to rise from the groundwater table. 

5. In lines 18-19, the author mentions the "expansion of halite crystals...by heating 

and of sulfates andsimilar salts by hydration" in order to….. 

(A) present an alternative theory about crystal growth 

(B) explain how some rocks are not affected by salt 

(C) simplify the explanation of crystal prying and wedging 

(D) introduce additional means by which crystals destroy rocks 

6. The word "durable" in line 20 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) large               (B) strong               (C) flexible           (D) pressured 

7. The word "shattered" in line 21 is closest in meaning to…….. 

(A) arranged                                                   (B) dissolved 

(C) broken apart                                             (D) gathered together 

 



 

8. The word "dominant" in line 22 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) most recent                                           (B) most common 

(C) least available                                       (D) least damaging 

9. According to the passage, which of the following is true about the effects of salts on 

rocks? 

(A) Only two types of salts cause prying and wedging. 

(B) Salts usually cause damage only in combination with ice. 

(C) A variety of salts in all kinds of environments can cause weathering. 

(D) Salt damage at the seashore is more severe than salt damage in Death Valley. 

10. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage about rocks that are 

found in areas where ice is common? 

(A) They are protected from weathering. 

(B) They do not allow capillary action of water. 

(C) They show similar kinds of damage as rocks in Death Valley. 

(D) They contain more carbonates than sulfates. 

 

Passage 84 

By far the most important United States export product in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries was cotton, favored by the European textile industry over flax or wool because 

it was easy to process and soft to tile touch. Mechanization of spinning and weaving 

allowed significant centralization and expansion in the textile industry during this period, 



 

and at the same time the demand for cotton increased dramatically. American producers 

were able to meet this demand largely because of tile invention of the cotton gin by Eli 

Whitney in 1793. Cotton could be grown throughout the South, but separating the fiber – 

or lint – from the seed was a laborious process. Sea island cotton was relatively easy to 

process by hand, because its fibers were long and seeds were concentrated at the base of 

the flower, but it demanded a long growing season, available only along the nation's 

eastern seacoast. Short-staple cotton required a much shorter growing season, but the 

shortness of the fibers and their mixture with seeds meant that a worker could hand-

process only about one pound per day. Whitney's gin was a hand-powered machine with 

revolving drums and metal teeth to pull cotton fibers away from seeds. Using the gin, a 

worker could produce up to 50 pounds of lint a day. The later development of larger gins, 

powered by horses, water, or steam, multiplied productivity further. The interaction of 

improved processing and high demand led to the rapid spread of the cultivation of cotton 

and to a surge in production. It became the main American export, dwarfing all others. In 

1802, cotton composed 14 percent of total American exports by value. Cotton had a 36 

percent share by 1810 and over a 50 percent share in 1830. In 1860, 61 percent of the 

value of American exports was represented by cotton. In contrast, wheat and wheat flour 

composed only 6 percent of the value of American exports in that year. Clearly, cotton 

was king in the trade of the young republic. The growing market for cotton and other 

American agricultural products led to an unprecedented expansion of agricultural 

settlement, mostly in the eastern half of the United States---west of the Appalachian 

Mountains and east of the Mississippi River. 

1. The main point of the passage is that the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were 

a time when… 

(A) the European textile industry increased its demand for American export products. 

(B) mechanization of spinning and weaving dramatically changed the textile industry. 



 

(C) cotton became a profitable crop but was still time-consuming to process. 

(D) cotton became the most important American export product. 

2. The word "favored" in line 2 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) preferred           (B) recommended          (C) imported         (D) included 

3. All of the following are mentioned in the passage as reasons for the increased 

demand for cotton EXCEPT….. 

(A) cotton's softness 

(B) cotton's ease of processing 

(C) a shortage of flax and wool 

(D) the growth that occurred in the textile industry. 

4. The word "laborious" in line 9 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) unfamiliar          (B) primitive          (C) skilled          (D) difficult 

5. According to the passage, one advantage of sea island cotton was its…. 

(A) abundance of seeds                               (B) long fibers 

(C) long growing season                             (D) adaptability to different climates 

6. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage about cotton production in the 

United States after the introduction of Whitney's cotton gin? 

(A) More cotton came from sea island cotton plants than before. 

(B) More cotton came from short-staple cotton plants than before. 

(C) Most cotton produced was sold domestically. 

(D) Most cotton produced was exported to England. 



 

7. The word "surge" in line 19 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) sharp increase                                               (B) sudden stop 

(C) important change                                          (D) excess amount 

8. The author mentions "wheat and wheat flour" in line 23 in order to…. 

(A) show that Americans exported more agricultural products than they imported. 

(B) show the increase in the amount of wheat products exported. 

(C) demonstrate the importance of cotton among American export products. 

(D) demonstrate that wheat farming was becoming more profitable. 

9. The word "unprecedented" in line 26 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) slow                                                   (B) profitable  

(C) not seen before                                  (D) never explained 

10. According to the passage, the Mississippi River was….. 

(A) one of the boundaries of a region where new agricultural settlement took place. 

(B) a major source of water for agricultural crops. 

(C) the primary route by which agricultural crops were transported. 

(D) a main source of power for most agricultural machinery. 

85 Passage 

The stylistic innovation in paining known as Impressionism began in the 1870’s. The 

Impressionists wanted to depict what they saw in nature, but they were inspired to portray 

fragmentary moments by the increasingly fast pace of modern life. They concentrated on 

the play of light over objects, people, and nature, breaking up seemingly solid surfaces, 



 

stressing vivid contrast between colors in sunlight and shade, and depiction reflected light 

in all of its possibilities. Unlike earlier artists, they did not want to observe the world from 

indoors. They abandoned the studio, painting in the open air and recording spontaneous 

Impressions of their subjects instead of making outside sketches and then moving indoors 

to complete the work form memory.  

         Some of the Impressionists’ painting methods were affected by technological 

advances. For example, the shift from the studio to the open air was made possible in part 

by the advent of cheap rail travel, which permitted easy and quick access to the 

countryside or seashore, as well as by newly developed chemical dyes and oils that led to 

collapsible paint tubes, which enabled artists to finish their paintings on the spot.  

      Impressionism acquired its name not from supporters but from angry art lovers who 

felt threatened by the new painting. The term “Impressionism” was born in 1874, when a 

group of artists who had been working together organized an exhibition of their paintings 

in order to draw public attention to their work. Reaction from the public and press was 

immediate, and derisive. Among the 165 paintings exhibited was one called Impression: 

Sunrise, by Claude Monet (1840-1926), Viewed through hostile eyes, Monet’s painting of 

a rising sun over a misty, watery scene seemed messy, slapdash, and an affront to good 

taste. Borrowing Monet’s title, art critics extended the term “Impressionism” to the entire 

exhibit. In response, Monet and his 29 fellow artists in the exhibit adopted the same name 

as a badge of their unity, despite individual differences. From then until 1886 

Impressionism had all the zeal of a “church”, as the painter Renoir put it. Monet was 

faithful to the Impressionist creed until his death, although many of the others moved on 

to new styles. 

 

 



 

1. What aspect of painting in the nineteenth century does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The impact of some artists’ resistance to the fast pace of life 

(B) The differences between two major styles of art 

(C) A technological advance in the materials used by artists 

(D) A group of artists with a new technique and approach to art 

2. The word “depict” in line 2 is closest in meaning to…. 

(A) reorganize                (B) deform          (C) represent          (D) justify 

3. According to the passage, which of the following was one of the distinguishing 

characteristics of Impressionist painting? 

(A) The emphasis on people rather than nature scenes. 

(B) The way the subjects were presented from multiple angles. 

(C) The focus on small solid objects. 

(D) The depiction of the effects of light and color. 

4. Which of the following is a significant way in which Impressionists were different 

from the artists that preceded them? 

(A) They began by making sketches of their subjects. 

(B) They painted their subjects out-of-doors. 

(C) They preferred to paint from memory. 

(D) They used subjects drawn from modern life. 

 



 

5. The word “advent” in line 12 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) achievement         (B) acceptance            (C) arrival          (D) advantage 

6. The exhibition of paintings organized in 1874 resulted in all of the following 

EXCEPT….. 

(A) attracting attention from the public 

(B) a negative reaction from the press 

(C) an immediate demand for the paintings exhibited 

(D) creating a name for a new style of painting 

7. The word “affront” in line 22 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) insult            (B) encouragement            (C) return                 (D) credit 

8. The rejection of the Impressionist exhibition by critics was caused by which of the 

following? 

(A) The small number of paintings on display. 

(B) Lack of interest in exhibitions by young artists. 

(C) The similarity between all the paintings exhibited. 

(D) Anger about seemingly poorly painted art. 

9. The author mentions Renoir in line 26 to give an example of an artist who… 

(A) became as famous as Monet. 

(B) was consistently praised by art critics. 

(C) described the enthusiasm of the Impressionists for their work. 

(D) was in favor of a traditional style of painting. 



 

10. The word “others” in line 27 refers to…… 

(A) art critics                                                  (B) fellow artists 

(C) individual differences                               (D) new styles 

 

age 86Pass 

Both in what is now the eastern and the southwestern United States, the peoples of the 

Archaic era (8,000-1,000 B.C) were, in a way, already adapted to beginnings of 

cultivation through their intensive gathering and processing of wild plant foods. In both 

areas, there was a well-established ground stone tool technology, a method of pounding 

and grinding nuts and other plant foods, that could be adapted to newly cultivated foods. 

By the end of the Archaic era, people in eastern North America had domesticated certain 

native plants, including sunflowers; weeds called goosefoot, sumpweed, or marsh elder; 

and squash or gourds of some kind. These provided seeds that were important sources of 

carbohydrates and fat in the diet. The earliest cultivation seems to have taken place along 

the river valleys of the Midwest and the Southeast, with experimentation beginning as 

early as 7,000 years ago and domestication beginning 4,000 to 2,000 years ago. Although 

the term “Neolithic” is not used in North American prehistory, these were the first steps 

toward the same major subsistence changes that took place during the Neolithic (8,000-

2,000 B.C.) period elsewhere in the world. Archaeologists debate the reasons for 

beginning cultivation in the eastern part of the continent. Although population and 

sedentary living were increasing at the time, there is little evidence that people lacked 

adequate wild food resources; the newly domesticated foods supplemented a continuing 

mixed subsistence of hunting, fishing, and gathering wild plants, Increasing predictability 

of food supplies may have been a motive. It has been suggested that some early cultivation 

was for medicinal and ceremonial plants rather than for food. One archaeologist has 



 

pointed out that the early domesticated plants were all weedy species that do well in open, 

disturbed habitats, the kind that would form around human settlements where people cut 

down trees, trample the ground, deposit trash, and dig holes. It has been suggested that 

sunflower, sumpweed, and other plants almost domesticated themselves, that is, they 

thrived in human –disturbed habitats, so humans intensively collected them and began to 

control their distribution. Women in the Archaic communities were probably the main 

experimenters with cultivation, because ethnoarchaeological evidence tells us that women 

were the main collectors of plant food and had detailed knowledge of plants. 

1. The passage mainly discusses which of the following aspects of the life of Archaic 

peoples? 

(A) The principal sources of food that made up their diet. 

(B) Their development of ground stone tool technology. 

(C) Their development of agriculture. 

(D) Their distribution of work between men and women. 

2. The word “these” in line 13 refers to……. 

(A) seeds                                                                       

(B) river valleys 

(C) the Midwest and the Southeast  

(D) experimentation and domestication 

3. According to the passage, when did the domestication of plants begin in North 

America? 

(A) 7,000 years ago.  



 

(B) 4,000 to 2,000 years ago. 

(C) Long after the Neolithic period.  

(D) Before the Archaic period. 

4. The word “adequate” in line 18 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) sufficient             (B) healthful              (C) varied              (D) dependable 

5. According to the passage, which of the following was a possible motive for the 

cultivation of plants in eastern North America? 

(A) Lack of enough wild food sources. 

(B) The need to keep trees from growing close to settlements. 

(C) Provision of work for an increasing population. 

(D) Desire for the consistent availability of food. 

6. The phrase “rather than” in line 22 is closest in meaning to…. 

(A) in addition to        (B) instead of        (C) as a replacement         (D) such as 

7. The plant “sumpweed” is mentioned in line 26 in order to……. 

(A) contrast a plant with high nutritional value with one with little nutritional value. 

(B) explain the medicinal use of a plant. 

(C) clarify which plants grew better in places where trees were not cut down. 

(D) provide an example of a plant that was easy to domesticate. 

8. The word “thrived” in line 26 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) stayed              (B) originated             (C) grew well                (D) died out 



 

9. According to the passage, which of the following is true about all early 

domesticated plants? 

(A) They were varieties of weeds. 

(B) They were moved from disturbed areas. 

(C) They succeeded in areas with many trees. 

(D) They failed to grow in trampled or damaged areas. 

10. According to the passage, it is thought that most of the people who began 

cultivating plants were…. 

(A) medical workers  

(B) leaders of ceremonies 

(C) women  

(D) hunters 

age 87Pass 

No two comets ever look identical, but they have basic features in common, one of the  

most obvious of which is a coma. A coma looks like a misty, patch of light with one or 

more  tails often streaming from it in the direction away from the Sun. 

     At the heart of a comet's coma lies a nucleus of solid material, typically no more than  

10 kilometers across. The visible coma is a huge cloud of gas and dust that has escaped  

from the nucleus, which it then surrounds like an extended atmosphere. The coma can 

extend  as far as a million kilometers outward from the nucleus. Around the coma there is 

often an even larger invisible envelope of hydrogen gas. 



 

       The most graphic proof that the grand spectacle of a comet develops from a 

relatively  small and inconspicuous chunk of ice and dust was the close-up image obtained 

in 1986 by  the European Giotto probe of the nucleus of Halley's Comet. It turned out to be 

a bit like a very dark asteroid, measuring 16 by 8 kilometers. Ices have evaporated from its 

outer layers  to leave a crust of nearly black dust all over the surface. Bright jets of gas 

from evaporating  ice burst out on the side facing the Sun, where the surface gets heated 

up, carrying dust with them. This is how the coma and the tails are created. 

       Comets grow tails only when they get warm enough for ice and dust to boil off. As a  

comet's orbit brings it closer to the Sun, first the coma grows, then two distinct tails 

usually  form. One, the less common kind, contains electrically charged (i.e., ionized) 

atoms of gas,  which are blown off directly in the direction away from the Sun by the 

magnetic field of the solar wind. The other tail is made of neutral dust particles, which get 

gently pushed back  by the pressure of the sunlight itself. Unlike the ion tail, which is 

straight, the dust tail  becomes curved as the particles follow their own orbits around the 

Sun. 

1. The passage focuses on comets primarily in terms of their ..... 

(A) orbital patterns       (B) coma and tails       (C) brightness         (D) size 

2. The word "identical" in line 1 is closest in meaning to ..... 

(A) equally fast         (B) exactly alike         (C) near each other      (D) invisible 

3. The word "heart" in line 4 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) center               (B) edge              (C) tail            (D) beginning 

 

 



 

4. Why does the author mention the Giotto probe in paragraph 3? 

(A) It had a relatively small and inconspicuous nucleus. 

(B) It was very similar to an asteroid. 

(C) It was covered with an unusual black dust. 

(D) It provided visual evidence of the makeup of a comet's nucleus. 

5. It can be inferred from the passage that the nucleus of a comet is made up of…. 

(A) dust and gas                                            (B) ice and dust 

(C) hydrogen gas                                           (D) electrically charged atoms 

6. The word "graphic" in line 9 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) mathematical                (B) popular             (C) unusual             (D) vivid 

7. Which of the following occurred as the ices from Halley's Comet evaporated? 

(A) Black dust was left on the comet's surface. 

(B) The nucleus of the comet expanded. 

(C) The tail of the comet straightened out. 

(D) Jets of gas caused the comet to increase its speed. 

8. All of the following statements about the tails of comets are true EXCEPT: 

(A) They can contain electrically charged or neutral particles. 

(B) They can be formed only when there is sufficient heat. 

(C) They are formed before the coma expands. 

(D) They always point in the direction away from the Sun. 



 

9. The word "distinct" in line 18 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) visible                   (B) gaseous            (C) separate                       (D) new 

10. Compared to the tail of electrically charged atoms, the tail of neutral dust 

particles is relatively…… 

(A) long                     (B) curved              (C) unpredictable               (D) bright 

 

Passage 88 

Many prehistoric people subsisted as hunters and gatherers. Undoubtedly, game animals, 

including some very large species, provided major components of human diets. An 

important controversy centering on the question of human effects on prehistoric wildlife 

concerns the sudden disappearance of so many species of large animals at or near the end 

of the Pleistocene epoch. Most paleontologists suspect that abrupt changes in climate led 

to the mass extinctions. Others, however, have concluded that prehistoric people drove 

many of those species to extinction through overhunting. In their "Pleistocene overkill 

hypothesis," they cite what seems to be a remarkable coincidence between the arrival of 

prehistoric peoples in North and South America and the time during which mammoths, 

giant ground sloths, the giant bison, and numerous other large mammals became extinct. 

Perhaps the human species was driving others to extinction long before the dawn of 

history. Hunter-gatherers may have contributed to Pleistocene extinctions in more indirect 

ways. Besides overhunting, at least three other kinds of effects have been suggested: direct 

competition, imbalances between competing species of game animals, and early 

agricultural practices. Direct competition may have brought about the demise of large 

carnivores such as the saber-toothed cats. These animals simply may have been unable to 

compete with the increasingly sophisticated hunting skills of Pleistocene people. Human 



 

hunters could have caused imbalances among game animals, leading to the extinctions of 

species less able to compete. When other predators such as the gray wolf prey upon large 

mammals, they generally take high proportions of each year s crop of young. Some 

human hunters, in contrast, tend to take the various age-groups of large animals in 

proportion to their actual occurrence. If such hunters first competed with the larger 

predators and then replaced them. they may have allowed more young to survive each 

year, gradually increasing the populations of favored species As these populations 

expanded, they in turn may have competed with other game species for the same 

environmental niche, forcing the less hunted species into extinction. This theory, suggests 

that human hunters played an indirect role in Pleistocene extinctions by hunting one 

species more than another. 

 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The effects of human activities on prehistoric wildlife. 

(B) The origins of the hunter-gatherer way of life. 

(C) The diets of large animals of the Pleistocene epoch. 

(D) The change in climate at the end of the Pleistocene epoch. 

2. The word "Undoubtedly" in line 1 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) occasionally           (B) unexpectedly         (C) previously       (D) certainly 

3. The word "components" in line 2 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) parts                        (B) problems           (C) changes          (D) varieties 



 

4. Which of the following is mentioned as supporting the Pleistocene overkill 

hypothesis? 

(A) Many of the animals that became extinct were quite large. 

(B) Humans migrated into certain regions around the time that major extinctions occurred. 

(C) There is evidence that new species were arriving in areas inhabited by humans. 

(D) Humans began to keep and care for certain animals. 

5. The word "Besides" in line 14 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) caused by                 (B) whereas          (C) in addition to          (D) in favor of 

6. The author mentions saber-toothed cats in line 16 as an example of a carnivore 

that……. 

(A) became extinct before the Pleistocene epoch 

(B) was unusually large for its time 

(C) was not able to compete with humans 

(D) caused the extinction of several species 

7. The word "they" in line 21 refers to……. 

(A) human hunters                                             (B) game animals 

(C) other predators                                             (D) large mammals 

8. According to the passage, what is one difference between the hunting done by 

some humans and the hunting done by gray wolves? 

(A) Some humans hunt more frequently than gray wolves. 



 

(B) Gray wolves hunt in larger groups than some humans. 

(C) Some humans can hunt larger animals than gray wolves can hunt. 

(D) Some humans prey on animals of all ages, but gray wolves concentrate their efforts on 

young animals. 

9. The word "favored" in line 25 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) large                 (B) escaping                (C) preferred                    (D) local 

10. According to the passage, the imbalances discussed in paragraph 3 may have 

resulted from…….. 

(A) the effect of climate changes on large game animals. 

(B) large animals moving into a new environment. 

(C) humans hunting some species more than others. 

(D) older animals not being able to compete with younger animals. 

 

Passage 89 

The Homestead Act of 1862 gave beads of families or individuals aged twenty-one or 

older the right to own 160 acres of public land in the western United States after five years 

of residence and improvement. This law was intended to provide land for small farmers 

and to prevent land from being bought for resale at a profit or being owned by large 

landholders. An early amendment to the act even prevented husbands and wives from 

filing separate claims. The West, land reformers had assumed, would soon contain many 

160-acre family farms. They were doomed to disappointment. Most landless Americans 

were too poor to become farmers even when they could obtain land without cost. The 



 

expense of moving a family to the ever-receding frontier exceeded the means of many, 

and the cost of tools, draft animals, a wagon, a well, fencing, and of building the simplest 

house, might come to $1,000---a formidable barrier. As for the industrial workers for 

whom the free land was supposed to provide a "safety valve," they had neither the skills 

nor the inclination to become farmers. Homesteaders usually came from districts not far 

removed from frontier conditions. And despite the intent of the law, speculators often 

managed to obtain large tracts. They hired people to stake out claims, falsely swear that 

they had fulfilled the conditions laid down in the law for obtaining legal title, and then 

deed the land over to their employers. Furthermore, 160 acres were not enough for raising 

livestock or for the kind of commercial agriculture that was developing west of the 

Mississippi. The national government made a feeble attempt to make larger holdings 

available to homesteaders by passing the Timber Culture Act of 1873, which permitted 

individuals to claim an additional 160 acres if they would agree to plant a quarter of it in 

trees within ten years. This law proved helpful to some farmers in the largely treeless 

states of Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. Nevertheless, fewer than 25 percent of the 

245,000 who took up land under the Act obtained final title to the property. 

 

1. Which aspect of the Homestead Act of 1862 does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) How it transformed the western United States into a place of small farms. 

(B) Why it was an improvement over previous attempts at land reform. 

(C) Why it did not achieve its aim to provide land for small farmers. 

(D) How it failed in the largely treeless states of Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. 

2. An amendment added to the Homestead Act of 1862 specified that….. 

(A) five years of residence was required for landownership. 



 

(B) husbands and wives could not file separate claims. 

(C) the price of 160 acres of land was $1,000. 

(D) land could not be resold for a profit. 

3. The word "formidable" in line 12 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) obvious             (B) predictable           (C) difficult            (D) manageable 

4. It can be inferred that the "safety valve" in line 13 refers to……. 

(A) a new kind of machinery                 (B) an alternative for urban workers 

(C) an area in a factory                            (D) a procedure designed to protect workers 

5. The word "intent" in line 15 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) purpose                (B) power               (C) effect             (D) invention 

6. According to the passage, why did the government pass the Timber Culture Act of 

1873? 

(A) To make larger tracts of land available to small farmers. 

(B) To settle Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. 

(C) To encourage land speculation west of the Mississippi. 

(D) To increase the variety of trees growing in the western states. 

7. The word "they" in line 23 refers to…… 

(A) larger holdings                (B) individuals         (C) 160 acres         (D) trees 

8. According to the passage, how many of the farmers who settled land under the 

Timber Culture Act of 1873 received final title to the property? 

(A) Fewer than 25%                                                  



 

(B) More than 160 

(C) 10% per year                                                         

(D) 245,000 

9. The passage mentions all of the following as reasons the Homestead Act of 1862 

did not achieve its aims EXCEPT: 

(A) Most landless Americans could not afford the necessary tools and provisions. 

(B) Industrial workers lacked the necessary fanning skills. 

(C) The farms were too large for single families to operate successfully. 

(D) Homesteaders usually came from areas relatively close to the frontier. 

10. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage about the Timber 

Culture Act of 1873? 

(A) It especially helped farmers with large holdings of land. 

(B) It was most important to farmers living in states that had plenty of trees. 

(C) The majority of farmers did not benefit significantly from it. 

(D) The majority of farmers did not need the extra 160 acres it provided. 

Passage 90 

Newspaper publishers in the United States have long been enthusiastic users  and 

distributors of weather maps. Although some newspapers that had carried the  United 

States Weather Bureau's national weather map in 1912 dropped it once the  novelty had 

passed, many continued to print the daily weather chart provided by  their local forecasting 

office. In the 1930's, when interest in aviation and progress in  air-mass analysis made 

weather patterns more newsworthy, additional newspapers  started or resumed the daily 



 

weather map. In 1935, The Associated Press (AP) news  service inaugurated its WirePhoto 

network and offered subscribing newspapers  morning and afternoon weather maps 

redrafted by the AP's Washington, B.C., office  from charts provided by the government 

agency. Another news service, United Press  International (UPI), developed a competing 

photowire network and also provided  timely weather maps for both morning and 

afternoon newspapers. After the United  States government launched a series of weather 

satellites in 1966, both the AP and  UPI offered cloud-cover photos obtained from the 

Weather Bureau.  

       In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the weather map became an essential  ingredient in 

the redesign of the American newspaper. News publishers, threatened  by increased 

competition from television for readers' attention, sought to package  the news more 

conveniently and attractively. In 1982, many publishers felt  threatened by the new USA 

Today, a national daily newspaper that used a page-wide, full-color weather map as its key 

design element. That the weather map in USA  today did not include information about 

weather fronts and pressures attests to the  largely symbolic role it played. Nonetheless, 

competing local and metropolitan  newspapers responded in a variety of ways. Most 

substituted full-color temperature  maps for the standard weather maps, while others 

dropped the comparatively drab  satellite photos or added regional forecast maps with 

pictorial symbols to indicate  rainy, snowy, cloudy, or clear conditions. A few newspapers, 

notably The New York  Times, adopted a highly informative yet less visually prominent 

weather map that  was specially designed to explain an important recent or imminent 

weather event.  Ironically, a newspaper's richest, most instructive weather maps often are  

comparatively small and inconspicuous. 

 

 



 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The differences between government and newspaper weather forecasting in the United 

States. 

(B) The history of publishing weather maps in United States newspapers. 

(C) A comparison of regional and national weather reporting in the United States. 

(D) Information that forms the basis for weather forecasting in the United States 

2. The word "resumed" in line 7 is closest in meaning to…….. 

(A) began again                                       (B) held back 

(C) thought over                                      (D) referred to 

3. According to the passage, one important reason why newspapers printed daily 

weather maps during the first half of the twentieth century was….. 

(A) the progress in printing technology. 

(B) a growing interest in air transportation. 

(C) a change in atmospheric conditions. 

(D) the improvement of weather forecasting techniques. 

4. What regular service did The Associated Press and United Press International 

begin to offer subscribing newspapers in the 1930's? 

(A) A new system of weather forecasting  

(B) An air-mass analysis 

(C) Twice daily weather maps  

(D) Cloud-cover photographs 



 

5. The phrase "attests to" in line 21 is closest in meaning to…….. 

(A) makes up for                                  (B) combines with 

(C) interferes with                               (D) gives evidence of 

6. The word "others" in line 24 refers to…….. 

(A) newspapers                 (B) ways             (C) temperature maps         (D) weather maps 

7. The word "drab" in line 25 is closest in meaning to……… 

(A) precise              (B) poor              (C) simple               (D) dull 

8. In contrast to the weather maps of USA Today, weather maps in The New York 

Times tended to be……… 

(A) printed in foil color. 

(B) included for symbolic reasons. 

(C) easily understood by the readers.  

(D) filled with detailed information. 

9. The word "prominent" in line 28 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) complex             (B) noticeable          (C) appealing        (D) perfect 

10. The author uses the term "Ironically" in line 29 to indicate that a weather map's 

appearance…….. 

(A) is not important to newspaper publishers. 

(B) does not always indicate how much information it provides. 

(C) reflects how informative a newspaper can be. 

(D) often can improve newspaper sales. 



 

Passage 91 

The term “art deco” has come to encompass three distinct but related design trends  of the 

1920’s and 1930’s. The first was what is frequently referred to as “zigzag  moderne” –the 

exotically ornamental style of such skyscrapers as the Chrysler Building  in New York 

City and related structures such as the Paramount Theater in Oakland,  California The 

word “zigzag” alludes to the geometric and stylized ornamentation of  zigzags, angular 

patterns, abstracted plant and animal motifs, sunbursts, astrological  imagery, formalized 

fountains, and related themes that were applied in mosaic relief.  and mural form to the 

exterior and interior of the buildings. Many of these buildings were  shaped in the ziggurat 

form, a design resembling an ancient Mesopotamian temple tower  that recedes in 

progressively smaller stages to the summit, creating a staircase-like effect.  The second 

manifestation of art deco was the 1930’s streamlined moderne” style – a  Futuristic-

looking aerodynamic style of rounded corners and horizontal bands known as  “speed 

stripes.” In architecture, these elements were frequently accompanied by round  windows, 

extensive use of glass block, and flat rooftops.  The third style, referred to as cither “ 

international stripped classicism,” or simply  “classical moderne,” also came to the 

forefront during the Depression, a period of severe  economic difficult in the 1930’s. This 

was amore conservative style, blending a  simplified modernistic style with a more austere 

form of geometric and stylized relief  sculpture and other ornament, including interior 

murals. May buildings in this style were erected nationwide through government programs 

during the Depression.  Although art deco in its many forms was largely perceived as 

thoroughly modern,   it was strongly influenced by the decorative arts movements that 

immediately preceded  it. For example, like “art nouveau” (1890-1910), art deco also used 

plant motifs, but  regularized the forms into abstracted repetitive patterns rather than 

presenting them as  flowing, asymmetrical foliage, Like the Viennese craftspeople of the 

Wiener Werkstatte,  art deco designers worked with exotic materials, geometricized 



 

shapes, and colorfully  ornate patterns. Furthermore, like the artisans of the Arts and Crafts 

Movement in England  and the United States, art deep practitioners considered it their 

mission to transform the  domestic environment through well-designed furniture and 

household accessories. 

1. What aspect of art deco does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The influence of art deco on the design of furniture and household accessories. 

(B) Ways in which government programs encouraged the development of art deco. 

(C) Architectural manifestations of art deco during the 1920’s and 1930’s. 

(D) Reasons for the popularity of art deco in New York and California. 

2. The word “encompass” in line 1 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) separate          (B) include        (C) replace          (D) enhance 

3. The phrase “The first” in line 2 refers to…… 

(A) the term “art deco”                                                     (B) design trends 

(C) the 1920’s and 1930’s                                                 (D) skyscrapers 

4. In line 10, the author mentions “an ancient Mesopotamian temple tower ” in order to….. 

(A) describe the exterior shape of certain “art deco” buildings. 

(B) explain the differences between ancient and modern architectural steles. 

(C) emphasize the extent of architectural advances. 

(D) argue for a return to more traditional architectural design. 

5. The streamlined moderne style is characterized by all of the following EXCEPT….. 

(A) animal motifs               (B) flat roofs       (C) round windows          (D) “speed stripes” 



 

6. The phrase “came to the forefront” in line 16 is closest in meaning to….. 

(A) grew in complexity                                     (B) went through a process 

(C) changed its approach                                   (D) became important 

7. According to the passage, which of the following statements most accurately 

describes the relationship between art deco and art nouveau? 

(A) They were art forms that competed with each other for government support during the 

Depression era. 

(B) They were essentially the same art form. 

(C) Art nouveau preceded art deco and influenced it. 

(D) Art deco became important in the United States while art nouveau became popular in 

England. 

8. According to the passage, a building having an especially ornate appearance would 

most probably have been designed in the style of….. 

(A) zigzag moderne                                       (B) streamlined moderne 

(C) classical moderne                                     (D) the Arts and Crafts Movement 

9. According to the passage, which of the following design trends is known by more 

than one name ? 

(A) Zigzag moderne                                                   (B) Streamlined moderne 

(C) International stripped classicism                         (D) Arts and Crafts Movement 

10. The passage is primarily developed as…… 

(A) the historical chronology of a movement. 



 

(B) a description of specific buildings that became famous for their unusual beauty. 

(C) an analysis of various trends within an artistic movement. 

(D) an argument of the advantages of one artistic form over another. 

Passage 92 

In the early 1800’s, over 80 percent of the United States labor force was engaged in 

agriculture. Sophisticated technology and machinery were virtually nonexistent. People 

who lived in the cities and were not directly involved in trade often participated in small 

cottage industries making handcrafted goods. Others cured meats, silversmiths, candle or 

otherwise produced needed goods and commodities. Blacksmiths, silversmiths, candle 

makers, and other artisans worked in their homes or barns, relying on help of family 

Perhaps no single phenomenon brought more widespread and lasting change to the United 

States society than the rise of industrialization. Industrial growth hinged on several 

economic factors. First, industry requires an abundance of natural resources, especially 

coal, iron ore, water, petroleum, and timber-all readily available on the North American 

continent. Second, factories demand a large labor supply. Between the 1870’s and the 

First World War (1914-1918), approximately 23 million immigrants streamed to the 

United States, settled in cities, and went to work in factories and mines. They also helped 

build the vast network of canals and railroads that crisscrossed the continent and linked 

important trade centers essential to industrial growth. Factories also offered a reprieve 

from the backbreaking work and financial unpredictability associated with farming. Many 

adults, poor and disillusioned with farm life, were lured to the cities by promises of steady 

employment, regular paychecks, increased access to goods and services, and expanded 

social opportunities. Others were pushed there when new technologies made their labor 

cheap or expendable; inventions such as steel plows and mechanized harvesters allowed 

one farmhand to perform work that previously had required several, thus making farming 



 

capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive. The United States economy underwent a 

massive transition and the nature of work was permanently altered. Whereas cottage 

industries relied on a few highly skilled craft workers who slowly and carefully converted 

raw materials into finished products from start to finish, factories relied on specialization. 

While factory work was less creative and more monotonous, it was also more efficient and 

allowed mass production of goods at less expense. 

1. What aspect of life in the United States does the passage mainly discuss? 

(A) The transition from an agricultural to an industrial economy. 

(B) The inventions that transformed life in the nineteenth century. 

(C) The problems associated with the earliest factories. 

(D) The difficulty of farm life in the nineteenth century. 

2. Blacksmiths, silversmiths, and candle makers are mentioned in lines 5-6 as 

examples of artisans who…… 

(A) maintained their businesses at home. 

(B) were eventually able to use sophisticated technology. 

(C) produced unusual goods and commodities. 

(D) would employ only family members. 

3. The phrase “hinged on” in line 9 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) recovered from              (B) depended on        (C) started on            (D) contributed to 

4. Which of the following is mentioned in the passage as a reason for the industrial 

growth that occurred in the United States before 1914? 

(A) The availability of natural resources found only in the United States. 



 

(B) The decrease in number of farms resulting from technological advances. 

(C) The replacement of canals and railroads by other forms of transportation. 

(D) The availability of a large immigrant work force. 

5. The word “lured” in line 19 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) attracted                     (B) assigned             (C) restricted             (D) attached 

6. The word “Others” in line 20 refers to other…… 

(A) adults                                                          (B) promises 

(C) goods and services                                    (D) social opportunities 

7. The word “expendable” in line 21 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) nonproductive                                             (B) unacceptable 

 (C) nonessential                                               (D) unprofitable 

8. It can be inferred from the passage that industrialization affected farming in that 

industrialization……. 

(A) increased the price of farm products 

(B) limited the need for new farm machinery 

(C) created new and interesting jobs on farms 

(D) reduced the number of people willing to do farm work 

9. What does the author mean when stating that certain inventions made farming 

“capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive” (lines 23-24)? 

(A) Workers had to be trained to operate the new machines. 

(B) Mechanized farming required more capital and fewer laborers. 



 

(C) The new inventions were not helpful for all farming activities. 

(D) Human labor could still accomplish as much work as the first machines. 

10. According to the passage, factory workers differed from craft workers in that 

factory workers……. 

(A) were required to be more creative. 

(B) worked extensively with raw materials. 

(C) changed jobs frequently. 

(D) specialized in one aspect of the finished product only. 

Passage 93 

Molting is one of the most involved processes of a bird’s annual life cycle. 

Notwithstanding preening and constant care, the marvelously intricate structure of a 

bird’s Feather inevitably wears out. All adult birds molt their feathers at least once a year, 

and upon close observation, one can recognize the frayed, ragged appearance of feathers 

that are nearing the end of their useful life. Two distinct processes are involved in molting. 

The first step is when the old, worn feather is dropped, or shed. The second is when a new 

feather grows in its place. When each feather has been shed and replaced, then the molt 

can be said to be complete. This, however, is an abstraction that often does not happen: 

incomplete, overlapping, and arrested molts are quite common. Molt requires that a bird 

find and process enough protein to rebuild approximately one-third of its body weight. It 

is not surprising that a bird in heavy molt often seems listless and unwell. But far from 

being random, molt is controlled by strong evolutionary forces that have established an 

optimal time and duration. Generally, molt occurs at the time of least stress on the bird. 

Many songbirds, for instance, molt in late summer, when the hard work of breeding is 

done but the weather is still warm and food still plentiful. This is why the woods in late 



 

summer often seem so quiet, when compared with the exuberant choruses of spring. Molt 

of the flight feathers is the most highly organized part of the process. Some species, for 

example, begin by dropping the outermost primary feathers on each side (to retain balance 

in the air) and wait until the replacement feathers are about one-third grown before 

shedding the next outermost, and so on. Others always start with the innermost primary 

feathers and work outward. Yet other species begin in the middle and work outward on 

both weeks while the replacement feathers grow. 

1. The passage mainly discusses how…… 

(A) birds prepare for breeding. 

(B) bird feathers differ from species. 

(C) birds shed and replace their feathers.  

(D) birds are affected by seasonal changes. 

2. The word “Notwithstanding” in line 2 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) despite           (B) because of          (C) instead of            (D) regarding 

3. The word “intricate” in line 2 is closest in meaning to…… 

(A) regular                 (B) complex         (C) interesting           (D) important 

4. The word “random” in line 12 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) unfortunate       (B) unusual          (C) unobservable         (D) unpredictable 

5. The word “optimal” in line 13 is closest in meaning to……. 

(A) slow               (B) frequent            (C) best                         (D) early 

 



 

6. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a reason that songbirds molt in the 

late summer? 

(A) Fewer predators are in the woods.  

(B) The weathers is still warm. 

(C) The songbirds have finished breeding.  

(D) Food is still available. 

7. Some birds that are molting maintain balance during flight by……. 

(A) constantly preening and caring for their remaining feathers. 

(B) dropping flight feathers on both sides at the same time. 

(C) adjusting the angle of their flight to compensate for lost feathers. 

(D) only losing one-third of their feathers. 

8. The word “Others” in line 21 refers to…….. 

(A) ducks                 (B) sides                  (C) species             (D) flight feathers 

9. The author discusses ducks in order to provide an example of birds that…... 

(A) grow replacement feathers that are very long 

(B) shed all their wing feathers at one time 

(C) keep their innermost feathers 

(D) shed their outermost feathers first 

10. It can inferred from the discussion about ducks that the molting of their flight 

feathers takes….. 

(A) a year        (B) a season        (C) several months         (D) a few weeks 



 

Passage 94 

During the late Middle Ages, oil paint took hold as the artistic medium of choice because 

it was effective, flexible, ad resilient relative to the wax-based, watercolor, fresco, or 

tempera paints prevalent at the time. Although contemporary commercially prepared 

paints contain a mixture of pigments and linseed oil, poppy oil paints are also available 

to connoisseurs. The original recipes developed in medieval European monasteries relied 

on fast-drying bases derived from various organic oils predominantly valued for their 

medicinal qualities. The pigments are insoluble, lightproof, and chemically inert powders 

ground in the base. Occasionally, varnish can be added to increase the paste’s ability to 

reflect light and to cover pictures with a protective seal. The resulting stiff, resinous 

compounds are often packaged in flexible metal or plastic tubes. Historically, yellow 

pigments have been added to the oil, and then the paste was layered over tin foil to imitate 

the appearance of gold leaf. 

Despite the numerous experiments to accelerate the drying process, oil paints dry 

comparatively slowly with little color alteration. An important advantage of color stability 

is that tones and undertones are easy to blend, match, transpose, and grade, and mistakes 

and smudges are simple to correct. Due to the creamy consistency of most mixtures, artists 

can exploit their viscosity in thick applications, sprays, thin trickles, and three-

dimensional blobs. The purification by boiling and filtering and bleaching of oils can 

impart varied hues to powdered pigments, while drying time can be reduced by adding 

metallic oxides. Professional painters who mix their own medium usually have their 

own trademark methods of mixing materials that art experts recognize as a part of an 

artist’s creative work. The thickness of the paste also plays an important role in defining 

the stages of painting a picture. After the basic design is sketched in pencil or charcoal, the 

broad background or foreground areas of the canvas are covered with thin, diluted paint on 



 

top of the primer. A thicker paint, often with added varnish, is subsequently used to refine 

and outline the foundation. The width of the brush depends on the type of paint the artist 

chooses to use, and stiff bristles are usually found in narrow brushes for making sharp 

lines, while softer brushes of animal hair can be employed in broad strokes. 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

A. The evolution and history of oil paintings and media. 

B. The technology and development of drying oils. 

C. The recipes and ingredients for producing oil paints. 

D. The composition and techniques for mixing oil paints. 

2. It can be inferred from the passage that oil paintings 

A. supplanted the use of tempera and fresco. 

B. took hold of the artistic choices in the Middle Ages. 

C. promoted artistic talent since the early times. 

D. supported the usefulness of applying paints. 

3. The word “connoisseurs” in bold is closest in meaning to 

A. explorers              B. experts                C. exporters                   D. experimenters 

4. According to the passage, medieval monks extracted oil…….. 

A. from minerals.                                     B. in conjunction with pigments. 

C. from plants.                                         D. in combination with medicines. 

5. The phrase “the base” in bold is closest in meaning to………. 

A. paint              B. oil                     C. chemicals                     D. pestle 



 

6. The purpose of paragraph 2 is to illustrate…… 

A. the laboriousness of making oil paints                     B. the durability of oil colors 

C. the complexity of oil purification                             D. the superiority of oil paints 

7. The word “viscosity” in bold is closest in meaning to……… 

A. stiffness                  B. elasticity                 C. stickiness                   D. eloquence 

8. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as components of oil paints? 

A. accelerants             B. retarders                  C. sealants                      D. glosses 

9. The word “trademark” in bold is closest in meaning to………….. 

A. signature                B. selection                C. significance                  D. secret 

10. The author of the passage implies that an oil painting…………… 

A. requires professional painters to mix their own paint. 

B. contains a layer of canvas and charcoal. 

C. thickens as the oil continues to dry in stages. 

D. requires multiple layers of brushwork. 

 

Passage 95 

Architecture has social purposes and meets practical needs by means of combining art and 

technological innovations. In building construction, however, an emergence of new 

materials does not make its precursors obsolete, and architectural knowledge is 

cumulative. The fact that today much is constructed from prefabricated concrete does not 

do away with brick. Furthermore, despite dramatic changes and increased technological 

sophistication of architectural design and construction, the essential apparatus of erecting 



 

a building has remained rooted in preindustrial traditional practices passed down during 

the millennia. The social and utilitarian expectations of structures are largely based on 

elemental demands of keeping out elements and enemies, ameliorating the extremes of 

heat, and avoiding the instruction of wind, precipitation, and pests. Gravity, air pressure, 

and earthquakes can induce tensions that have to be accounted for when constructing 

functional enclosed space. Vertical stacking of masonry materials causes compression that 

can lead to important problems when a structure is spanned to build a roof and connect 

walls. Arches, vaults, and domes were specifically developed to alleviate the compression 

by directing the spanning element along a curve rather than a straight line. Building 

suspension structures, dams, and tunnels became possible in the nineteenth century with 

the increased availability of steel that could reinforce structural frames and enable them to 

withstand natural forces previously believed to be insurmountable. 

Functional evolutions of modern buildings create new demands on the analysis of 

structural behavior and engineering. Few occupants of skyscrapers view elevators as 

elaborate systems of vertical transportation. Humidity and temperature control, forced 

ventilation, natural and artificial lighting, sanitation and disposal of waste, electrical 

wiring, and fire prevention make very tall constructions engineering marvels that also 

must be aesthetically pleasing and physically convenient. 

Erecting a structure involves a great deal more than merely attending to the aesthetics and 

psychological experience of architectural space. The shape, size, and incombustibility of 

locally available construction materials fostered developments of specific technologies, 

and brick and stone masonry have evolved in response to the need for structural durability. 

Advances in civil engineering and knowledge associated with properties of building 

materials combine to lead to innovations in architectural design. Tools and skills required 

to exploit easily obtainable materials have continued to inform the development of 

modern industrialized technologies. 

 



 

1. What is the main topic of the passage? 

A. The modern art of architecture and social pressure. 

B. The profound importance of tradition in architecture. 

C. The mutual impact of architecture and technology. 

D. The great technological advances in building materials. 

2. The word "obsolete" in line 3 is closest in meaning to………. 

(A) obvious                (B) obstinate                (C) antiquarian               (D) antiquated 

3. The author mentions the word "brick" in paragraph 1 as an example of which of 

the following? 

A. How old techniques can continue to remain practical. 

B. How old buildings can coexist with modern architecture. 

C. How new knowledge can supplant traditional technology. 

D. How new design can improve traditional construction.  

4. It can be inferred from the passage that pragmatic requirements of buildings __ 

A. retain essential sophistication.             B. hold constant over time.     

C. stagnate over millennia.                       D. stay rooted in the elements. 

5. What can be inferred from the passage about reducing the effects of material 

compacting? 

A. Masonry is stacked vertically by increasing compression. 

B. Downward pressure is dispersed by semicircular roofs. 



 

C. Buildings are spanned to account for the force of gravity. 

D. Vertical roofs are bent to counteract air pressure. 

6. The word “ withstand" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ___________ 

A. endure                      B. enlarge                  C. withdraw           D. withhold  

7. The purpose of paragraph 3 is to suggest that ____ 

A.  tall buildings require large amounts of wiring to make them functional. 

B. architectural innovations pose new challenges for technological development. 

C. skyscrapers need to be appealing and convenient for their occupants. 

D. architects of modern buildings create a demand for engineering talent. 

8. The word "marvels in paragraph 3 is closest inmeaning to……… 

(A) miracle                     (B) mirage                   (C) conception               (D) construction 

9. According to the passage, what is one of the construction important requirements 

of building materials? 

(A) They need to be large and well shaped.               (B) They should be locally produced.  

(C) They do not affect human psychology.                 (D) They have to be inflammable. 

10. The word "fostered" in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ___ 

A. founded                        B. focused                        C. encouraged                 D. enveloped  

11. It can be inferred from the passage that architecture and engineering……… 

A. are at the opposite ends of the technological spectrum. 

B. go hand in hand to promote art and science. 



 

C. compete for technological advancements. 

D. supersede aesthetic and experiential values. 

12. The word "inform" in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to …….. 

(A) insist on              (B) infringe on              (C) contrast with               (D) contribute to  

 

96Passage  

Long ago prehistoric man began to domesticate a number of wild plants and animals for 

his own use. This not only provided more abundant food but also allowed more people to 

live on a smaller plot of ground. We tend to forget that all of our present-day pets, 

livestock, and food plants were taken from the wild and developed into the forms we 

know today.  As centuries passed and human cultures evolved and blossomed, humans 

began to organise their knowledge of nature into the broad field of natural history. One 

aspect of early natural history concerned the use of plants for drugs and medicine. The 

early herbalists sometimes overworked their imaginations in this respect. For example, it 

was widely believed that a plant or part of a plant that resembles an internal organ would 

cure ailments of that organ, Thus, an extract made from a heart-shaped leaf might be 

prescribed for a person suffering from heart problems.  Nevertheless, the overall 

contributions of these early observers provided the rudiments of our present knowledge 

of drugs and their uses. 

 



 

1. What does this passage mainly discuss? 

A. One aspect of early natural history.  

B. The beginning of agriculture. 

C. Drugs and their uses. 

D. The imagination of prehistoric man. 

2. According to the passage, domestication of plants and animals probably occurred 

because of……. 

A.  need for more readily available food. 

B. lack of wild animals and plants. 

C. early man's power as a hunter. 

D. the desire of prehistoric man to be nomadic. 

………refers to 2" in line this3. The word " 

A. providing food for man. 

B. man's domestication of plants and animals. 

C. man's ability to live on a smaller plot of land. 

D. the earliest condition of prehistoric man. 

4. The word "blossomed" in line 5 is closest in meaning to……… 

A. produced flowers             B. changed                C. learned                   D. flourished 

5. It can be inferred from the passage that an herbalist is which of the following… 

A. A dreamer                                                                  B. An early historian 

C. Someone who uses plants in medicine                      D. A farmer 



 

……….refers to 8" in lines in this respect6. The phrase " 

A. the development of human culture. 

B. the development of the field of natural history. 

C. the use of plants for drugs and medicine. 

D. the origin of knowledge of nature. 

7. The word "extract" in line 10 is closest in meaning to…….. 

A. design                    B. substance                C. fungus                    D. ailment 

8. Which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage? 

A. The shape of a plant is indicative of its ability to cure ailments of a similarly shaped 

organ. 

B. Early herbalists were unimaginative. 

C. The work of early herbalists has nothing to do with present day medicine. 

D. There is little relation between a cure for illness and the physical shape of a plant. 

 9. What is the purpose of the author in this passage?  

 A. To persuade              B. To inform               C. To entertain              D. To ridicule 

 

 

 10. The word "rudiments' in meaning to…………  

A.  beginnings               B. History           C. Requirements                   D. Protocol  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Passage 97 

Watching for wildlife in the forest, we rarely see past the surface of things. Standing on 

the ground floor, we scan the leafy rafters, entirely overlooking the living world in the soil 

beneath our feet.  

The forest’s basement is a secret world. As different from our own world as water is from 

air, the soil seems quiet, even dead. But life bustles down below: a cubic inch of topsoil 

may contain billions of creatures. Predators and prey roam beneath as well as above the 

forest floor. Furthermore, those upstairs and downstairs forest denizens live closely linked 

lives. Soil welling bacteria and fungi break down dead organic matter into molecules that 

above ground plants use for food. Those plants, as well as animals, mature and die, 

leaving more organic matter to fuel the folks down stairs. Like a well-insulated house, the 

soil protects its tenants from extreme temperatures, and from rain and snow. It also 

provides a bulwark against predators that roam the surface world. 

 But the dense, protecting soil also limits mobility. Soil creatures must be specially 

equipped in order to travel easily through their dark, constricting realm Earthworms and 

ants are the champion earth-moves, creating channels that allow air and water to enter the 

soil. While ants travel relatively far from their nests, earthworms work small areas, 

reprocessing vast amounts of soil into fertile “waste”. In a single year, as much as 36 tons 

of soil may pass through the alimentary tracts of all the earthworms living in an acre of 

soil. 

1. The main topic of this passage is……… 

A. life in the forest soil                       B. the life cycle of ants and worms 

C. a description of a forest scene        D. the habits of the forest animals 

 



 

2. The word "bustles" in line 4 is closest in meaning to…… 

A. continues                                             B. is very active              

C. threatens                                              D. waits 

3. It can be inferred from the passage that the forest soil is…. 

A. densely inhabited                                   B. sparsely inhabited  

C. devoid of life                                         D. unknown to man 

4. The word "linked" in line 7 is closest in meaning to……… 

A. related                                                       B. chained           

C. mechanical                                               D. measured 

5. According to the passage, what is the main function of bacteria and fungi? 

    A. To help aerate the soil.                      

    B. To provide food for plant life 

    C. To kill mature plants                         

    D. To build walls in the soil 

  6. The word "bulwark" in line 12 is closest in meaning to……… 

     A. barrier                   B. gateway         C. radar               D. tomb 

  7. According to the passage, the soil offers creatures who live underground   

protection from all of the following EXCEPT…… 

       A. enemies                                                           B. bad weather 

       C. bacteria and fungi                                          D. extreme heat and cold 



 

8. The word "constricting" in line 14 is closest in meaning to….. 

A. damp             B. heavy               C. deep                           D. limiting 

9. According to the passage, it could be expected that ants…… 

A. move more earth than earthworms. 

B. are more mobile than earthworms. 

C. live only above ground. 

D. perform similar functions to fungi. 

10. The word "reprocessing" in line 15 is closest in meaning to…. 

A. transporting           B. arranging           C. converting            D. eliminating 

11. The author uses which analogy to discuss the soil of the forest? 

A. A laboratory          B. A tunnel                   C. A vehicle            D. A building 

 

Passage 98 

 

Basic to any understanding of Canada in 20 years after the Second World War is the 

country's impressive population growth. For every three Canadians in 1945, there were 

over five in 1996. In September 1966 Canada's population passed the 20 million mark. 

Most of this surging growth came from natural increase. The depression of the 1930's and 

the war had held back marriages and the catching – up process began after 1945. The baby 

boom continued through the decade of the 1950's, producing a population increase of 

nearly fifteen percent in the five years from 1951 to 1956. This rate of increase had been 

exceeded only once before in Canada's history, in the decade before 1911, when the 



 

prairies were being settled. Undoubtedly, the good economic conditions of the 1950's 

supported a growth in the population, but the expansion also derived from a trend toward 

earlier marriages and an increase in the average size of families. In 1957 the Canadian 

birth rate stood at 28 per thousand, one of the highest in the world.  

After the peak year of 1957, the birth rate in Canada began to decline. It continued falling 

until in 1966 it stood at the lowest level in 25 years. Partly this decline reflected the low 

level of births during the depression and the war, but it was also caused by changes in 

Canadian society. Young people were staying at school longer, more women were 

working, young married couples were buying automobiles or houses before starting 

families, rising living standards were cutting down the size of families. It appeared that 

Canada was once more falling in step with the trend toward smaller families that had 

occurred all through the Western world since the time of the Industrial Revolution.  

Although the growth in Canada's population has slowed down by 1966 (the increase in the 

first half of the 1960's was only nine percent). Another large population wave was coming 

over the horizon. It would be composed of the children who were born during the period 

of the high birth rate prior to 1957. 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss?  

(A) Educational changes in Canadian society.  

(B) Canada during the Second World War.  

(C) Population trends in postwar Canada.  

(D) Standards of living in Canada. 

2. According to the passage, when did Canada's baby boom begin?  

(A) In the decade after 1911                                       (B) After 1945  

(C) During the depression of the 1930's 294               (D) In 1966  



 

3. The word "five" in line 2 refers to …….  

(A) Canadians                    (B) Years              (C) Decades          (D) Marriages  

4. The word "surging" in line 3 is closest in meaning to …… 

(A) new                    (B) extra                (C) accelerating               (D) surprising  

5. The author suggests that in Canada during the 1950's ……  

(A) the urban population decreased rapidly             (B) fewer people married  

(C) economic conditions were poor                        (D) the birth rate was very high  

6. The word "trend" in line 9 is closest in meaning to ….. 

(A) tendency               (B) aim                (C) growth              (D) directive  

7. The word "peak" in line 11 is closest in meaning to ……… 

(A) pointed                     (B) dismal            (C) mountain         (D) maximum  

8. When was the birth rate in Canada at its lowest postwar level?  

(A) 1966                    (B) 1957                (C) 1956                 (D) 1951  

9. The author mentions all of the following as causes of declines in population growth 

after 1957 EXCEPT …….. 

(A) people being better educated             (B) people getting married earlier  

(C) better standards of living                  (D) couples buying houses 

10. It can be inferred from the passage that before the industrial Revolution …….. 

(A) families were larger.  

(B) population statistic were unreliable.  

(C) the population grew steadily.  

(D) economic conditions were bad.  

11. The word "It" in line 19 refers to ………. 

(A) horizon                                                             (B) population wave  

(C) nine percent 295                                               (D) first half  

12. The phrase "prior to" in line 20 is closest in meaning to ……. 

(A) behind                (B) Since               (C) During                (D) Preceding 



 

Passage 99 

Accustomed though we are to speaking of the films made before 1927 as "silent", the film 

has never been, in the full sense of the word, silent. From the very beginning, music was 

regarded as an indispensable accompaniment; when the Lumiere films were shown at the 

first public film exhibition in the United States in February 1896, they were accompanied 

by piano improvisations on popular tunes. At first, the music played bore no special 

relationship to the films; an accompaniment of any kind was sufficient.  

Within a very short time, however, the incongruity of playing lively music to a solemn 

film became apparent, and film pianists began to take some care in matching their pieces 

to the mood of the film. As movie theaters grew in number and importance, a violinist, 

and perhaps a cellist, would be added to the pianist in certain cases, and in the larger 

movie theaters small orchestras were formed. For a number of years the selection of music 

for each film program rested entirely in the hands of the conductor or leader of the 

orchestra, and very often the principal qualification for holding such a position was not 

skill or taste so much as the ownership of a large personal library of musical pieces. Since 

the conductor seldom saw the films until the night before they were to be shown (if, 

indeed, the conductor was lucky enough to see them then), the musical arrangement as 

normally improvised in the greatest hurry.  

To help meet this difficulty, film distributing companies started the practice of publishing 

suggestions for musical accompaniments. In 1909, for example, the Edison Company 

began issuing with their 287  films such indications of mood as "pleasant', "sad", "lively". 

The suggestions became more explicit, and so emerged the musical cue sheet containing 

indications of mood, the titles of suitable pieces of music, and precise directions to show 

where one piece led into the next.  



 

 Certain films had music especially composed for them. The most famous of these early 

special scores was that composed and arranged for D. W. Griffith's film Birth of a Nation, 

which was released in 1915. 

 

1. The passage mainly discusses music that was …… 

(A) performed before the showing of a film  

(B) played during silent films  

(C) specifically composed for certain movie theaters  

(D) recorded during film exhibitions  

2. What can be inferred that the passage about the majority of films made after 1927 

…..  

(A) They were truly "silent".  

(B) They were accompanied by symphonic orchestras.  

(C) They incorporated the sound of the actors' voices.  

(D) They corresponded to specific musical compositions.  

3. The word "solemn" in line 6 is closest in meaning to …………  

(A) simple              (B) serious              (C) short                  (D) silent  

4. It can be inferred that orchestra conductors who worked in movie theaters needed 

to ……….  

(A) be able to play many instruments.  

(B) have pleasant voices.  

(C) be familiar with a wide variety of music.  

(D) be able to compose original music.  

5. The word "them" in line 17 refers to ……… 

(A) years                   (B) hands                (C) pieces                       (D) films  

6. According to the passage, what kind of business was the Edison Company?  

(A) It produced electricity.                              (B) It distributed films.  



 

(C) It published musical arrangements.          (D) It made musical instruments.  

7. It may be inferred from the passage that the first musical cue sheets appeared 

around ………. 

(A) 1896                   (B) 1909                   (C) 1915                    (D) 1927  

8. Which of the following notations is most likely to have been included on a musical 

cue sheet of the early 1900's?  

(A) "Calm, peaceful"                                        (B) "Piano, violin"  

(C) "Key of C major"                                       (D) "Directed by D. W. Griffith"  

9. The word "composed" in line 20 is closest in meaning to …….  

(A) selected              (B) combined             (C) played             (D) created 

10. The word "scores" in line 20 is closest in meaning to ……… 

(A) totals                                                                (B) successes  

(C) musical compositions                                     (D) groups of musicians  

11. The passage probably continues with a discussion of ……  

(A) famous composers of the early twentieth century. 

(B) other films directed by D. W. Griffith.  

(C) silent films by other directors.  

(D) the music in Birth of a Nation. 

 

Passage 100 

Orchids are unique in having the most highly developed of all blossoms, in which the 

usual male and female reproductive organs are fused in a single structure called the 

column. The column is designed so that a single pollination will fertilize hundreds of 

thousands, and in some cases millions, of seeds, so microscopic and light they are easily 

carried by the breeze. Surrounding the column are three sepals and three petals, sometimes 



 

easily recognizable as such, often distorted into gorgeous, weird, but always functional 

shapes. The most noticeable of the petals is called the labellum, or lip. It is often 

dramatically marked as an unmistakable landing strip to attract the specific insect the 

orchid has chosen as its pollinator.  

To lure their pollinators from afar, orchids use appropriately intriguing shapes, colors and 

scents. At least 50 different aromatic compounds have been analyzed in the orchid family, 

each blended to attract one or at most a few species of insects or birds. Some orchids even 

change their scents to interest different insects at different times.  

Once the right insect has been attracted, some orchids present all sorts of one-way obstacle 

courses to make sure it does not leave until pollen has been accurately placed or removed. 

By such ingenious adaptations to specific pollinators, orchids have avoided the hazards of 

rampant crossbreeding in the  wild, assuring the survival of species as discrete identities. 

At the same time they have made themselves irresistible to collectors.  

 

 

1. What does the passage mainly discuss? C  

(A) Birds                                             (B) Insects  

(C) Flowers                                        (D) Perfume  

2. The orchid is unique because of …………..  

(A) the habitat in which it lives  

(B) the structure of its blossom  

(C) the variety of products that can be made from it  

(D) the length of its life  

3. The word " fused" in line 2 is closest in meaning to ……….. 

(A) combined                                 (B) hidden   

(C) fertilized                                  (D) produced  



 

4. How many orchid seeds are typically pollinated at one time?  

(A) 200                  (B) 2,000             (C) 20,000                        (D) 200,000  

5. Which of the following is a kind of petal?  

(A) The column            (B) The sepal            (C) The stem               (D) The labellum  

6. The labellum (line 7) is most comparable to ……… 

(A) a microscope                               (B) an obstacle course  

(C) an airport runway                        (D) a racetrack  

7. The word "lure" in line 9 is closest in meaning to ………..  

(A) attract                (B) recognize               (C) follow             (D) help  

8. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a means by which an orchid attracts 

insects?  

(A) size                   (B) Shape               (C) Color               (D) Perfume  

9. The word "their" in line 11 refers to …………  

(A) orchids               (B) birds           (C) insects                (D) species  

10. Which of the following statements about orchids' scents does the passage 

support?  

(A) They are effective only when an insect is near the blossom. 

(B) Harmful insects are repelled by them.  

(C) They are difficult to tell apart.  

(D) They may change at different times.  

11. The word "placed" in line 14 is closest in meaning to ……….  

(A) estimated                 (B) measured           (C) deposited                (D) identified  

12. The word "discrete" in line 16 is closest in meaning to ………….  

(A) complicated               (B) separate            (C) inoffensive                (D) functional 

 


